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Abstract
Changed Agents:
Cultivating Students’ Civic Identity Through Participation in a
Social Justice-Themed Book Club as a Subversive Approach to Critical Literacy in Education
By
Elizabeth Ehrig Schucker
Kutztown University of PA, 2021
Kutztown, Pennsylvania
Directed by Dr. Catherine McGeehan
Through an embedded social justice-themed book club and approach to subversive critical
literacy experiences, students gain the necessary skills-based knowledge, which cultivate civic
awareness, identity, and civic agency, inviting them to develop perspective of real-world issues
and concerns. Transformative teaching practices engage teachers and students in the joy of the
partnership model as social justice-themed texts provide the opportunity for liberation and
synthesis. The students who participate in the social justice-themed book club acknowledge and
welcome the discourse as co-investigators in the real-world inquiry. While engaging in twelve
authentic literacy-based subversive experiences, students challenge their own opinions and
cultivate a deeper sense of civic agency. This mixed-methods action research study demonstrates
how inquiry-based culturally responsive frameworks support fourth-grade students in their
cultivated growth as civic change agents that go beyond isolated skill building and test
preparations. When educational opportunities align with the real world, presented through
subversive approaches to critical literacy in education, the role of literacy takes on new meaning
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and purpose. Through this transformational teaching and learning opportunity, empowered
students and teachers evolve as critically conscious civic ‘changed agents’.

Keywords: social justice text, book club, civic identity, subversive approach, critical literacy in
education, change agents, identity, social and emotional learning, transformational teaching and
learning
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“Reading is an act of radical empathy. By shedding my skin and bones and experiences and
taking on the skin and bones and experience of another, I am forced to confront the limitations of
my own point of view.”
-Kelly Barnhill (quote shared during 2018 KSLA Conference)
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Chapter 1
An Introduction
Early memories of my literacy experiences as an elementary student consisted of my
classmates and I sitting at our arrays of desks, our eyes focused on the teacher while we
developed proficiency skills through leveled readers and unauthentic ‘little books’ which made
no lasting impression on curious little minds. I distinctly remember feeling locked into some sort
of invisible alignment system that catalogued me (Brown, 2016); I did not have a desire to read.
This was mostly due to the sequenced trail of skill acquisition, only to be met with an array of
assessments as a reward for my accession. I would have enjoyed grappling with profound topics,
multicultural texts, or investigating my identity or civic awareness. Literacy instruction did not
seem to include the structure for WHO I was to become or WHAT I believed. It lacked an
actionable approach to inspire us to lead, empower, or serve others. Something was missing.
Although this memory seems harsh, my teacher was not to blame. Through state testing
mandates, teachers across the nation are forced to engage in often strict interventions due datadriven decision making and other top-down decisions about curriculum that may disempower
educators as they work to fulfill standards that thwart their efforts to respond to their students’
holistic needs (Perttula, 2017). This may result in students who potentially view reading as an
isolated skill unto itself; not at all relying on those cultivated skills as a necessity for future
competencies. This has led me to investigate a deeper meaning and purpose for literacy
instruction. What changes occur when we allow ‘the power of story’ to impact our lives with an
intention and purpose for civic growth? What can we do to capture the thrill, engagement,
wonder, and motivation we feel when immersed in the pages of an awakened and authentic text,
alive with connections to our lived experiences that we share as a group? Is there a way to embed
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living literacy instruction in tandem with existing programs and testing regimes without
compromising the integrity of the common core, state standards, or a curricular scope and
sequence?
Responsive teaching practices which involve story as a vehicle may cultivate student
agency towards gaining increased social awareness, civic identity through critical conversations
to support students to develop competencies to serve their community. Barnhill (2021) builds on
the shared sentiment that, “...books are not passive; they are active members of a classroom
community. They are conduits of radical empathy. They are the catalyst for kids to find their
voices, and to speak loud.” As teachers, we hold a great responsibility and commitment to our
students; to support their passion, foster agency, critical thinking, and ‘think outside the box’
contemplations. It is with urgency that we take a critical and creative look at how we can
encourage the partnership with our students, allowing critical literacy practices to fulfill a greater
role of transformation for our social constructivists and their participating teachers.
Throughout my fifteen years in an elementary classroom, I have had the privilege to work
with incredibly talented, dedicated, and supportive teachers and administrators. In 2018, our
elementary school staff proudly accepted the ILA Reading Award of Excellence at the KSLA
conference in State College. The representative team and I presented our methods, interventions,
and literacy capstones to interested educators. This experience led to a realization of my own
potential for transformational impact in my school community. I have treasured my fourth-grade
inclusive classroom experience, using a reading specialist’s lens, employing many strategies and
interventions through guided reading and guided writing lessons. I have always held the value of
empowering youth to find their identity and social/emotional development to be paramount over
a myopic focus solely on academic skills-based achievement. However, I always felt limited in
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my structured lessons that involved isolation of literacy skills with little to no input or
responsiveness to the students’ lives, culture, or holistic development. I yearned to allow students
the applicability of real-world skills to go beyond the confines of curricular restraints to allow
the space for critical thinking and questioning. I longed for literacy experiences that had the
potential for transformational teaching and learning through an approach that would be
participatory and reciprocal in nature.
This desire led to an impromptu conference in May of 2019 as I attended the Chester
County Reading Association’s Social Justice through the Lens of Literacy event. This event was
impactful to the realization of my research topic and solidified the identification of a possible
gap in the education. Intrigue led to the shaping of a preliminary question: How does social
awareness and civic identity through social justice-themed texts as a vehicle provide the
opportunity for transformation in students? I was intrigued at this new opportunity as I collected
convincing research that opened new revelations that efficacy as a reader could be developed
through a subversive approach to critical literacy practices. My hope moving forward is that my
doctoral research empowers educators to transform their own identity and awareness alongside
their students through engaging in the deeper mission of critical literacy in education. “Literacy,
in the end, is not a coward’s game. Literacy, by its nature, is disruptive. It inspires social change.
It broadens minds. It foments revolutions. Teach a kid to read and you can change their life.
Inspire a kid to love to read, and you can change the world” (Barnhill, 2021). By critically
examining our educational practices, we may find that our current existing curriculums lack the
necessary structure to support inquiry, skills to help students to engage in discourse,
programming that has a foundation in fostering critical thinking skills, or an action-based service
component to support civic agency towards their educational and surrounding communities.
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Overview
The profound impact that children’s literature has on the lives of our students plays a
dramatic role in their elementary age social-emotional and academic development (Adomat,
2012). The lasting connections that students make with the unique storybook characters, impacts
their growth as they develop into empowered adults. Students benefit from opportunities to
examine their own civic awareness as they grapple with social justice topics that challenge their
own opinions and cultivate a deeper sense of identity. Our young people must be given the
opportunities in school to learn and think critically. Through using social justice-themed
literature as a vehicle to encourage civic awareness, civic identity, and the development of one’s
own positionality, the power of story strengthens students’ critical civic agency in order to
grapple with conventional expectations and societal norms.
Early educational theoreticians, according to Silva, & Langhout (2011), Dewey
(1916/2009) and Gramci (nd/1988) regarded schools as sites that were ‘contradictory’ in nature.
This meant that the institution had the immense possibility to support and cultivate civic
awareness and identity skills in their students, or ‘critical democracy’ (p. 63). Yet, many schools
succumb to the authoritarian models of education, common to United States culture. There is a
lack of “critical consciousness”, according to Silva, & Langhout (2011) that elaborates upon the
urgent need of public-school classrooms to develop the civic identity and engagement of their
students. The goals set in place for social justice have begun to take root, yet there are limited
examples of “critical schooling”, where research has shown how “alternative curricula used with
this framework can promote civic engagement and social action” (p. 63). This can also be seen in
literature through the concept of the Banking Concept of Education (Freire, 1970). This approach
provides the framework for many of the traditional models of education utilized in schools
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throughout the nation. The structure outlines the type of linear thinking that normalizes the
‘filling of the bucket’ mentality where students are educated using a right or wrong approach as
memorization may be rewarded over critically investigating or employing critical thinking.
Students’ civic identity and engagement can be transformed in many ways. One way is
through additions or embedded social justice-themed texts, augmenting an existing basal series,
along with multimodal reading and writing opportunities. Students must be empowered and
engaged through what they read and write as they interact within their learning environment. The
teacher is a ‘partner’ in learning, as he/she is transformed with his/her students as they grow and
evolve throughout this process. According to Silva, & Langhout (2011), Dewey (1916/2009) and
Gramsci (nd/1988) believed in the “interconnectedness of democracy and empowerment in
schools”. Unlike public school curricular approaches that seek to maintain the “persistence of
patriarchal thinking” and dominant “ways of knowing,” a multicultural approach deconstructs
these mechanics (Greene, 1993, p. 215). Multicultural education challenges students to try out
their own biases, positionality, empathy, understanding, and awareness through viewing their
social world through different lenses.
According to Dyches, et al (2020), Students’ civic identity and awareness may be
cultivated by culturally relevant embedded social justice texts, role playing, TED Talks, multimodalities, debates, and other real-world authentic textual experiences which are used to
augment an existing basal series through book clubs. This will be referred to as a subversive
approach to critical literacy instruction. Subversive literacy instruction offers a supportive
context in disciplinary literacy, or required skill sets necessary to satisfy the speaking and
listening standards as part of ELA common core framework (NGA & CCSSO, 2010). The
literature supports the essential foundational skills to gratify the common core and subvert
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literacy instruction in tandem. Teachers have always been change agents, whether it be on a
social and emotional level, or through pedagogical approaches. We are change agents because
we have been changed by our students, not by existing or null curriculum. Our powerful stories
and diverse backgrounds enrich our practices and intentions as we work with our varied learners.
Therefore, we have immense responsibility to provide a “robust public education” for our
students (Dyches et al., 2020, p. 2).
Critical, transformational approaches to literacy instruction provide the framework
educators need in order to best serve their students. Culturally responsive teaching methods
challenge students to try out their own biases, question positionality, develop empathy, gather
understanding, and cultivate real-world awareness through viewing their social world through
different lenses. Our students come every day with “invisible knapsacks'' (McIntosh, 2003) and
yearn to freely discuss what is going on in their world. They desire to make sense from the lived
experiences we all collectively share in together. Therefore, the methodology of this action
research design takes on a subversive approach to literacy instruction. The term ‘subversive’
often conjures definitions based on rejection, motives to overthrow, or the impulse to stop the
normal function of things, yet Dyches, Sams, & Boyd (2020) define this term as a description of
a new curricular purpose: “...to describe how curriculum was used to teach for social justice
learning in the context of ELA” (p. 165). While the subversive approach is focused on how
teachers develop a social justice-oriented educational experience within the literacy discipline
through subversive pedagogy, educators must also gratify traditional measures of conventional
and academic achievement (Dyches et al., 2020, p. 2) for students to develop discipline-specific
skills. This also empowers teachers to question the status-quo to find more equitable approaches
to learning.
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This study proposes practical and pedagogical methods to fulfill and yet subvert
standardized literacy connections, in order to work towards a positive shift within the disciplinespecific approach. Students are eager to make connections and find meaning through their
classroom experiences. Giroux (2003) proposes that subversive ‘democratic classrooms’ create a
stimulating environment where students’ civic identity is cultivated as all students and their
teacher(s) have the opportunity to critically investigate, gain perspective, and be transformed.
Students are allowed the safe space to become agents of change, as their classrooms facilitate
transformation, yet utilize the existing curriculum and standards as the backbone. This literature
study will discuss how social justice-themed texts through an approach to subversive critical
literacy instruction cultivate awareness and identity among students and develop a sense of civic
responsibility as they develop into empowered change agents in a collaborative and
transformative partnership model with their teachers.
Statement of the Problem: Traditional Literacy Models
Traditional literacy models rely on foundational skill-building with a focus on increasing
proficiency in comprehension, fluency, reading skills, and strategy work. Through the enacted
curriculum, students’ opinions and positionality are often not the focus of instruction. Students
are taught essential reading skills as teachers focus on differentiation for the varying levels of
ability and need. Students’ thoughts or connections on the topic of social justice or
multiculturalism through investigations of social justice themes may be dismissed if the teacher
is not engaged in this meaningful opportunity. Dewey argued for a conceptualizing of the
curriculum to represent an overall experience where the value was found in the “take away” from
encounters in the classroom (Wojcik, 2015, p. 609). As the official curriculum produced passive
receivers of knowledge, the experienced curriculum engages students in the holistic journey and
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relationship between the teacher and student who work together as active participants. According
to Fisette, & Walton (2015):
As educational institutions and many of the teachers within them continue to suppress the
hidden curriculum and perpetuate social inequalities through their positions of power, a
restructuring needs to occur for students to reflect on their embodied identities, speak up
and take action. (p. 64).
Shifts in education through NCLB of 2002 and its state assessments, have thwarted deep
connections to powerful text and limited critical conversations or other strategies to ensure that
valuable development outside of academic needs are met. Stakeholders feel that they must
choose what they value. Devaney, O’Brian, Resnik, & Tavegia (2005) state that educators often
feel they must choose between “teaching content or teaching character; between engaging
students in the study of great literature or nurturing great values” as the preparations for highstakes testing overshadows the high-stakes tasks of learning and “engaging in positive civic
activities” (p. 107). This high-stakes testing pressure has overwhelmed many educational
institutions so much so that there may not be any time or attention given to the social and
emotional connections or holistic development that literacy education can provide children.
Jorgenson (2012) states that there is a nation-wide obsession for a test-driven America that
enshrouds our teaching practices. It sadly defines what teachers must omit from their lessons
today: activities rich in “critical thinking, creative analysis, and unconventional problem solving”
(p. 2). The rich educational opportunities omitted from many curricula may be reacquired within
a framework, such as the Experiential Learning Theory (Jenkins, & Clarke, 2017), built on the
pillars of inspiration, innovation, reflection, and deeper meaningful learning (p. 154). The testing
phenomenon has created a culture of reactionary stakeholders who scramble to quantify their test
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scores and apply stringent intervention programs to improve results, thus the cycle continues.
Results are measurable and finite. This quantitative data may easily justify future decisions in
literacy education. The term “performance culture” (Kehoe, 2015) is derived from great concern
related to the organizational dynamics of our systems and the constrictive practices utilized.
Many teachers are pressured for better student performance as they ‘teach to the test’. Student
positionality, leadership programs, character education, civic awareness and identity, and
development of multiple intelligences takes a back seat to ‘skill-drilling’ strategies which may
disengage our learners. Dewey (2019) states, “The danger in those studies where the main
emphasis is upon acquisition of skill is just the reverse. This makes the subjects mechanical, and
thus restrictive of intellectual power” (p. 25).
Dewey (2019) goes on to investigate the very connotation of reflective practices and its
meaning for our students, no matter their age or level of education. The need for critical
reflection on social justice issues develops positionality which builds critical awareness and
agency for change. Kehoe (2015) describes that when students endeavor to serve as change
agents, it is understood as both a real process but also a conceptual mediation constructed
alongside the internalized construct of the organizational framework of their culture. Our
children will adopt information if the vehicle in which it is delivered supports them in making
personal connections, igniting a passion for learning. Therefore, educators who strive to evolve
with their students are active participants who wish to be enlightened and energized by
transformational practices. “They are challenged to become active learners, not simply passive
receivers of predigested information” (Greene, 1995, p. 34). The value of this approach in
literacy would mean students can reflect and grapple with their social awareness of the world in
tandem with building their own social identity. Dewey (2019) explains that the work of teaching
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must not only renew and remodel original propensities into conditioned habits of thought but
must also protect the mind against revolving trends. In activating the Theory of Social Change,
stakeholders investigate their motivations in how their existing curriculum satisfies their goals
for their institutions. Asking questions like: How does this curriculum create social/emotional
growth in our students? Is the existing curriculum collaborative where we welcome critical
reflection and consider taking action to augment and improve existing structures?
Speaking and Listening standards, as well as Reading Literature standards both require
students to respond critically through close reading, as well as to respond with evidence-based
essays regarding analysis of text (NGA & CCSSO, 2010). If students are to develop strong
supportive inferences, questions, or interpretations, then there is a need for critically relevant,
divergent thinking and inquiry-based practices, including multimodal opportunities for students
to grow as 21st century learners. The competencies that are required of critical thinkers are
diverse. McPeck (2016) defines critical thinking as multidimensional. He elaborates that it not
merely consists of isolated questioning techniques. It is employed using “reflective skepticism”
of a defined topic or concept which leads to the act of thinking deeply, while requiring
knowledge of the domain in question (p.11). Therefore, stakeholders who focus on the social
processes to nurture critical thinking, curriculum that conceptualizes and celebrates diversity,
and facilitate empowerment as a form of “social power” which allows the individual or group to
collectively develop social change (Silva, & Langhout, 2011). This is congruent with the
Experiential Learning Theory (Jenkins, & Clarke, 2017) and Kolb’s (1984, 2015) framework,
which “...also argues that knowledge creation occurs as a dynamic learning cycle driven by the
resolution of the dual dialectics of action/reflection and experience/abstraction” (p. 155). The
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lasting effects go beyond social change to the individual(s), but also perpetuate positive
outcomes in relation to one’s own community.
Research Questions
The aim of this research is to investigate the impact that social justice-themed texts, along
with the embedded subversive critical literacy instruction, have on students’ development of
civic identity, leading to the acquisition and applicability of empowerment skills towards
becoming change agents. This collaborative partnership model may result in transformation
within the researcher as well. Therefore, this dissertation will explore the following questions:
RQ1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to
critical literacy in education?
RQ2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness and
ability to serve as civic change agents?
RQ3: How does this research journey cultivate my own identity, awareness, and
‘changed- agency’ as I collaborate in the partnership model with my students?
Background and Context
Throughout my fifteen years of experience in primary education, I have always been
required to utilize my basal reading program. It serves as a ‘backbone’ from which all
educational decisions in literacy are made. This explicit or official curriculum provides the
guidelines, framework, and policies that reflect the “current social and political contexts”
(Wojcik, 2010). The explicit nature of mandated standardized curriculum as seen through the
common core leaves little room for investigation, critical conversations, or interactions which
yield examinations or questioning of the context. This is due to the fact that the Common Core is
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largely based on skill acquisition; measurable and finite (NGA & CCSSO, 2010). According to
Milner (2017), this “hidden curriculum” drives teachers to complacency which perpetuates the
ongoing cycle to maintain the status-quo. This dominant model in education also controls the
material represented within the texts, continuously controlling accessibility to many social
groups (Anyon, 1979).
However, teachers may pursue curricula with smaller, more applicable ‘renovations’
which may lead to lasting ‘transformations’ (Brown, 2021). This sets a foundation for
adjustments that will assist in redeveloping curriculum that may be reimagined through a
different lens. According to Baumann & Heubach (1994), teachers who use the basal reading
program as a guide may also select outside texts that represent meaningful and inspirational
authentic literature. Stakeholders may also adopt other activities based on the skills taught from
the basal but enrich these activities from the teacher’s and students’ own experiences. A teacher
can create modifications and accommodations to target the specific needs of the individuals
within a more authentic and responsive context.
Conceptual and Theoretical Framework
The potential impact of a social justice book club for the social-emotional development
of our students is monumental. Using literature to shape children's understanding of broad realworld issues and concerns, while implementing the curriculum is a modern and effective change
in literacy instruction. This approach engages the teacher as he/she responds to the lived
experiences of the students (Strehle, 1999). The role of the teacher and how effectively he/she
provides opportunities to facilitate students’ discussions is critical to a child’s understanding of
their own beliefs and assessment of real-world issues. As a result, the teachers are vital
participants in these transformational experiences (Strehle, 1999).
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For the purpose of this study, the theoretical framework and underlying theory falls under
an interpretivist paradigm. Thanh, & Thanh (2015) states, “Taking account from various
scholars, it is theoretically understood that interpretive paradigm allows researchers to view the
world through the perceptions and experiences of the participants'” (p. 24). This qualitative study
will explore the perceptions and experiences of fourth grade students who engage in social
justice book clubs. The research problem in relation to the methodology is to focus on the ability
to allow participants the experience of critical conversations to create a deeper understanding of
the books they read. “There is a tight connection between an interpretivist paradigm and
qualitative methodology, as one is a methodological approach, and one is a means of collecting
data” (p. 26). The observations, interviews, and student questionnaires will bring attention to the
fact that these critical conversations in literacy and awareness towards social justice are often not
present in typical basal series language arts curriculum. With most of the focus in reading being
on comprehension, fluency, and skill building, a methodology like this would benefit the
researcher as this qualitative collection of data will shed light on the dispositions and beliefs of
the student participants “... and the role those people play in creating the social fabric of which
they are a part” (McQueen, 2002, p. 26). As an Interpretivist ‘seeker’, the researcher will view
the experiences of the classroom in literacy through a “series of individual eyes” (Thanh, &
Thanh, 2015) as data is collected.
Freire’s Liberating Education Model (Freire, 1970) and Dewey’s Progressive Education
Theory (See Table 1.) set the foundation for the theories of this action research. In Freire’s
Liberating Education Model, teachers view their students as participants; valued for their role in
the experience alongside their teacher, not oppressed recipients of collective subjectivities.
Paralleling this sentiment, Dewey’s (1895) theories on Progressive Education is a model, which
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is built upon Dewey’s educational theory. His vision for his citizenship model was seen in his
work from as early as 1897 to the 1940s (Detlefsen, 1998). Dewey’s vision for a democratic
community in education was developed in three key points. First, there was great emphasis
placed on the “internal democracy” among members and therefore this same projection of
efficacy throughout the community. The group’s harmony and synergy as a combined unit was
paramount (p. 311). Secondly, the theory requires a community to be “externally democratic”
and that there be a strong emphasis on “continuous readjustment through meeting the new
situations produced by varied intercourse” (Detlefsen, 1998, p. 311). This second step defined
what it meant to be a proficient democratic citizen as seen through the social and emotional lens.
The third method for implementation focuses on “openness to inquiry, discussion, and the testing
of ideas and values against experiences of all participants within and across communities” (p.
311). Reasoning, reflecting, reimagining, reconstructing, and questioning their own positionality
allows students to envision how their own lives and communities may become future-ready
(Detlefsen, 1998). This participatory approach to education is how Dewey defines his democratic
classroom as he “...expects all communities, families, schools, cultural groups, states, and so on
to be represented in these ways” (p. 325).
I am also applying Lewin’s (1945/1996) Theory of Social Change. This work mainly
focuses on how social change is influenced by the dynamics of a small group. This validates the
importance of teachers working with their small groups of students to work as a team (teacher
included) to reflect and act on change together. This is essential to the concept of becoming a
change agent because the students and teacher(s) are connected to the “group identity” and hold
each other accountable as the group is challenged, employs critical thinking, and becomes
socially aware as they work together to take some sort of action based on the groups’ standards
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(Silva, & Langhout, 2011, p. 65). According to Silva, & Langhout (2011), this theory of social
change incorporates three phases: In ‘Unfreezing’, group members overcome their resistance to
change the ‘habit’ or custom (p. 65). The second phase is ‘changing the habit’, where students
must reflect and then act to make the mind-shift to make room for the next phase to occur (p.
66). The last phase is called, ‘refreezing’. “The Refreezing process is vital because it enables the
‘re-education’ of the group members and changes the culture of the group” (p. 66). This theory
and phases are useful as they will be applied to this study’s social justice-themed book clubs,
which will focus on cultivating critical civic identity for the students to become change agents.
I also will be utilizing Kolb’s (1984, 2015) framework on the Experiential Learning
Theory (ELT). According to Jenkins, & Clarke (2017), this framework is defined as “the process
whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of experience (49).” (p. 154) The very
act of participants engaging in the meaningful experience that cultivates new understanding and
awareness is a “recursive process” (p. 155). There are four stages of activity through which the
learner engages in new knowledge acquisition: Stage One: concrete experience, Stage Two:
reflective observation, Stage Three: abstract conceptualization, and Stage Four: active
experimentation. “When the learner ‘touches all bases’ by experiencing, reflecting, thinking, and
acting, they are more likely to retain information and develop critical thinking abilities (Arends,
2014; Coffield, Moseley, Hall, & Ecclestone, 2004; Kolb, 2015; Muscat & Mollicone, 2012)”
(Jenkins, & Clarke, 2017, p. 155). The chart below defines the four theories used as the
foundation of the study: Freire’s Liberating Education Model, Dewey’s Educational Theory,
Lewin’s Theory of Social Change, and Kolb’s Experiential Theory serve as the congruent
educational framework that connects the theories through a comparison summary on how each
relates to this study.
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Table 1
A Comparison Summary of the Theories Related to this Study:
Freire’s Liberating
Education Model

Dewey’s
Educational Theory

Lewin’s Theory of
Social Change

● Students are
subjects, not
objects subjected
to oppressive
practices.
● Inquiry-based
education
● Increased
consciousness of
the student
participants as
they investigate
and appreciate
their own lived
experiences
● Liberating
practices that
connect students
to the “realworld.”

● Students are
● Social change is
valued
influenced by the
participants
dynamics of a
● Schools are
small group
thought of as
● Teachers work
communities
with their small
whose practices
groups of
are built on
students in order
“freedom and
to work as a
action of
team (teacher
thought”
included) to
(Detlefsen, 1998,
reflect and act on
p. 311).
change together.
● Inquiry-based,
● The students and
student-driven
teacher(s) are
education of
connected to the
real-world
“group identity”,
application
employing
● Engagement in
critical thinking,
critical thinking
and become
as the framework
socially aware as
for learning
they work
● Debate,
together to take
development of
some sort of
student
action based on
positionality, and
the groups’
awareness as a
standards.
global citizen is a ● Incorporates
crucial
three phases:
component of
--“Unfreezing’”,
democratic
group members
citizenry.
overcome their
resistance to change
the ‘habit’ or
custom” (Silva, &
Langhout, 2011, p.
65).
--The second phase is
‘changing the habit’,
where students must

Kolb’s Experiential
Learning Theory
(ELT)
● The process
whereby
knowledge is
created through
the
transformation of
experience.
● There are four
stages of activity
that the learner
as he/she
engages in new
knowledge
acquisition:
--Stage One: concrete
experience
--Stage Two:
reflective observation
--Stage Three:
abstract
conceptualization
--Stage Four: active
experimentation.
The learner moves
through the
experiencing,
reflecting, thinking,
and acting stages, as
they retain
information and
develop critical
thinking abilities.
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reflect and then act to
make the mind-shift to
make room for the
next phase to occur,
(p. 66).
--The last phase is
called, “refreezing.”
“The Refreezing
process is vital
because it enables the
‘re-education’ of the
group members and
changes the culture of
the group” (p. 66).

The theoretical framework above was used to develop the conceptual framework of this study.
The conceptual framework is defined through connections made between the participants in the
partnership model as they experience the transformative experience together.
Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this study, these terms are defined as:
Critical Conversations: A ‘Critical Conversation’ is defined by high stakes situations
where one’s feelings are solid, but opinions vary. These discussions often do not occur if
individuals do not have the skills to cope with the difficulties they bring up.
Critical Conversations can arise within the following situations:
● Subversive approaches to critical literacy education
● Real-World, authentic literacy content
● Interviews
●

Dealing with opposing dispositions

● Active listening
● Non-violent communication
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● Presentation skills
●

Coping with the difficult conversations

● Scenario Cards (Role Play)
● Journal Entries
Book Club: A book club is a gathering of people who are reading the same book and
then discussing it. The “Beacon Book Club” utilized for this study will also incorporate activities
within the book club to deepen the understanding of the narrative elements.
Change Agents: A change agent is one who is responsible for and leads the way toward
new growth in an organization. They are the model or archetype that others aspire to follow. The
change agent represents a position of being the catalyst that inspires change in people.
Critical Agency: Critical agency refers to the individual’s involvement and effectiveness
in their community as they may feel empowered to address local injustices (Moya, 2017).
Critical Literacy in Education: Using literacy as a vehicle to look at a real-world issue
or social justice-themed topic in different ways, analyze it, and suggest possibilities for change
agency and improvement (Vasquez, Janks, & Comber, 2019).
Critical Multiculturalism: This can be defined as depictions of race, class, and gender
(being) recognized as the result of social struggles in altering the social, cultural, and official
framework in which significance is produced (Silva, & Langout, 2011).
Civic Identity: Civic identity refers to a person’s sense of attachment or belonging to her
community and how that individual may become civically involved. It also involves a sense of
agency in affecting the societal well-being of that community (Moya, 2017).
Critical Civic Identity: Critical civic identity involves the individual’s development of
awareness in regard to the structures of social injustices and their personal efforts or capabilities
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to undertake one’s own actions to address them. According to Moya (2017), “A critical civic
identity involves developing an awareness of structural injustices and a motivation to address
them” (Freire, 2000).
Character: Character can be defined as cultivating a moral, civic, good mannered,
behaved, non-bullying, healthy, critical, successful, traditional, compliant, or socially acceptable
person.
Conventional Expectations: Conventional expectations refers to what is socially
acceptable to a group of people. The expectation is that the convention will be carried out due to
the expected nature or law of society.
Empowered by Story: To give control or authority to. Empowered by story means to
feel that control and to be affected through giving the individual the possibility to be transformed
by story.
Identity: Identity is defined as your unique and individual and collective whole; you are
the sum of your lived experiences. Your identity is rooted in your own psychology, physiology,
sociology, and cultural heritage. Through these lived experiences (past, present, and future) you
grow and create new pieces of your identity which develop one's own character and sense of self.
Leadership: Leadership is the action one takes when there is the belief that he/she can
have an impactful influence or make a difference in someone else’s life or circumstance.
Literacy as a Vehicle: ‘Literacy as a Vehicle’ is literacy instruction delivered through
children’s literature is utilized as a tool or conduit to deliver a lesson or learning opportunity to
children.
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Meaningful Learning: Meaningful learning embodies the learned knowledge that is
completely understood by the individual and that the individual skillfully applies this new
knowledge to other learned facts.
Multimodalities: Multimodal resources are represented in print, virtual resources,
photographs, audio recordings and any other visual representation of information. “In order to
create an informed, literate citizenry, readers must be able to navigate, interpret, design and
interrogate the written, visual and design elements of multimodal texts” (Serafini, 2012, p. 152,
as cited in Lammert, 2020, p. 192).
Positionality: Positionality is the social and political context that forms your
distinctiveness in terms of race, class, gender, sexuality, and aptitude. Positionality also describes
how your civic identity is impacted, your predispositions, and your understanding of the
viewpoint on their creation.
Power of Story: The ‘Power of Story’ is the meaningful story’s influence over the
participant’s life. The ‘power of story’ can be so influential that it has the possibility to alter
one’s own perceptions of life.
Real World: The ‘Real World’ is a phrase to describe the current state of things, as
opposed to one that is fantasy, simulated, or imaginary.
Social Justice: Social Justice stands for the foundation or framework that all people
deserve equitable opportunities and equal rights. We acknowledge that we all have biases as we
work towards providing equity and justice for all people. All people deserve equal access and
fair treatment. Social justice stands as a phrase to describe the common good and equality in
society. Social justice for our youth can be interpreted as the capacity to manage others with
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fairness and choosing to put the needs of others above ourselves (Mackey & Vocht-van Alphen,
2016).
Social Awareness: People may be ‘socially aware’ of their own culture, but also the
culture of others. This creates an awareness of how people live their lives, viewing others
through a macro lens versus a micro viewpoint.
Societal Norms: Societal Norms are unrecorded rules about how to conduct yourself.
They stipulate an anticipated idea of how to behave in a group or culture (McLeod, 2008).
Student Voice: Student voice is defined as a collective mission of a student in the
establishment of their own education.
Subversive Pedagogy: Subversive pedagogy rejects the “Banking concept of education”
(p. 173). It dispels the myth that disciplinarity and social justice are isolated (p. 3). Student
positionality and classroom context to subvert instruction to uproot repressive forms of the
education canon. The existing curriculum becomes a basic framework from which to build an
engaging and responsive justice-oriented curriculum with student-inquiry at the core. Subversive
pedagogy invites youth to contemplate their worlds from different points of view, empowering
teachers to present vibrant materials with which their students could make close connections.
There is also a service component with which students engage in taking roles in agency projects.
“These subversive models of teaching enable justice-oriented educators to advocate for students
in ways that help them recognize their value while maintaining academic rigor and challenging
them to think critically” (Dyches et al., p.111).
Subversive Approach to Critical Literacy Instructional Components: According to
Dyches et al., (2020), subversive values may be outlined according to the following points when
selecting subversive curricula:
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● Students complete authentic projects that have some sort of service impact on the
world (Achor, 2010; Frankl, 2006; Pink, 2012 as cited in Dyches et al., 2020)
● Reading and writing skills will be taught within authentic contexts and alternative
multimodalities (Achor, 2011; Frankl, 2006 as cited in Dyches et al., 2020), such
as:
○ Student-selected texts, Reflection logs, Products shared in multimodal
ways, TED Talks, Open Mic student presentations, Public Presentations,
Community Activism to promote social justice and activism, Responsible
Change Agency Projects
● Inquiry requires deep reading and critical thinking (Daniels & Ahmed, 2015,
Kuhlthau et al., 2015 as cited in Dyches et al., 2020).
● Students must have choice and direct their own learning to challenge themselves
(Beers & Probst, 2017; Daniels & Ahmed, 2015; Pink, 2021 as cited in Dyches et
al., 2020).
Significance
The potential impact of social justice book clubs, the subversive approach to critical
literacy in education, and the role of the teacher as part through the reciprocal teaching method
for the social-emotional and holistic development of our students is paramount. Using social
justice-themed literature and embedded activities to shape children's understanding of the
broader real-world, social justice-based issues and concerns, and implementing them within the
existing curriculum may be seen through a new lens of literacy instruction. “A critical approach
to social issues encourages the teacher to listen to the experiences of students and then to focus
on the students’ cultural understanding” (Strehle, 1999, p. 219). The role of the teacher and how
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effectively and frequently they provide opportunities to facilitate students’ discussions is critical
to a child’s understanding of their own beliefs and their assessment of real-world issues (Lobron
& Selman, 2007). Through teacher and student discussions, students can explore the topic of
social justice while bolstering their voices and points of view. The teacher is a participant in this
process and is also transformed through the lens with which he/she views their students’
responses (Sychterz, 1999). Transformative teaching practices may be found in the joy of
participating in the journey together as students and teachers engage in the consumption of
literacy instruction involving “liberation and synthesis” (Slattery, 2013, p. 265). If we commit to
using children’s literature to contextualize the many layers of their social constructivist world
and a subversive approach in education which allows students to develop their own points of
view, we can empower the next generation of informed leaders while also cultivating their
motivation towards literacy skill growth. This study provides teachers the necessary data to
encourage reflection about how social justice-themed texts combined with subversive approaches
to critical literacy in education through book clubs may augment existing basal series programs.
It also places a high value on the commitment informed educators pledge as we cultivate
students’ holistic, academic, and social and emotional development. The focus on the partnership
model as teacher and students explore together adds another unfolding layer of explication.
Through the results of this study, teachers may gain insight as they consider this approach to
transformative literacy instruction embedded within the existing curriculum, and the potential
impact it holds for the students.
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“There’s a radical and wonderful new idea here...that all children could and should be
inventors of their own theories, critics of other people’s ideas, analyzers of evidence, and makers
of their own personal marks on the world. It is an idea with revolutionary implications. If we
take it seriously.”
-Deborah Meier
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
The Case for Social Justice-Themed Texts
Stakeholders have the responsibility to participate with their students as they grow in
social/emotional intelligence. We are changed on the journeys we engage in with our students
throughout the school year. Meaningful texts have the potential to help us navigate those critical
conversations that we have with our students as we collaborate, co-create, investigate, and evolve
through the power of story. Stories play an incredibly effective and transformational role in the
overall growth and depth of development of our students. We should be asking ourselves: Do the
stories we choose challenge critical thinking and questioning? Do the texts make them wonder or
grapple with a new topic they had never thought of before? Is the subject matter poignant enough
to encourage development in opinion or to challenge one’s beliefs about a social justice issue?
This kind of critical thinking about story is necessary to go beyond the surface level of skillbuilding and instead become a vehicle to cultivate student agency towards social awareness and
identity. It is the responsibility of stakeholders to cultivate and support students as they think
critically and challenge their own views. Dever, Sorenson, & Broderick (2005) suggest:
Our responsibility is to respect and support the dignity of the individual, the health of the
community and the common good of all. This responsibility demands that we teach our
students to recognize and respect the diversity that exists within the community. (p. 18)
Social justice for our youth can be interpreted as the capacity to manage others with fairness and
choosing to put the needs of others above ourselves (Mackey & Vocht-van Alphen, 2016). A
teacher’s role in the growth of their students extends well past academic success. A child’s
broadened awareness of the world is crucial to their full understanding of the complexities of the
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county, country, or world they live in. Yet, limiting curriculum and stringent testing
requirements harshly outline and define teachers’ ability to respond to their students’ holistic and
social/emotional development. Therefore, inadvertently, students’ positionality, critical thinking,
and identity may be discounted or subtracted from lessons while a greater emphasis is put on the
value of the teacher’s point of view and the limited scope of curriculum. Calce, Clark, &
Enriquez (2017) states, “What we say to students can support or hinder their thinking processes.
Not only that, but our language choices can also shape students’ identities and the power they
feel over their lives” (p. 712). When we allow our students to have the opportunity to cultivate
and investigate their feelings about the world, it nurtures critical conversations and collaboration,
which are crucial to a child’s growth, not only in school, but in preparation for the world.
Without the opportunity for critical thinking on many real-world topics, children do not gain the
perspective, empathy, or sensitivity necessary to be fully engaged in life. The importance of
valuing children's critical views in early development engages the students to become dynamic
participants who confidently share ideas and opinions. If students are not exposed to culture,
diversity, or student positionality, we may inadvertently shape students with nearsighted views
on life. Dever, Sorenson, & Broderick (2005) suggest that it is crucial for youth to learn about
social justice, inclusivity, and respecting the rights of all; this is best gained at a young age
because a lack of opportunity may yield deep-seated attitudes or behavior that is prejudiced,
biased, and intolerant.
The partnership model (Sychterz, 1999) which reflects the crucial role of the teacher
participating in the transformation alongside their students is a powerful framework. This
paradigm also serves as the backbone for all change that occurs within the classroom. Book
selection is also an opportunity for students to work alongside the teacher as they work together
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to navigate the curiosities, concerns, prejudice, bias, and interests of the students. Book clubs
may serve as an essential component of any language arts program for this reason, even in
tandem with a basal series. Where else do these discussions about social justice-themed topics
occur? Book Clubs, whose role in the past may have been to provide practice for literacy skills
and strategies, finds new meaning as a vehicle to provide character education opportunities.
Strehle (1999) suggests, “In offering literature embedded with social issues to students during
thematic studies, teachers can offer opportunities for students to begin to see themselves as
children among the world’s children” (p. 214). It is critical when selecting books to use for this
purpose, that educators engage in their own conversations to address the needs of their student
populations. Students may select certain books based on a set of social justice topics that are of
interest to them. Another option may be to decide on a few whole group read-aloud books that
will be utilized throughout the year. These novels may serve as a ‘spring-board’ for whole-group
discussions during a teacher’s read-aloud. This method also reinforces the fact that trust between
the students and their teacher is vital. The transformational discussions based on these social
justice-themed topics will only develop into critical conversations if there is a strong relationship
between the teacher and his/her students. “We are firm believers that quality children’s literature
has the power to show readers what is possible in their lives, their communities, and the world
around them” (Calce, Clark, & Enriquez, 2017, p. 713). The role of these picture books or novels
is to justly inspire self-determined young people, free to stand in their own truth, learning about
how to understand and navigate the world around them. When students experience the power of
story as a vehicle guiding them towards this growth in tandem with their teacher, it is especially
dynamic through the relational elements (Sychterz, 1999), that the teacher and children feel with
each other. This is also found in the reciprocal teaching model, which illuminates the dynamism
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of instructional practices that involve the dialogue between teachers and students as they coconstruct meaning from the powerful text. The four stages of the reciprocal teaching method
support comprehension acquisition: Questioning, Clarifying, Summarizing, and Predicting.
Through these four fluid stages and the trusting relationship in the partnership model between the
teacher and students, the reciprocal teaching model provides a framework that supports the
teacher participating in the experience of learning with his/her students as equals in the cogitation
process.
Book Clubs Embedded Within a Subversive Approach to Critical Literacy in Education
There are so many untapped effects of exploring social justice book clubs with kids.
Authentic literature can display the substantive relationships that children need from diverse
characters as they develop positionality, introspection, and the solidity to understand and
possibly reshape cultural and societal expectations (Kieff, 2002). Teachers who recognize the
contribution children can make regarding critical conversation about social justice strengthen the
relationships between staff and their students which supports their empowerment and character
development. Almerico (2014) states that children’s books offer the students the opportunity for
profound personal impact. The characters found within the plotlines have such an influence, it is
almost comparable to the relationships or influence of the real people in the students' lives.
Through the pages of the powerful and authentic texts, students acquire many social and
emotional skills such as deep respect, emotional bonds, emotional connection, and shared
experiences. However, these skills are often taught in isolation, devoid of supportive mentor
texts to support this growth. Without a literature framework, teachers will not have the
opportunities to have these critical conversations. Our children are social engineers as they make
sense of the community and other elements of their world largely through the experiences they
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have at school. Without this vital component being offered by confident, empowered teachers
and their supportive curriculum, we are missing an important opportunity for growth in our
youth and ourselves. According to Seidel, & Rokne (2011):
Teaching in rapidly and ever-changing diversified learning communities in the context of
global political, economic, and ecological strain presents special questions and challenges
for teachers who may feel anxiety about content, material, and language and literacy
development. Thus, there is a pressing and ongoing need for professional development
opportunities, support and resource suggestions (p. 246)
Embedded within the socio-cultural perspectives of reading, the term “critical literacy”
was framed from learning as a way to engage the learners in meaningful literacy practices and
“discourse resources” (Luke, 2000, p. 449 as cited in O’Byrne, 2021). O’Byrne (2021) goes on to
discuss how critical literacy is used as “social capital in the community (Freebody & Luke, 1990;
Lankshear & Knobel, 1998).” The opportunities to “become conscious” of your own
positionality, lived experiences, and those of others invites students to not only use literacy as a
vehicle for investigating their own identities, but also to investigate how it applies “as part of the
process of becoming conscious of one’s experience as historically constructed within specific
power relations” (Anderson & Irvine, 1982, as cited in O’Byrne, 2021). The shift in thinking
only of ones’ limited interpretation of text through one lens, to question and investigate various
interpretations of texts in different “environmental and cultural contexts”, (Luke, 2000) invites
readers to view reading as purposeful and intentional (O’Byrne, 2021). This allows educators
and students to work within a partnership model as they engage in the opportunity to consume
real-world, authentic texts, building new meaning as it applies to purposeful agency-driven
action to strengthen student awareness and civic identity. According to Mackey & Vocht-van
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Alphen (2016), the very act of teachers believing that their students can improve their
community through agency and civic action is “in itself one of justice for the child” (p. 355).
Pedagogical framework embedded within a critical literacy context which engages
students in critical thinking, inquiry, and examination may be viewed as “subversive pedagogical
practices.” A subversive pedagogy is informed from Freire’s (2018) model of dialogic education
and Ladson-Billings’s (1995) culturally responsive pedagogy, along with Delpit’s (1988)
literature on oppressive power and the struggle of an educational culture that condones and
normalizes power and oppressive forces used in teaching practices (Dyches, et al., 2020).
Reading and writing is complex work. Dyches, et al. (2020) describes how subversive
approaches using authentic text redefine the intention of literacy, inviting teachers and
administrators to take a closer look at “authentic integration” of real-world textual experiences
that involve the partnership between culturally responsive teaching practices and agency-related
opportunities for students to view the intention of literacy instruction as service-based (p. 192).
Students have the opportunity to view literacy as ‘critical’, evolving in their identity, awareness,
and civic duty for the improvement of their communities.
Traditional definitions according to a wide range of literature define the term ‘subversive’
as resistance against oppressive forces that seek to maintain the status-quo or do harm through
limited one-sided curricula or repressive mindsets (Dyches, et al, 2020). Yet, according to
Portelli, & Eizadirad (2018), subversion does not have to be seen in a negative light. The Latin
words sub (under) and vertere (to turn around/over) defines the term as changing from the
foundation or bottom; an evolution from the ground-up (Portelli, & Eizadirad, 2018).
Historically, students’ reading and writing practices foster “Communication, relationships, selfexpression...enacting identities that offer them power in their everyday lives” (p. 186). This
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alternative ‘approach’ may also be seen through (Dyches, et al., 2020) as subversive pedagogy
rejects the “Banking concept of education” (p. 173). It dispels the myth that disciplinarity and
social justice are isolated (p. 3). The existing curriculum becomes a basic framework from which
to build an engaging and responsive justice-oriented curriculum with student-inquiry at the core.
Subversive pedagogy invites youth to contemplate their worlds from different points of view,
empowering teachers to engage in vibrant materials in which their students could make close
connections. There is also a service component in which students engage in taking roles towards
agency projects. “These subversive models of teaching enable justice-oriented educators to
advocate for students in ways that help them recognize their value while maintaining academic
rigor and challenging them to think critically” (Dyches, et al., p.111). Therefore, this study
utilizes a subversive ‘approach’. This approach bases the curricular opportunities and
pedagogical practice on supporting students with authentic textual experiences that “deeply
engage” them in the following educational opportunities: Students complete authentic projects
that have some sort of service impact on the world (Achor, 2010; Frankl, 2006; Pink, 2012, as
cited in Dyches, et al., 2020), Reading and writing skills will be taught within authentic contexts
and alternative multimodalities (Achor, 2011; Frankl, 2006, as cited in Dyches, et al., 2020),
such as: Student-selected texts, Reflection logs, Products shared in multimodal ways, TED Talks,
Open Mic student presentations, Public Presentations, Community Activism to promote social
justice and activism like Responsible Change Agency Projects. Deep reading and critical
thinking opportunities challenge the students to venture out beyond their own learning, while
teachers give them the choice to direct their own learning (Beers & Probst, 2017; Daniels &
Ahmed, 2015; Pink, 2021, as cited in Dyches, et al., 2020). Therefore, a subversive approach to
critical literacy in education offers opportunities for teachers to act as agents of change for the
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betterment of their students who are engaging in the partnership model, equally acquiring both
holistic and academic growth based on the elemental foundations of literacy instruction that
serve as a backbone for instruction.
The Case for Cultivating Critical Civic Identity
There is little research describing what or how to use ‘practice-based’ samples of these
critical pedagogies in action (Moya, 2017, p. 460), especially in an elementary classroom. “As
argued by Freire (2000), when opportunities for social criticism are coupled with efforts to
imagine and enact solutions, youth tend to experience and expand consciousness of social
injustices and increased commitment and agency to address them” (Moya, 2017, p. 460).
Opportunities to support students as they cultivate their own civic identity allow for
transformation and motivation to act as ‘change agents’. Participating with the students, teachers
model civic duty as they mentor students throughout this time of personal growth together.
Students thrive when they are given real-world opportunities to apply the knowledge that they
have learned that empowers them to create positive changes for others, or within their
community (Swalwell, 2013). Civic identity refers to an individual student's sense of belonging
in his/her community, opportunities for civic engagement, and agency or service opportunities in
affecting the well-being of the community. Westheimer & Kahne (2004) is explicit in their
description of three levels of citizenship: participatory citizens, personally responsible citizens,
and the justice-oriented citizens (see Table 50, p. 182). The difference between these three
distinguishing categories of service-oriented citizenship is that the justice-oriented citizens are
working to address the root of the problem, while the other two categories work to address,
organize, or affect change based on the issue. “The vision of the justice-oriented citizen shares
with the vision of the participatory citizen as emphasis on collective work related to the life and
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issues of the community” (p. 243). Programming that supports the three levels of citizenship
defined through (Westheimer & Kahne, 2004) illuminate the potential for K-12 programming
that provide authentic real-world opportunities to build civic awareness and identity with the
teacher, who serves as a partner in the transformation, allows the classroom environment to
become a space that nurtures a strong co-creation of new knowledge (Sychterz, 1999). Often
“Practice-linked identity” (p. 465) is not enough to support real civic identity growth. Students
must be mentored as “leaders” and teachers expect leadership as “pay it forward” behavior
because this development of civic identity relies on change processes in communities through
commitment and desire to effect change, rather than procedure and conversation (p. 471).
Identity has the possibility to be created through ‘civic multicultural competence’ (Silva, 2011, p.
65). There is power in the kind of pedagogy that allows the teacher and students to investigate
together, enacting the power of critical thinking, knowledge building, knowing better, and then
acting based on that belief to enact change. There is convincing research to support the urgency
of learning environments as the lasting effects reach other areas of development in school. These
include improved grades, positive social and emotional development with peers, and character
education skills, such as persistence, grit, and empathy. According to Moya (2017), “Learning
spaces that promote critical civic identity development have been found to foster greater civic
engagement, future commitment to activism, as well as academic engagement amongst youth
(Mediratta, Shah & McAlister, 2008) and particularly youth of color (Kirshner & Ginwright,
2012)”. This is again congruent with the Theory of Social Change, as it elaborates on the power
and infinite influence of a small group, whose collective goals are to overcome resistance to
change the ‘habits’ of mind (Silva, & Langhout, 2011) associated with cultivating civic identity
and agency towards promoting social change.
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The Case for Students as Change Agents
Engaging students and teachers as partners through the vehicle of social justice texts
utilized in book clubs, may evoke lasting change within the community. However, the
motivation to take on a civic duty or agency will blossom only when students’ inspiration to
serve their community by taking action is cultivated through intentional pedagogical practices
and responsive teaching practices. Based on the Theory of Social Change, this third phase of
inspiration to take action as change agents only occurs after students develop certain skills and
character education competency. Students and their teacher(s) have engaged in a meaningful and
transforming partnership, and now students’ values, convictions, perspectives, and skills are
mature enough to take on the responsibility of adopting students-as-leaders’ roles as engaged
change agents within their educational communities. Any activity that gives the students a
chance to consider their view of the world in which evaluating their actions, (not internal
characteristics), are what “facilitate success led in these studies to increased learning, risk-taking,
and agency” (Enriquez, Clark, & Calce, 2017, p. 712). Engagement with social justice-themed
texts within the safe space of the classroom may cultivate a desire to support others who struggle
in similar ways which may result in students who are motivated to become change agents. This
cultivated civic awareness and identity may also affect the teacher(s) who are learning right
alongside their students. Teachers may aid their students by brainstorming ways in which the
community may be helped by the new awareness they share through the investigation in
‘becoming’ agents of change. According to Enciso (2019) “Vygotsky initiated by imagining
humans as always becoming and always leaning into a future that more fully engages our own
and others’ humanity” (p.46). This idea is true when students envision themselves being of
service to others. What can we do to change the future? If we do not try to find solutions and
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help others who struggle with injustices, who will? How might I be of service in my community
to help those who may not be treated fairly? Students who are inspired in this way also adopt an
“aspirational identity” (Moya, 2017) as students aspire to and envision who they want to be in
the future. The idea of supporting this kind of motivation to seek skills which cultivate change
agency, “illustrates how the classroom goals and discourse around it positioned youth to take on
aspirational identities as critical civic activists” (p. 466). The concept of schools acting on the
belief that their role directly influences and empowers students’ civic identity and civic action is
a means to prepare our students for success in the future. Encouraging students and teachers to
engage in service projects, policy improvement, community service, or any other rectification to
existing framework is once again congruent with the Theory of Social Change because the
changing of the ‘habits’ (Silva, 2011) as members of the group ‘refreeze’ after the ‘re-education’
leads to empowerment of the group to act on the civic identity they have gained, (p. 65). It is a
great possibility that story as a vehicle, along with subversive pedagogies, may lead students to
apply their cultivated civic identity and awareness to contribute in great ways as change agents
for the community they serve.
Summary
Social justice-themed texts, along with subversive critical literacy experiences, have the
potential to provide meaningful experiences and significant growth experiences through the
unfolding events to transform the learner to behold a deeper understanding of self, others, and
lasting connections to the real world. Civic multicultural competence may be developed using
social justice-themed book clubs. Using literature to shape children's understanding of broad
real-world issues and concerns, while implementing the curriculum, is congruent with a social
constructivist approach to cultivating transformative change from the vehicle of literacy
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instruction. “A critical approach to social issues encourages the teacher to listen to the
experiences of students and then to focus on the students’ cultural understanding” (Strehle, 1999,
p. 219). In utilizing the Theory of Social Change framework, the book club model uses three
phases to evoke social changes through the participation of the teacher and students together in a
small group. The engagement of the teacher as they participate with their students in activities
and discussions is critical to a child’s understanding of their own beliefs and awareness of realworld issues. This may cultivate civic identity and empowerment. The simple act of an educator
listening to their students’ voices and actively joining in the experience allows for the
transformation in themselves as well as in his/her students. According to Lobron & Selman
(2007), when teachers guide students not only in skills-based education like decoding, or making
literal interpretations, but in meaning-making built on the “students’ knowledge of the world and
on the student’s personal experiences”, students develop a responsive and critical perspective (p.
536). It is through the partnership model (Sychterz, 1999), that we view the teacher as an equal
with the children: respecting and appreciating each person's lived experiences and perspectives,
trying it on for size and making it their own. It is in this partnership model that the participants
transform each other in the process. Through this transformation, we are also connected to the
Experiential Learning Theory, (Jenkins, & Clarke, 2017), as we view classroom observation,
critique, engagement, and implementation of new knowledge with a “dynamic lens” (p. 155).
Students can explore the topic of social justice, while teachers work through a partnership model
(Sychterz, 1999), empowering the positionality and point of views of our young people. If we
commit to the urgency of using social justice-themed children’s literature to contextualize the
many layers of a child’s world, students may transform as the next generation of informed
leaders while, in tandem, cultivating their foundational literacy skills.
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“When we ask students to engage in hard problems, we respect them as scholars. Not
only do we show them that youth have much to contribute, but we recognize that they will not be
youth forever. Soon they will be our peers, and many will be fighting for justice in many of the
same adult arenas. If, in our conversations, we are preoccupied with the shedding of predictable
light, our students will be that much less equipped to handle fire when the moment comes.”
Not Light, But Fire
By, Matthew Kay
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Chapter 3
Research Methodology
Research Design
The commonality of the theoretical frameworks of this study are found in Lewin’s
Theory of Social Change (Silva, & Langhout, 2011), Freire’s Liberating Education Model
(Freire, 1970), Dewey’s Educational Theory (Detlefsen, 1998), and Kolb’s Experiential Learning
Theory (Jenkins, & Clarke, 2017), through transformative and responsive teaching practices
involving the teacher and students learning together within a collaborative partnership model.
During this collaborative process, group members often experience many emotions as they move
toward changing the ‘habit’ or custom over time through shifts in which the entire group
participates (p. 65). Within the safety of this small-group network, students and teachers work
together to cultivate civic identity in order to develop agency towards change. This “Critical
Agency” leads individuals to empowerment towards addressing various forms of injustices as
one responds to the needs of the community (p. 458). The methodological framework is also
supported within Freire and Dewey’s Liberation and Progressive Theories. Here, students engage
in a partnership and are team members, not objects, subjected to limitations and one-sided
viewpoints of the existing curriculum or the viewpoints of others which are imposed upon them.
Instead, they are encouraged to question the world and consider alternate viewpoints, looking
through a new lens as they investigate real-world applications that relate to their individual
interests. They are given the opportunity to follow curiosities as they engage in multimodal
literacy activities that support their expression and reflections. According to Moya (2017):
A critical civic identity involves developing an awareness of structural injustices and a
motivation to address them. This identity differs from a civic identity in that the
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attachments are not necessarily to one's proximal community but there exists solidarity
with those who are oppressed by injustice (p. 458)
The intention of this research design is to utilize a series of experiences through the
power of story and subversive critical literacy approaches that engage students and their teachers
as they cultivate their civic identity through social justice-themed texts. These opportunities
represent ‘teachable moments’ to help students experience the real-world, while making
connections to the events from the books, Front Desk, By Kelly Yang and Wonder, by R. J.
Palacio, through culturally responsive critical literacy opportunities. This exposure has the
possibility to increase student awareness which may also yield interest in taking action as a civic
change agent. The two texts selected for this study illuminate a variety of social justice-themed
issues: The novel, Front Desk has a focus of discrimination and prejudice, while the novel
Wonder primarily focuses on students with special needs and the challenges they face. The twonovel book club and its all-encompassing experiences offer the students multiple opportunities
for inquiry, investigation, and growth. According to Jenkins, & Clarke (2017), students who are
empowered to take action are reflected within Kolb’s (1984/2015) Experiential Learning Theory.
This theory emphasizes the implementation of new knowledge into future experiences, thus
creating a shared experience for students and their fellow classmates. This civic responsibility to
serve one’s own community is spurred on by the identity and awareness gained from the
experience of engaging in social justice-themed book clubs. According to Moya (2017):
In the classroom, exposure to critical content was associated with students’ increased
awareness of current injustice, but few opportunities to engage in important civic action
limited students’ opportunities to adopt identities as individuals with the agency to
address these social injustices (p. 467).
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Therefore, this mixed-methods design focuses on the critical feedback derived from the students
as they navigate through the culturally responsive Subversive Critical Literacy “Beacon Book
Club” Shared Experiences / Activities. The methodology described in this chapter will allow the
thoughts and feelings of student participants to be explored as they cultivate awareness rooted in
their civic identity growth.
The “Beacon Book Club” was categorized as a WIN group, or (What I Need) small group
instructional intervention time. The homogeneous reading group (based on instructional reading
level) created the structure necessary to offer each student personalized support in reading. This
design focused on comprehension, fluency, and skill building as it was developed through
literacy practices. The Book Club design employed authentic, social justice-themed texts with
the potential to strengthen students’ academic skills based on their independent reading level, but
also with the intentionality for transformational development. This was not a traditional literacy
model focused on skill-and-drill work through leveled groups with books tied to a basal series
that the teacher dominated. On the contrary, the dynamic design of the “Beacon Book Club” had
two fundamental goals: by design, the students had the potential to gain an understanding of
foundational literacy skills, but also to gain skills rooted in the Experiential Learning Theory
(ELT) framework. (Jenkins, & Clarke, 2017). “ELT’s learning process implies concrete
experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation. Each
stage encourages the students to engage in dialogue with others’ understanding of course
concepts” (p. 154). The teacher had the opportunity to be transformed in the process, and
together with the students, the collective whole was empowered to explore the possibility of
becoming change agents within their educational institution. The “Beacon Book Club’s”
liberating design was an opportunity to engage the students in considering multiple perspectives.
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Having multiple perspectives is the element that asks students to consider how another
person or thing would think about a topic. It adds complexity by encouraging a broader
view of a topic. It is perhaps the thinking skill most lacking in the world today, and we do
our students a great service by helping them become strong in this ability” (Byrd &
Gemert, 2019, p. 156).
Engaging in the foundations described above, students were empowered to use literacy as a
vehicle to possibly serve others, giving back to their community through their enlightened hearts
and minds.
The Researcher
The researcher has worked as an elementary school classroom teacher for fifteen years,
treasuring a variety of educational experiences that range from serving as an instructional
paraprofessional, a Title I reading instructional aide, second-grade teacher, third-grade teacher,
and a fourth -grade teacher for the past thirteen years. The researcher now proudly serves as the
district’s K-12 gifted teacher.
The researcher has a Master’s degree in Reading with a Reading Specialist Certificate.
Through many varied experiences throughout the researcher’s career, such as mentoring student
teachers, mentoring new staff, leading professional development for the district, and
implementing and piloting an inclusive classroom model, the researcher proves capability in
providing the necessary skills for implementation and execution of this study.
Research Questions
RQ1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to
critical literacy in education?
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RQ2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness and
ability to serve as civic change agents?
RQ3: How does this research journey cultivate my own identity, awareness, and
‘changed- agency’ as I collaborate in the partnership model with my students?
Setting
The participants in this study were students enrolled in the researcher’s fourth-grade
Inclusive Classroom in a rural Berks County elementary school. The socioeconomic status was
mostly working-class families and was surrounded by farmland and agricultural businesses.
Context
This study occurred within a school district that consistently aligns process and policy
with district goals. According to the curriculum’s comprehensive framework, the mission
statement reads, “It is the mission of this district to provide a safe, nurturing environment in
which each student is challenged to think, question, and create.” With the cooperation of parents
and the community, the district prepares students to be responsible and contributing members of
society. This “big picture goal” is delivered through a focused curriculum where content is
aligned to PA content standards. With each content area focusing on the content standards, the
district has designed essential questions, core assessments, and lessons with an overarching
understanding that is related back to the standards, and ultimately back to the district’s goal.
Therefore, all the district’s courses are designed with the “big picture” in mind. Each grade
level’s design validates the defined goals, or what the students need to know to be successful.
This is done through core assessments to measure that success, both summative and formative.
This can be achieved by having an essential question, or a “big idea” that sets the foundation for
learning.
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Data-driven decision making is also a key component in educational practices and
pedagogy at this school district. Educators’ responses and utilization of the data takes time,
patience, practice, a firm foundational knowledge base, and appropriate instruments for
collection and/or analysis. There are many ways the district gathers and utilizes data, such as
through differentiation, multiple types of assessment, and other instructional practices, which
helps to quantify information in order to operate on facts to make more informed educational
decisions. (Mandinach & Jackson, 2012). This study involved students from the researcher’s
fourth grade reading WIN group, (What I Need). At present, there is no embedded framework
within the grade levels’ scope and sequence that provides a service or agency-related civics
curriculum, employing social justice-themed literacy as a vehicle for this type of growth. The
literacy pedagogies within the district are built on foundational knowledge and skill acquisition
as its lessons are designed to fulfill requirements based on state standards, utilizing a basal
reading program for sequenced skill growth, along with isolated novel studies and guided
reading groups for differentiation of instruction.
Research Participants
The research participants involved in this study were thirteen fourth-grade elementary
students who participated in an inclusive classroom model. These homogeneously-grouped
students were 85% White, 10% Puerto Rican, and 5% African American. The group included
thirteen students: eight are female and five are males. As the researcher narrowed in on the
quantitative and qualitative data that informed the results of the study, stratified random
sampling was utilized, using data from eight of these participants, which were selected at random
to be used in the coding process. The data was collected during the reading intervention time,
which was a designated time in the day used to support students with skill-building activities in
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Language Arts. This block of time was thirty minutes long, and was built into the existing
schedule, which ran Monday through Thursday. There were no other aides, co-teachers, or other
educators present during WIN. The Consent and Assent Forms are included in the appendices of
this dissertation to verify the agreement to participate from the children and their parents for
research purposes.
Methods of Data Collection
The methods of data collection incorporated ‘reflective observation’ based on the
Experiential Learning Theory (Jenkins, & Clarke, 2017), which allowed students a reflective
space as they contemplated their experiences, observations, conceptualization, and
experimentation throughout the study (p. 156). Valuing students as participants of a community
is also congruent with Freire’s Liberating Education Model (Freire, 1970) and Dewey’s
Progressive Education Theory (Detlefsen, 1998). Students’ Reflective Journaling and Subversive
Critical Literacy “Beacon Book Club” Shared Experiences / Activities were utilized for data
collection which is congruent with the theory framework. Student reflection using writing as a
modality may capture students’ interconnections between their experiences and wonderings
regarding characters’ behaviors and actions from the text. The reflective journals were used in a
variety of ways, for a flexible, infinite amount of time. Their use was semi-structured but also
served as a “catching net” for the students as the ‘teachable moments’ occurred. Their use was
not finite, requiring planned ‘stop-and-jots’; rather, the journal reflections were meant to
organically collect data from the transformative moments throughout this responsive and
participatory classroom environment. This method established a precedent in order to explore the
thoughts and feelings of the students as it applied to their responsiveness to the social justicethemed experiences they were participating in. The research questions addressed through the
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reflections in the student journals, and the Subversive Critical Literacy “Beacon Book Club”
Shared Experiences / Activities are reflected in questions 1, 2, and 3. Question 1 is: How does
civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of participation in a social justicethemed book club through a subversive approach to critical literacy in education? Question 2 is:
How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness and ability to serve as
civic change agents? The researcher’s own journal aligned to Question 3. Question 3 is: How
does this research journey cultivate my own identity, awareness, and ‘changed- agency’ as I
collaborate in the partnership model with my students?
Pre- and Post- Book Club Student Interviews were also conducted for both novels. The
interview questions were derived from Activities for Teaching Prejudice and Discrimination
(Cressy, & Stringer, 2013) and served as an inspirational resource to the researcher. Original
questions were written by the researcher using the ‘stem questions’ as a base from the
established set of questions described above in the resource. The design of the interview
questions was reflected in both quantitative and qualitative methods. The Pre- and Post- Book
Club Civic Identity and Awareness Interviews were pre-written by the researcher based on the
work of (Mitra, & Serriere, 2012), which aligned content validity to the instrument created. The
Pre- and Post- Book Clubs Civic Identity and Awareness Likert Scale Survey and Interview
Questions also aligned to Question 2 as it was developed to assess the impact of the book club on
students’ willingness and ability to serve as change agents. The design of the interview questions
was reflected in both quantitative and qualitative methods.
The researcher utilized an unbiased, open-ended framework for questioning that was built
around the theme of civic identity, awareness, and agency, Pre- and Post- Book Club. The
methodological framework was also useful in triangulation with the data from the Subversive
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Critical Literacy Shared Experiences / Activities, interviews, and the journaling as students and
their teacher continued to be engaged in the cogitation process. The quantitative data enumerated
findings from the five-point Pre- and Post- Book Club Survey questions for the novel, Wonder,
by R.J. Palacio, the three-point Pre- and Post- Book Club Survey questions for the novel,
Wonder, and the five-point Pre- and Post- Civic Identity and Awareness Likert Scale survey
which encompassed both novels, Front Desk and Wonder. The Three-Point Survey options for
the novel, Wonder range from the following answer choices: 1= Always Agree, 2 = Sometimes
Agree, and 3 = I Never Agree. The Five-Point Survey options for the novel, Wonder range from
1= Very Comfortable, 2 = Comfortable, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Uncomfortable, 5 = Very
Uncomfortable. The basis for utilizing the two surveys from Wonder was for content validity as
both surveys validated one another through the findings. Both surveys’ intention was to allow the
students to explore and reflect on their own civic identity and agency awareness for students with
special needs. The Five-Point Pre- and Post- Civic Identity and Awareness Survey was also
focused on the students’ growth in civic identity and agency regarding both social justice texts’
themes of discrimination, prejudice, inequality, and injustice overall. The Five-Point Survey
options range from the following answer choices: 1= Minimal, 2 = Potential, 3 = Average, 4 =
Increased Potential, 5 = Maximum.
Theory and Methodology Converge
The three quantitative data sources, which include the two Pre- and Post- Book Club
Likert Scale Surveys and the Pre- and the Post- Civic Identity and Awareness Likert Scale
Survey, converge with qualitative data, which includes students’ Reflective Journaling and
Subversive Critical Literacy “Beacon Book Club” Shared Experiences / Activities. The
Subversive Critical Literacy Activities include: Eye Color Discrimination, Blindfold Activity,
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Reflective Journaling, Interviews with the Characters, Seesaw Student Recordings, Text-to-Self,
Real-World Connections, Focus Group Conversation, Pre- and Post-Book Club follow up
Interview Questions tied to the Likert Surveys, Pre- and Post-Book Club follow up Interview
Questions tied to the Likert Scale 3-Point Survey, Student Agency Ideas, Pre- and Post- Book
Club Civic Identity and Awareness follow up Interview Questions tied to the Likert Scale 5-Point
Survey, and the analytic memoing through the Researcher's Journal.
The Pre- and Post- Book Club interview questions reflect the theory that drives this
study, as students who are empowered to take action are reflected in Kolb’s (1984/2015)
Experiential Learning Theory. This theory emphasizes the implementation of new knowledge
into future experiences, thus creating a shared experience for students and their fellow
classmates. This civic responsibility to serve one’s own community was spurred on by the
identity and awareness gained from experience of engaging in social justice-themed book clubs.
The Pre- and Post- Book Club question sets were aligned with the research questions 1 and 2.
Question 1 is: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical
literacy in education? Question 2 is: How does a social justice-themed book club impact
students’ willingness and ability to serve as civic change agents?
The Student Interview Questions included in the Subversive Critical Literacy “Beacon
Book Club” Shared Experiences / Activities were derived from experiences through group
activities that incorporate the Social Change theory because the changing of the ‘habits’ (Silva,
& Langhout 2011) as members of the group ‘refreeze’ after the ‘re-education’ leads to
empowerment of the group to act on the civic identity they have gained, (p. 65). This encouraged
the students to engage with events from the story that allowed them to creatively experience the
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‘lived experiences’ of the characters to better understand their own positionality. This
methodological framework was supported within Freire and Dewey’s Liberation and Progressive
Theories. Here, students undertook a partnership as team members, engaged in the partnership
model as they explored the inquiry-based tasks, encouraged to question the world, and consider
alternate viewpoints, looking through a new lens as they investigated real-world applications that
related to their interests. They were given the opportunity to follow curiosities as they engaged in
multimodal literacy activities that supported their expression and reflections. The inquiry-based
activities engaged the students in social constructivist theory as they applied their unfolding
understanding through participation in their collaborative groups, gaining awareness from
observing others’ discernment. The Student Interview Questions included in the Subversive
Critical Literacy “Beacon Book Club” Shared Experiences / Activities related to Research
Questions 1 and 2. Question 1 is: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as
a result of participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to
critical literacy in education? Question 2 is: How does a social justice-themed book club impact
students’ willingness and ability to serve as civic change agents?
The final piece of evidence demonstrating how theory and methodology converge is
through the researcher’s own analytic memoing or Researcher’s Journal. Data collection points
through analytic memoing in the researcher’s journal occurred every day, right after the WIN
intervention time, Monday through Thursday from the inception of the study, until its
conclusion. A ten-minute window of time was blocked out after each WIN session to find a quiet
spot and reflect on the session’s developments. The daily reflections allowed the time to gather
thoughts and feelings of transformation as the study was being conducted. Jenkins & Clarke
(2017) describes how journaling processes give both teachers and students an outlet or ‘safe
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space’, free of bias from others to elaborate on the transformation experiences. When writing
one's own feelings, the results were cathartic and helped the reflection process. This was
intentional, as the very act of reflecting is essential to the overall transformation of the teacher
and their students. When students share journal entries with their classmates, it can have a
dramatic impact and add additional levels of motivation and engagement (Jenkins & Clarke,
2017).
The reflective nature of journal writing is also aligned to Kolb’s Experiential Learning
Theory as this process is transformative due to the ongoing and sequential personal reflections
throughout the study which brought purpose, intention, and inquiry together (Jenkins & Clarke,
2017). The new awareness brought out by the “recursive process” as the learner (researcher)
moves through four stages of conceptualization: concrete experience, reflective observation,
abstract conceptualization, and stage four: and active experimentation (Arends, 2014; Coffield,
Moseley, Hall, & Ecclestone, 2004; Kolb, 2015; Muscat & Mollicone, 2012, as cited in Jenkins,
& Clarke, 2017, p. 155.) This is also aligned to Dewey’s (1895) theories on Progressive
Education as a model, which is built upon Dewey’s Educational Theory. His vision for a
citizenship model was seen in his work from as early as 1897 to the 1940s (Detlefsen, 1998).
Dewey’s vision for a democratic community in education was developed in three key points.
First, there was great emphasis placed on the “internal democracy” among members and
therefore this same projection of efficacy throughout the community. Secondly, the theory
requires a community to be “externally democratic” and that there be a strong emphasis on
“continuous readjustment through meeting the new situations produced by varied intercourse”
(Detlefsen, 1998, p. 311). This second step defined what it meant to be a proficient democratic
citizen as seen through the social and emotional lens. The third method for implementation
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focuses on “openness to inquiry, discussion, and the testing of ideas and values against
experiences of all participants within and across communities” (p. 311). Reasoning, reflecting,
reimagining, reconstructing, and questioning their own positionality allows students to envision
how their own lives and communities may become future-ready (Detlefsen, 1998). This is
paralleled in Freire’s Liberating Education Model, where teachers view their students as
participants; valued for their role in the experience alongside their teacher, not as oppressed
recipients of collective subjectivities. The teacher wholeheartedly participates in the
transformative process alongside the students, experiencing and learning together in the
participatory model. The methodology and aligned theory behind the Researcher’s Journal is
addressed in Research Question 3: How does this research journey cultivate my own identity,
awareness, and ‘changed- agency’ as I collaborate in the partnership model with my students?
This research question also aligned with the underlying conceptual theory of this study, falling
under an interpretivist paradigm. Thanh, & Thanh (2015) states: “Taking account from various
scholars, it is theoretically understood that the interpretive paradigm allows researchers to view
the world through the perceptions and experiences of the participants” (p. 24).
Data Analysis
Quantitative Analysis
At the completion of the two Pre- and Post- Book Club Likert Scale Surveys and the Preand the Post- Civic Identity and Awareness Likert Scale Survey, quantitative statistical analysis
was completed on all three artifacts and achieved through using Microsoft Excel, specifically
through the Data Analysis ToolPak. The analysis procedure applied was the Repeated Measures
t-Tests, for all three quantitative data sets: Pre- and Post- Five-Point Likert Scale Survey, Preand Post- Three-Point Likert Scale Survey, and the Pre- and Post- Five-Point Civic Identity and
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Awareness Survey. The repeated Measures t-Tests was utilized for analysis because the mean of
a single sample was compared at two different times. The fixed significance level was p<0.05.
Data was collected from the whole group. This study’s research questions do not align with a
specific hypothesized outcome; therefore, all three sets of survey results of quantitative data were
classified as two-tailed.
Qualitative Analysis
Qualitative data was collected at the same time as the quantitative in order to validate the
two congruent data sets. The data included in the qualitative analysis were twelve pertinent
artifacts, selected through representative student sampling throughout the book club experience.
Each of the twelve artifacts constitutes the categorical evidence indicative of the In-Vivo and
Axial coding which yielded themes, leading to triangulation. This substantiated the results of the
three Likert Scale Surveys. These artifacts included two Pre- and Post- Book Club Likert Scale
Survey Interviews and the Pre- and Post- Book Clubs Civic Identity and Awareness Likert Scale
Survey Interviews. Multi-modalities such as audio conversations, pictures, interview transcripts
and written response items were used to collect the qualitative data that would be coded.
Throughout these opportunities, students and their teacher ruminated on the conceptualization of
an applicable service project. The ‘students as agents’ activism opportunity’ was defined as the
transformation unfolded. The twelve qualitative items are described below.
The first artifact, Eye Color Discrimination, supports Research Question 1, as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through subversive approaches to critical
literacy in education, students experienced discrimination and prejudice through a role-playing
activity, which then led to reflective journaling and interview data collection. The initial In-Vivo
coding was combined with Axial coding, using the connecting code words to lead to identifiable
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themes. The researcher selected discrimination and prejudice activities to engage the students in
real-world simulations that awaken them, putting them in the characters’ shoes. There was no
background or framework offered to the students for this subversive role-playing activity. As the
students entered the room, the students with the blue eyes were allowed to help themselves to a
piece of candy, take off their shoes, and enjoy sitting in the reading nook with a pillow. These
students were intentionally ‘doted on’ by the researcher, sitting with them and interviewing them
about the books they had just checked out while they were in the library. Inversely, the students
with any other eye color were asked to come to their desks without talking and complete a
worksheet based on isolated skill work, with no attention from the researcher. The researcher’s
purposeful design of using productive struggle and discomfort allowed for the simulated
experience of real-world challenges when experiencing social justice issues.
The second artifact, Blindfold Activity, simulated how students with disabilities must feel
as they live their lives with their disability. The initial In-Vivo coding was combined with axial
coding, using the connecting code words to lead to identifiable themes. This artifact supported
research question 1 as civic identity and student awareness for social justice issues are cultivated
through the book club experience through subversive literacy activities.
The third artifact, Reflective Journaling, provided the opportunity for the students to
write about their lived experiences and share thoughts/feelings with the researcher in their
individual journals. The initial In-Vivo coding was combined with Axial coding, using the
connecting code words to lead to identifiable themes. This artifact also supported research
question 1 as civic identity and student awareness for social justice-themed issues were
cultivated through the book club experience and subversive literacy activities.
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The fourth artifact, Interviews with the Characters involved a conversation that the
researcher captured as an audio recording as the conversation led to the idea of writing a script to
interview the characters from the text, Front Desk, by Kelly Yang. In-Vivo and Axial coding
methods were applied. This qualitative artifact supports research questions 1 and 2, exploring the
impact in the students’ desire to serve as change agents as they apply their civic identity to
become involved in the well-being of a community.
The fifth artifact, Seesaw Student Recordings, also captured valuable student reflections,
in which In-Vivo and Axial coding was applied to align with research questions 1 and 2 as it
identified emerging agencies through students’ civic identity and awareness towards social
justice-themed issues.
The sixth artifact, Text-to-Self, Real-World Connections, which was represented in a
student’s text-to-self presentation, an agency-idea from the class, and a real-world inquiry
investigation made by the class. While reading the novel Wonder and through experiencing
subversive framework, the researcher introduced the students to a YouTube video called ‘I am
Auggie Pullman’, presented through the Children’s Craniofacial association: ccakids.org. The
intention of the video was to show those who lived with the same craniofacial abnormality as the
main character from Wonder, Auggie Pullman. There was hesitancy as the video conveyed the
realistic truth of how the children look and speak, which the fourth-grade participants had asked
to see. Viewing the video with stone-quiet concentration, the students were soaking in every bit
of information. After the video, the researcher also shared an article from People magazine,
showing an article about a boy who also was living with the abnormality. The well-written,
realistic, real-world article spoke of his personal struggles and challenges for him and his family,
but also the triumph of persistence and determination to work to have a “normal” life. This
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artifact also presents the student-created scripts for inspiring change agency that were created as
a whole group based on the students’ experiences. In-Vivo and Axial coding was used to collect
both key words that were attributed to themes and later, categories that helped contribute to the
researcher’s conclusions. This qualitative data connected to research questions 1 and 2 as defined
by cultivated awareness, identity, and student agency.
The seventh artifact involved a Focus Group Conversation showing the exploration-ofself through story in this focus group conversation illuminating the concept of student identity,
awareness, and agency which again tied back to the research questions 1 and 2. In-Vivo and
Axial coding was applied to collect themes which contributed to categories.
The eighth artifact was the Pre- and Post- Book Club follow up Interview Questions
included with the Likert Survey 5-Point Survey. The Pre- and Post- Book Club Student surveys
and Likert Scale data were a key component to this mixed-methods study. In-Vivo and Axial
coding was applied to collect themes which contributed to categories, which supports research
questions 1 and 2.
The ninth artifact is the Pre- and Post- Book Club follow up Interview Questions included
with the Likert Scale 3-Point Survey. The Pre- and Post- Book Club Student Surveys and Likert
Scale data were a key component to this mixed-methods study. In-Vivo and Axial coding was
applied to collect themes which contributed to categories, which supports research questions 1
and 2.
The tenth artifact is the Student Agency Ideas: Podcasts for Change, Kindness Rocks,
Grade-Level Kindness Graffiti Walls, all of which demonstrated the students’ planning for their
agency ideas as school-community service projects. The students’ podcasts were recorded on the
app, Seesaw and created into QR codes that were meant to be placed around the school for other
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students to scan with their devices and listen to the fourth-graders words of encouragement,
support, bravery, connections, and empathy for others. Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19
shut-down (a limitation of this study), the students were not in school to see the full planning of
this come to fruition. However, the students independently followed through with the plan to
record their podcasts, using our Google Classroom as the ‘hub’ or ‘Listening Gallery’ for
everyone’s broadcasts. The In-Vivo and Axial coding were represented in the recordings that
supported research questions 1 and 2, as their real-world examples of student agency showed the
application of their civic identity and awareness growth throughout the study.
The eleventh artifact was the Pre- and Post- Book Club Civic Identity and Awareness
follow up Interview Questions included with the Likert Scale 5-Point Survey. It was aligned with
the students’ growth in agency regarding both social justice texts and subversive activities from
the novel Front Desk, by Kelly Yang. Therefore, this artifact correlated to research question 2
regarding the students’ willingness to act as change agents. The In-Vivo and Axial coding
support research question 2 because of the real-world examples of student agency that showed
the application of their civic identity and awareness growth throughout the study.
Artifact twelve was the researcher’s own analytic memoing, done through the
Researcher's Journal. The researcher kept a daily journal throughout the study, writing as much
as possible as the events unfolded within the classroom, which served as a reflective space after
the WIN time had concluded for the day. The journal was also coded using In-Vivo and Axial
coding, in order to group codes together for themes, as the researcher looked for the properties to
relate themes together in some way. The journal’s codes related to research question 3, as it
defined how this research journey cultivated the researcher’s own identity, awareness, and
‘changed-agency’ through the partnership model with the students. The researcher kept copies of
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important lessons, entries, and photographs pertinent to the study. One notable event the
researcher included in the journal was when a student shared that she had independently emailed
the author of Wonder, R.J. Palacio, asking six ‘burning questions’ as she called them. The
questions were: “What were you thinking when you wrote the book? Do you have any support
information for young kids because they might be scared of Auggie? What made you think about
the character, Julian? What made you think about the other characters personalities? Why did
you call it, ‘The Plague’ when Auggie was in school and the other kids didn’t want to touch him?
After a bit of questioning about what she thought the author’s replies would be, she noted, “I
think this was her just thinking about the real-world...like how kids just are in general...how we
all are.”
Throughout the collection period, interviews were captured through audio recordings and
then transcribed verbatim through an audio recording app called Seesaw on the classroom iPad,
which was used for all student recordings throughout the study as well. The transcribing was
done by hand by the researcher. It also included nonverbal signals from the students and normal
occurrences that happened in the classroom. These signals included coughing, sneezing, pencil
sharpening, desks opening and closing, telephone rings, Smartboard alerts, classroom door
opening and closing, student whispers, interruptions such as morning and afternoon
announcements, or verbal cues/ sounds that the teacher made to the other students who were not
being interviewed at the time. After each interview, the researcher listened to the audio
recording, making notes that were beneficial to the study in the researcher’s journal through
analytic memoing. These notes were made in a timely manner in order to accurately reflect the
session. Confidentiality of records was ensured through the researcher’s teacher account on
Seesaw, which could only be accessed by the researcher.
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The researcher coded the students’ reflective journal entries that the students wrote in
order to capture their thoughts and reflections, along with the researcher’s own analytic
memoing, captured within journal reflections. These journal entries were color-coded by hand in
order to tease out the significant information, which was necessary for emerging themes. After
the first phase of Initial Coding, In-Vivo and Axial coding were applied so that the In-Vivo
themes could be connected to categories. Saldaña (2016) explains that In-Vivo coding focuses on
key words and phrases that are collected directly from the source in the participant’s own
language. Axial coding was most appropriate for this purpose due to the wide variety and breadth
of data sources, such as interviews, observations, recordings, journals, and transcribed reflections
in field notes (Saldaña, 2016). The coded artifacts led to the development of the researcher’s
codebook, which was kept confidential through a Microsoft Excel document. Data was collected
from the whole group.
Triangulation
The researcher used various methods to ensure the credibility of the results of this study.
The journal prompts, interview questions, researcher field notes/analytic memoing/journal, and
surveys have been consistent for every student. There was consistency with interview procedures
so that every artifact was administered, collected, and analyzed using the same methods. After
the data was collected, the researcher applied triangulation to validate the congruent themes
throughout the artifacts. According to Fusch, Fusch, & Ness (2018), the overall value of
triangulation is essential to the reliability and validity of the final results. It also provides crossvalidation which strengthened the results of this mixed-methods study.
The data analysis utilized In-Vivo and Axial coding, which was established prior to
analysis to ensure consistency and reliability of both the quantitative and qualitative data.
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Triangulation was another reliability factor, as multiple samples were collected and analyzed for
saturation of data. The overlap of both the triangulation of data sources and the theoretical
frameworks added another layer of confidence to the study’s design. The Pre- and Post- Book
Club Interview Questions align to the Experiential Learning Theory (Jenkins, & Clarke, 2017)
which allows students a reflective space as students “reflect on experience and course concepts”
(p. 156). Valuing students as participants of a community is also congruent with Freire’s
Liberating Education Model (Freire, 1970) and Dewey’s Progressive Education Theory
(Detlefsen, 1998). Students’ Reflective Journal Entries and Subversive Critical Literacy
“Beacon Book Club” Shared Experiences/Activities were also utilized for data collection, which
was congruent with the theory framework, along with the researcher’s own analytic memoing in
the Researcher’s Journal. The small group activities/artifacts were also congruent with Lewin’s
Theory of Social Change (Silva, & Langhout, 2011) as the group members engaged in change
based on the cultural and transformative opportunities within the group’s experience. Freire’s
Liberating Education Model encouraged the liberating practices of students as they connected to
the “real-world” (Freire, 1970). The overlapping frameworks along with the triangulation of data
confirm the strength in the study’s conclusions.
Phase 1 in accomplishing triangulation of the data was conducted to compare the
quantitative artifacts, Pre- and Post- Book Club Five-Point Likert Scale Survey and the Pre- and
Post- Book Club Three-Point Likert Scale Survey, and the Pre- and Post- Book Club Five-Point
Likert Scale Civic Identity and Awareness Survey. These three quantitative artifacts were
determined to show comparable results that validated the research findings.
The qualitative reflections were gleaned from Phase 2, from both the Pre- and Post- Book
Club Five-Point Likert Scale Survey Interview, the Pre- and Post- Book Club Three-Point Likert
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Scale Survey Interview, and the Pre- and the Post- Book Club Five-Point Civic Identity and
Awareness Likert Scale Survey Interview which were compared in order to determine the
congruence of results from the artifacts. These three qualitative artifacts were determined to
show comparable results that validated the research findings. Additionally, the qualitative data
collected from the twelve artifacts, such as: Eye Color Discrimination, Blindfold Activity,
Reflective Journaling, Interviews with the Characters, Seesaw Student Recordings, Text-to-Self,
Real-World Connections, Focus Group Conversations, The Student Agency Ideas: Podcasts for
Change, Kindness Rocks, Grade-Level Kindness Graffiti Walls, and the analytic memoing, done
through the Researcher's Journal. Triangulation comparisons were evaluated between both
quantitative and qualitative artifacts.
Researcher Positionality
To ensure the research was valid, the researcher clearly and accurately supported the
discourse by being open about positionality, biases, and experiences that have helped to shape
the teacher-researcher as an active participant. The researcher's experiences in education have
helped to shape motivations in completing this study. Given the researcher’s experiences as an
educator who has used a basal reading program, administers state mandated tests, and follows the
common core, while aligning lessons to the state standards, and addressing biases regarding this
topic, allowed the students’ answers and reflective responses to drive the questioning and
interview framework. The researcher also relied on researcher reflexivity, which provided “full
disclosure” of expectations, views, and values, as a critical layer to ensuring validity of the study
(Creswell & Miller, 2000, p. 127).
The students’ journal entries were key to capturing their thoughts and feelings for
frequent review of data to achieve saturation. The journaling process gave both teacher and
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students an infinite outlet or ‘safe space’, free of bias from others to elaborate on the
transformation they may be going through. The experience of writing one's own feelings was
cathartic and helped the reflection process. This was by design, as the very act of reflecting is
essential to the overall transformation of the teacher and their students. According to Jenkins, &
Clarke (2017), “Over the years we have also found that the specific way in which students share
journal entries with their classmates can vary dramatically, adding additional levels of interest
and engagement” (p. 157). This study captured multiple perspectives through the prolonged
engagement, which was another key factor towards validity. The opportunity to compare the
interview and observation data was a key factor towards building understanding of the study and
research validity.
The research design of the “Beacon Book Club”, for the purposes of the WIN group
(What I Need) Intervention block, was a highly valuable model for the purposes of this study.
The homogeneous literacy group (based on instructional reading level) created the structure
necessary to offer each student differentiated support in reading. This design focused on a model
of collaboration, which allowed for credibility of data as the participants and researcher shared in
the experience together. This approach was supported by the Experiential Learning Theory
(ELT) (Jenkins, & Clarke, 2017). “ELT’s learning process: concrete experience, reflective
observation, abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation; each stage encourages the
students in engagement in dialogue with others’ understanding of course concepts” (p. 154). The
teacher was also transformed in the process, and together, the collective whole was empowered
to brainstorm the possibilities to become change agents within their educational institution.
Validity was established using rich, thick description of the participants and the design when
presenting the results and findings of the study (Creswell & Miller, 2000).
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Reliability
To ensure credibility and trustworthiness, the qualitative data from the Pre- and PostBook Club surveys for Wonder, by R.J. Palacio, Pre- and Post- Book Club surveys for Front
Desk, by Kelly Yang, and a Pre- and Post- Book Club Surveys for the overall growth in student
civic identity, awareness, and agency was coded using peer review inter-rater reliability, which
allowed for multiple perspectives as artifacts were coded through another researcher’s lens
(Bornmann, Mutz, & Daniel, 2010). The peer coder for the research study was a professor and
department chair of a state university communication design department whose research is
focused on how a design program influences students’ designer professional identity. An
extensive codebook was established using three themes established from the literature review
utilizing In-Vivo and Axial coding methods. The peer coder utilized the researcher’s
comprehensive codebook which allowed for validation of the qualitative data. The transferring of
data was secure, as Microsoft Word’s Review feature was utilized as a communication tool and
all coded data was handled through secure email.
Generalizability and Transferability
The sample size for this research study was only thirteen students. The small size limits
the generalizability. However, the sampling included a range within the student population as the
conceptual framework could be applied in multiple contexts. The instructional activities utilized
in this study could be easily transferable to other school settings. The implications for the
researcher’s school district are transferable as it is a hope that the study may support a need for
authentic literacy opportunities through curricular adjustments which support students’ critical
literacy growth built around real-world topics that support their awareness, civic identity and
change agency.
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Security
Interviews, observations, Likert Scale surveys, journal entries, and student work related
to the inquiry-based activities included in this study were kept safe in a number of ways. All
digital recordings or transcribing were secured through the app Seesaw on the school’s iPad,
which stayed only within the researcher’s locked classroom. The students’ names were replaced
with pseudo names and assigned the Letters A through M throughout the data analysis process.
All paper copies of any collected documents for research purposes were kept in a locked box,
which was kept in a locked cabinet within the classroom. Any interviews or observations
transcribed were stored on an external hard drive, which was password-protected. Concluding
this study, all files used for collection of data will be destroyed after 2-3 years, according to the
IRB processes and procedures. If this data is to be published or presented at a conference, all
participant identification will be kept anonymous.
Significance
This study provided teachers the necessary data to investigate how social justice-themed
book clubs, through a subversive approach to critical literacy in education, cultivates students’
critical civic identity to become change agents for the betterment of their community. The focus
on the partnership of the teacher and students exploring emerging themes through book clubs
added another unfolding layer of explication. Teachers may gain insight to consider their own
positionality when it comes to how we use books to transform our students’ civic identity and
awareness. This research will enumerate the existing data by supporting the urgency of critical
literacy instruction which supported the use of authentic texts and real-world subversive
experiences. This topic has the potential to open dialogue with stakeholders that is necessary to
interpret our literacy goals through a different lens. Literacy opportunities do not have to be one-
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sided or dominator-model minded (Sychterz, 1999). It is with urgency that we examine
cultivated and awakened identities as students are empowered to become change agents in their
institutions. These possibilities support their leadership growth for the betterment of the students’
surrounding communities.
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“Our classrooms ought to be nurturing and thoughtful and just all at once; they ought to pulsate
with multiple conceptions of what it is to be human and alive.”
-Maxine Greene
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Chapter 4
Results
The data collected in this mixed-methods study was used to cultivate answers to the
following research questions:
RQ1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to
critical literacy in education?
RQ2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness and
ability to serve as civic change agents?
RQ3: How does this research journey cultivate my own identity, awareness, and
‘changed- agency’ as I collaborate in the partnership model with my students?
This chapter elaborates on the analysis of the qualitative and quantitative data from the action
research study. The data was collected from the following sources: Three quantitative Likert
Scale items and twelve qualitative items. This mixed-methods study encompasses both
qualitative and quantitative data. Quantitative data was collected in the form of one three- and
two five-point Likert Scale Surveys from the Pre- and Post- Book Club Surveys. The quantitative
data was analyzed through using statistical analysis. Qualitative data was collected from openended interview questions as part of the Pre- and Post- Book Club student reflections, as well as
reflective qualitative data from the Pre- and Post- Civic Identity and Awareness Interview. The
researcher’s own analytic memoing, documented through field notes, was also included as an
important part of the qualitative data set. The qualitative data structural coding method more
specifically was applied through In-Vivo and Axial coding, which was utilized to examine
emerging themes and categories, which was enumerated upon later in this chapter. Through
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statistical analysis, charts have been inserted to define codes, categorical themes, and
relationships in regard to providing saturation of data for triangulation. The following
information is sequenced through first presenting the quantitative data, followed by qualitative
data collected through the sources outlined above.
Sample
The participants of this study included thirteen students recognized as regular education
students. Out of those thirteen participants, one student was categorized as having an IEP. Seven
students out of the twelve were reading “on grade level” according to benchmark assessments,
such as Fountas and Pinell, STAR Reading Assessment, and the DIBELS benchmark testing.
Two of the thirteen students were reading below level and three students out of the thirteen were
reading above grade level, according to the beginning of the year benchmark data mentioned
above. This regular education classroom was categorized as an inclusive classroom setting for
the fact that all students received differentiated and small group instruction to find success within
the classroom environment, receiving support for IEPs or 504 plans within the classroom through
a team-teaching approach of both regular education and special education teachers. The research
was conducted during the school’s Reading WIN time, which stands for “What I Need.” The
intention of the literacy intervention block was for teachers to develop a supportive and
differentiated framework for literacy growth of the group, not necessarily from the existing basal
series, in order to better support students in the practice and progress of their individual reading
goals and skills. The intention of the researcher was to only use the basal as a guideline.
Therefore, instead of following the scripted and prescribed basal sequence of limited
instructional scope, the researcher applied a subversive approach to share in a book club with the
students, choosing to investigate social justice texts, inviting culturally responsive teachable
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moments with standards that outlined academic, holistic, and global competencies. The
researcher kept a focus on social justice-awareness, civic identity and change agency themes that
could be measured using a mixed methods framework yet allowed the students’ inquiry to lead
through the reciprocal teaching method. The overall educational goals for this reading group
were consistent throughout the other six fourth-grade classrooms, which were based on the
individual small-group needs of the students and the individual teachers’ intentions and
objectives for that reading group.
Quantitative Findings: Pre- and Post- Book Club Surveys
The quantitative data enumerates findings from the five-point Pre- and Post- Book
Survey for the novel, Wonder, by R.J. Palacio, which focuses on students’ growth in civic
identity and agency. The three-point Pre- and Post- Book Club Survey uses questions from the
novel, Wonder, and focuses on students’ growth in civic identity and agency. Lastly, the fivepoint Pre- and Post- Civic Identity and Awareness Likert Scale Survey encompassed both novels.
These surveys are presented in Tables 2, 3, and 4, shown below. The basis for utilizing the two
surveys from Wonder was for content validity as both surveys validated one another through the
findings. The intention of both surveys was to allow the students to explore and reflect on their
own civic identity and agency awareness for students with special needs. The Pre- and PostCivic Identity and Awareness Survey was also focused on the students’ growth in civic identity
and agency in regard to both social justice texts’ themes of discrimination, prejudice, inequality
and injustice overall. The data was analyzed using Paired Two Sample for Means t-Tests, which
measured the potential growth overall from Pre- to Post- Book Club.
Table 2
Five-Point Survey: Pre- and Post- Book Club for Wonder, by R.J. Palacio
Question # Category: Student Awareness, Civic Identity, and Agency towards Social
Injustice
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1

When I see a person in school or in public places who has special needs, I feel:

2

Sometimes I am asked to work with another student with special needs and this
makes me feel:

3

Seeing students who look different from me makes me feel:

4

When my friends are playing with a student who looks or acts different from me,
I feel:

5

When randomly assigned to work with a student with special needs, I feel:

6

When randomly assigned to sit with a student with special needs at lunch, I feel:

7

When/If I see another person treating a student with special needs unfairly, I feel:

8

I feel: ___ to stand up for the equality and fair treatment of ALL students.

9

I feel: ___ when talking to others about the fair and equal treatment of ALL
students.

10

I feel: ___ towards my actions/behavior which may bring about change to
students who have special needs.

Table 3
Three-Point Survey: Pre- and Post- Book Club for Wonder, by R.J. Palacio
Question #

Category: Student Awareness, Civic Identity, and Agency towards Social
Injustice

1

I feel that I treat ALL people fairly and equally.

2

My actions towards people with special needs are always kind.

3

I believe that “choosing kind” is always the right choice to make regardless of
the situation.

4

I believe that people can change their behaviors regarding their treatment
towards people with special needs.

5

I believe that people can learn from life’s events and change their behavior
because of the lessons they have learned.

6

I believe that learning from a story about students(s) with special needs can teach
us more about ourselves.

7

I believe that learning more about student(s) with special needs can teach me
about how we interact with others.
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8

I believe that I can experience personal growth from learning more about
students with special needs.

9

I believe that when I learn more about students with special needs, I become a
change agent.

Table 4
Five-Point Survey: Pre- and Post- Book Club Civic Identity and Awareness Survey for both
novels: Front Desk by Kelly Yang and Wonder, by R.J. Palacio
Question #

Category: Student Agency

5

(Before the Book Club) Rate yourself on a scale of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 on how much
agency you feel towards social justice issues like prejudice, racism, and people
who are treated as “other”.

6

(After the book club) Rate yourself on a scale of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 on how much
agency you feel towards social justice issues like prejudice, racism, and people
who are treated as “other”.

Quantitative Research Question Alignment
RQ1: Evaluating Students’ Civic Identity and Awareness of Social Injustice
Growth Overall
For the analysis of the quantitative data regarding the overall measurement of civic
identity and awareness among fourth-grade students, Paired Two Sample for Means t-tests were
conducted to compare the Pre- and Post- survey student responses of the Three-Point Survey in
Table 3. All the questions in the survey were used for this analysis. The following questions were
used for analysis:
Table 5
Questions Included for Analysis from Table 3: Three-Point Survey
Civic Identity-isolated Questions

Question numbers

I feel that I treat ALL people fairly and equally: __

1

My actions towards people with special needs are always kind: __

2
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I believe that ‘choosing kind’ is always the right choice to make
regardless of the situation: __

3

I believe that people can change their behaviors regarding their treatment
towards people with special needs: __

4

I believe that people can learn from life’s events and change their
behavior because of the lessons they have learned: __

5

I believe that learning from a story about student(s) with special needs
can teach us more about ourselves: __

6

I believe that learning more about student(s) with special needs can teach
me about how we interact with others: __

7

I believe that I can experience personal growth from learning more about
students with special needs: __

8

I believe that when I learn more about students with special needs, I
become a change agent: __

9

The Likert Scale survey options required the students to pick from the following answer choices:
1= Always Agree, 2 = Sometimes Agree, and 3 = I Never Agree. The statistically significant
result indicated that there was an increase in student growth overall of civic identity and
awareness among fourth-grade students Pre- to Post- test due to the lower composite score PostBook Club than Pre- Book Club. This shows growth regarding student gains in knowledge
specific to students’ civic identity and awareness to social justice issues. The means were
statistically significantly different (m=1.25, sd=0.46) than Pre-Test averages (m=1.63, sd=0.52)
t(7)=2.05, p<.05.
A Narrowed Focus: Evaluating Students’ Civic Identity - Five Point Survey Table 2
RQ1: Evaluating Students’ Civic Identity and Awareness of Social Injustice
Growth Overall
The researcher then continued the same analysis utilizing the isolated identity-based
questions from the five-point survey for the novel, Wonder, which is listed in Table 2. For the
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analysis of the quantitative data in regard to the measurement of the isolated civic identity among
fourth-grade students, Paired Two Sample for Means t-tests were conducted to compare identitybased survey questions from the Pre- and Post- Book Club surveys. The following table presents
the identity-isolated questions:
Table 6
Identity-Based Survey Questions from the Pre- and Post- Book Club Surveys for Analysis from
Table 2: Five-Point Survey
Civic Identity-isolated Questions

Question numbers

When I see a person in school or in public places who has special needs,
I feel: ___

1

Sometimes I am asked to work with another student with special needs
and this makes me feel: ___

2

Seeing students who look different from me makes me feel: ___

3

When my friends are playing with a student who looks or acts different
from me, I feel: ___

4

When randomly assigned to work with a student with special needs, I
feel: ___

5

When randomly assigned to sit with a student with special needs at
lunch, I feel: ___

6

The Likert Scale survey options required the students to pick from the following answer choices:
1= Very Comfortable, 2 = Comfortable, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Uncomfortable, 5 = Very
Uncomfortable. The statistically significant result of this isolated skill-gain again indicated that
there was an increase in student growth in civic identity Pre- to Post- Book test. This was due to
a lower composite score Post- Book Club than Pre- Book Club. The means were again
statistically significantly different: Post-Test (m=1.94) than Pre-Test (m=2.54), t(7)= 0.003,
p<.05.
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A Narrowed Focus: Evaluating Students’ Civic Identity - Three Point Survey Table 3
RQ1: Evaluating Students’ Civic Identity and Awareness of Social Injustice
Growth Overall
The researcher then narrowed in on the civic identity-focused questions and analyzed this
isolated data from the three-point survey which addressed the growth from the novel, Wonder
through Table 3 in regard to this select sample. For the analysis of the quantitative data in regard
to the measurement of the isolated civic identity among fourth-grade students, Paired Two
Sample for Means t-tests were conducted to compare identity-based survey questions from the
Pre- and Post- Book Club surveys. The Likert Scale survey options required the students to pick
from the following answer choices: 1= Always Agree, 2 = Sometimes Agree, and 3 = I Never
Agree.
Table 7
Identity-Based Survey Questions from the Pre- and Post- Book Club Surveys for Analysis from
Table 3: Three-Point Survey
Identity-Isolated Questions

Question numbers

I believe that learning more about student(s) with special needs can teach
me about how we interact with others.

7

I believe that I can experience personal growth from learning more about
students with special needs.

8

The statistically significant result of this isolated skill-gain again indicated that there was an
increase in student growth in civic identity from the Pre- to Post- Book Club test which was due
to a lower composite score Post- Book Club than Pre- Book Club. The means were statistically
significantly different Post-Test (m=1.31) than Pre-Test averages (m=1.81), t(7)=0.003, p<.05.
RQ2: Evaluating Students’ Willingness to Serve as Change Agents
Growth Overall
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For the analysis of the quantitative data regarding the overall measurement of change
agency among fourth-grade students, Paired Two Sample for Means t-tests were conducted to
compare the Pre- and Post- survey student responses of the Five-Point Survey in Table 2. The
Likert Scale survey options required the students to pick from the following answer choices: 1=
Very Comfortable, 2 = Comfortable, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Uncomfortable, 5 = Very Uncomfortable.
All the questions on this survey were used towards the results. The Post-Test Averages decreased
(m=1.88, sd=0.35) than Pre-Test Averages (m=2.63, sd=0.52) t(7)=3.0, p<.05. The results show
an increase in student growth from the Pre- test to the Post- test. This shows growth in civic
awareness and agency towards students with special needs as they engage in the social justice
book clubs and subversive approaches due to the lower composite score Post- Book Club than
Pre- Book Club. The means are statistically significantly different.
A Narrowed Focus: Evaluating Students’ Change Agency - Five Point Survey Table 2
RQ2: Evaluating Students’ Willingness to Serve as Change Agents
The researcher then narrowed in on the change agency-focused questions and analyzed
the isolated data that aligned to change in agency or willingness to serve as a change agent from
the five-point survey from Table 2 regarding this select sample. For the analysis of the
quantitative data regarding the measurement of the isolated change agency among fourth-grade
students, Paired Two Sample for Means t-tests were conducted to compare identity-based survey
questions from the Pre- and Post- Book Club surveys. The Likert Scale survey options required
the students to pick from the following answer choices: 1= Very Comfortable, 2 = Comfortable,
3 = Neutral, 4 = Uncomfortable, 5 = Very Uncomfortable.
Table 8
Change-Agency Focused Questions for Analysis from Table 2: Five-Point Survey
Agency-Isolated Questions

Question numbers
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I feel: ___ when talking to others about the fair and equal treatment of
ALL students.

9

I feel: ___ towards my actions/behavior which may bring about change
to students who have special needs.

10

The statistically significant result of this isolated skill-gain again indicated that there was an
increase in student growth in agency from the Pre- to Post- Book test through the lower Post-Test
composite score. This shows growth regarding student gains specific to students’ change agency.
The lower score Post-Test compared to Pre-Test indicates a greater comfort level with the
application of agency. The means were statistically significantly different Post Test (m=1.83)
than Pre-Test averages (m=2.29) t(7)=0.037, p<.05.
A Narrowed Focus: Evaluating Students’ Change Agency - Three Point Survey Table 3
RQ2: Evaluating Students’ Willingness to Serve as Change Agents
The researcher then narrowed in on the change agency-focused questions and analyzed
this isolated data regarding willingness to serve as a change agent or show willingness towards
agency from the three-point survey from Table 3 regarding this select sample. For the analysis of
the quantitative data in regard to the measurement of the isolated change agency among fourthgrade students, Paired Two Sample for Means t-tests were conducted to compare identity-based
survey questions from the Pre- and Post- Book Club surveys. The Likert Scale survey options
required the students to pick from the following answer choices: 1= Always Agree, 2 =
Sometimes Agree, and 3 = I Never Agree.
Table 9
Change Agency-Focused Questions for Analysis from Table 3: Three-Point Survey
Agency-Isolated Questions

Question numbers

I feel that I treat ALL people fairly and equally.

1
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My actions towards people with special needs are always kind.

2

I believe that when I learn more about students with special needs, I
become a change agent.

9

The statistically significant result of this isolated skill-gain again indicated that there was an
increase in student growth from the Pre- to Post- Book test. This shows growth in regard to
student gains specific to students’ change agency through this elevated Pre-Test score which was
evident in the students’ responses showing the lower composite score on the Post- Test than the
Pre- Test. The means were statistically significantly different Post- Test (m=1.29) than Pre-Test
averages (m=1.75) t(7)=0.01, p<.05. The lower composite score on the Post-Test showed that the
students answered more agreeably to questions 1, 2, and 9 which shows positive actions towards
helping others as an agent of change.
Evaluating Students’ Civic Identity and Awareness - Five Point Survey Table 4
RQ2: Evaluating Students’ Willingness to Serve as Change Agents
For further analysis of quantitative data related to RQ2, the measurement of students’
civic identity and awareness, comparable point values were used to simply compare the Pre- and
Post- survey student responses of the Five-Point Likert Scale survey in Table 4. The Likert Scale
survey options required the students to pick from the following answer choices: 1= Minimal, 2 =
Potential, 3 = Average, 4 = Increased Potential, 5 = Maximum. The total points tallied from the
Pre- Book Club survey were 18. The total points tallied from the Post- Book Club survey were
34. The results show a 16-point increase in student growth from the Pre-test to the Post-test. This
increase shows the students’ scale of effort and willingness to serve. This shows notable growth
in civic identity and awareness, showing growth in the attachment and belonging in their
community, as well as demonstrating their efforts or willingness to address injustices.
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Comparing Agency vs. Civic Identity Growth Overall
RQ1: Evaluating Students’ Civic Identity and Awareness of Social Injustice
Growth Overall combined with RQ2: Evaluating Students’ Willingness to Serve as Change
Agents
The researcher then conducted a comparison of civic identity versus agency regarding
evaluating which research question showed the most overall growth regarding the isolated skills
in the three-point or the five-point Pre- and Post- survey outlined in Tables 3 and 4. For the
analysis of the quantitative data regarding the measurement of the isolated change agency and
civic identity among fourth-grade students, Paired Two Sample for Means t-tests were conducted
to compare identity-based survey questions from the Pre- and Post- Book Club surveys for both
sets of isolated questions.
Table 10
Agency-Isolated Questions for Analysis from Table 3: Three Point Survey and Table 4: Five
Point Survey
Agency-Isolated Questions (Pre-Book Club)

Question numbers
(Table 3: 3-Point
Survey)

I feel that I treat ALL people fairly and equally.

1

My actions towards people with special needs are always kind.

2

I believe that when I learn more about students with special needs,
I become a change agent.

9

Agency-Isolated Questions (Post-Book Club)

Question numbers
(Table 4: 5-Point
Survey)

I feel: ___ to stand up for the equality and fair treatment of ALL
students.

8

I feel: ___ when talking to others about the fair and equal treatment 9
of ALL students.
“I feel: ___ towards my actions/behavior which may bring about

10
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change to students who have special needs”

Compared to the identity-Isolated Questions:
Table 11
Identity-Isolated Questions for Analysis from Tables 3: 3-Point Survey and Table 4: 5-Point
Survey
Identity-Isolated Questions (Pre-Book Club)

Question numbers
(Table 3, 3-Point
Survey)

I believe that learning more about student(s) with special needs can
teach me about how we interact with others.

7

I believe that I can experience personal growth from learning more
about students with special needs.

8

Identity-Isolated Questions (Post-Book Club)

Question numbers
(Table 4, 5-Point
Survey)

When I see a person in school or in public places who has special
needs, I feel: ___

1

Sometimes I am asked to work with another student with special
needs and this makes me feel: ___.

2

Seeing students who look different from me makes me feel: ___

3

When my friends are playing with a student who looks or acts
different from me, I feel: ___

4

When randomly assigned to work with a student with special
needs, I feel: ___

5

When randomly assigned to sit with a student with special needs at
lunch, I feel: ___

6

These pre- and post- survey results were averaged to find an overall civic identity score to be
used for comparison. The result of this isolated skill-gain again indicated that there was an
increase in civic identity growth overall from the Pre- to Post- Book tests. The means showed a
statistically significant, larger score for civic identity at (m=2.07) compared to change agency at
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(m=1.79) t(7)=0.05, p<.05. This data shows that the most growth overall was in the category of
civic identity, although not a tremendous statistical difference according to the P-score.
Summary for Quantitative Data Analysis
In summary, students indicated a change in their awareness of social injustice issues by
indicating scores that showed a growth in comfort throughout the study in questions such as, “I
feel: ___ to stand up for the equality and fair treatment of ALL students.” “I feel: ___ when
talking to others about the fair and equal treatment of ALL students. “I feel: ___ towards my
actions/behavior which may bring about change to students who have special needs.” Their
scores also indicated an agreement with questions such as, “I believe that learning more about
student(s) with special needs can teach me about how we interact with others.” “I believe that I
can experience personal growth from learning more about students with special needs.” “I
believe that when I learn more about students with special needs, I become a change agent.”
Overall, there was a comparable statistical significance found in all three Pre- and Post- Book
club surveys as related to the research questions regarding the categories of civic identity, and
awareness of social injustice and interest/engagement in change agency. However, the greatest
impact was found in the students’ cultivated civic identity, which is defined in two ways: First,
civic identity is seen as the development of an awareness of structural injustices and a motivation
to change them (Moya, 2017), compared to their development towards becoming change agents.
Secondly, a critical civic identity involves the individual’s development of awareness in regard
to the structures of social injustices and their personal efforts or capabilities to undertake one’s
own actions to address them. According to Moya (2017). “A critical civic identity involves
developing an awareness of structural injustices and a motivation to address them” (Freire,
2000). Change Agency is defined as the actionable component where the student holds a position
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of influence for change that inspires others through their involvement and effectiveness (Moya,
2017). The overall growth in civic and critical identity connects to the Research Question 1: How
does civic identity among fourth grade students evolve as a result of participation in a social
justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical literacy in education? The
statistically significant growth in Agency connects to the Research Question 2: How does a
social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness and ability to serve as civic change
agents? Therefore, the quantitative results substantiate growth in both civic identity and change
agency, with the greatest growth being found in civic and critical civic identity.
Qualitative Findings
The qualitative coding results were derived from multiple sources as the researcher
embarked on the shared experience of the “Beacon Book Club” and subversive critical literacy
experiences/activities involving the study’s two novels: Front Desk, by Kelly Yang and Wonder,
by R. J. Palacio. The subversive pedagogies and texts worked within the traditional expectations
yet engaged the students in more personal and authentic experiences that were meaningful to
them, encouraging student agency. The following section will present the artifacts and/or
experiences, followed by the coding of the qualitative student responses and research field notes,
which will also lead to the alignment with the research questions. The researcher has not
included all of the subversive activities implemented throughout the “Beacon Book Club”
experience, as it was not the intention of this study to present an entire curricular layout.
However, the following activities and shared experiences presented in this compilation represent
the participants’ perspective, positionality, and reflections as specifically pertinent to the
research questions and theoretical framework of this action research study. “Subversive teachers
leverage the state standards without narrowly focusing on a traditional ELA curriculum of
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formulaic writing instruction, close reading of irrelevant texts, and teacher-directed lessons that
are disconnected from students’ lived experiences” (Dyches, et. al., 2020, p. 111). There were
twelve pertinent artifacts collected through representative student sampling throughout the book
club experience. The twelve artifacts were: Eye Color Discrimination, Blindfold Activity,
Students’ Reflective Journaling, Interviews with the Characters, Seesaw Student Recordings,
Text-to-Self - Real-World Connections, Focus Group Conversation, Pre- and Post-Book Club
Feedback Likert Scale 1-5 Survey Interview Questions, Pre- and Post- Book Club Feedback
Likert Scale 1-3 Survey Interview Questions, Student Agency Ideas: Podcasts for Change:
Kindness Rocks: Grade-Level Kindness Graffiti Walls, Pre- and Post- Book Club Civic Identity
and Awareness Survey Interview Questions, and the Researcher's Journal. Each of the twelve
artifacts constitutes the categorical evidence indicative in the In-Vivo and Axial coding which
yields themes, which will be listed according to the artifacts below. This will then lead to
triangulation which substantiates the results of this study. The following sections will expound
themes, providing examples of each code in the form of justification, specific quotes from the
participants, and applicable visual displays in the form of figures and tables.
Subversive Critical Literacy “Beacon Book Club” Shared Experiences / Activities
Artifact 1: Eye Color Discrimination
Theme: Discrimination and Prejudice Awareness
This experiment ignited passionate feedback immediately upon its inception. After some
time of allowing the experience and student reactions to unfold, the researcher instructed the
students to find a quiet place to write in their reflective journals. Student A immediately made
the personal connection as she shared, “I don’t like talking about this because I am black and I
know what it feels like to be discriminated against because of who I am or what I wear or if my
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hair isn’t a certain color.” Student F commented, “A person’s eye color doesn’t matter; it’s their
heart that matters...that is why I think discrimination is bad.” Student B shared, “My teacher is
being very racist and prejudiced, and my BFF has blue eyes!” Student G linked it to history,
sharing “I feel like this is like what Martin Luther King Jr. went through all over again. I feel like
no one cares about me.” To culminate the activity, I gathered all the students together for a class
meeting and discussion. The students were quoted as saying, “That wasn’t fair to treat people
that way!” Two students out of the eight shared that they felt like the teacher acted like the mean
antagonist character from the story, which was a terrific text-to-self-connection. The following is
the interview that followed:
Researcher: Tell me about how everyone in the class reacted.
Student C: “Some people didn’t care and just sat there!”
Student A: “Some people looked like they were going to walk out and tell someone, but we didn’t
want you to get mad.”
Student B: “I didn’t care what color my eyes were, and I gave my candy to ___.”
Student H: “Yes, some people acted on how they were feeling and some just sat there and did
nothing. That’s like them being bystanders and some stood up for themselves and the rest of us.”
It should be noted that the conversation continued, and Student H shared, “You could see how
some people were leaders in the class and some didn’t care or didn’t know what to do. This is
like some of the characters in the book Front Desk and I can’t believe we did the same thing!”
Through the researcher’s observation and coding of the reflective journals, three out of the eight
students used the word discrimination, prejudice, or racism. In-Vivo coding led to Axial coding,
thus identifying the codes of discrimination and prejudice, which led to the theme of Awareness
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of Social Justice Issues and Civic Action and Activism. The table below presents the codes and
themes according to this artifact.
Connection to RQ 1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical
literacy in education?
Connection to RQ 2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness
and ability to serve as change agents?
Table 12
Subversive Critical Literacy “Beacon Book Club” Shared Experiences / Activities
Artifact 1: Eye Color Discrimination
Theme: Discrimination and Prejudice Awareness
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Discrimination

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Eye Color
Activity

“A person’s eye color
doesn’t matter; it’s their
heart that matters...that is
why I think discrimination
is bad.”

Prejudice

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Eye Color
Activity

“My teacher is being very
racist and prejudiced, and
my BFF has blue eyes!”

Agency Awareness

Civic Action and
Activism

Eye Color
Activity

“I didn’t care what color my
eyes were, and I gave my
candy to ___.”

The noted discomfort felt throughout this experience was by design. Through the students'
perception of this ‘real-world’ unease, they gained perspective into the lived experiences of
others. This finding supports Research Question 1, as a result of participation in a social justicethemed book club through a subversive approach to critical literacy in education, student
awareness increased in the participants as a greater understanding developed for the lived
experiences of others. This supports an increase in identity in the participant and awareness of
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social justice topics. A civic identity refers to a person’s sense of attachment or belonging to her
community and how that individual may become civically involved. It also involves a sense of
agency in affecting the societal well-being of that community (Moya, 2017). A critical civic
identity involves the individual’s development of awareness in regard to the structures of social
injustices and their personal efforts or capabilities to undertake one’s own actions to address
them. According to Moya (2017), “A critical civic identity involves developing an awareness of
structural injustices and a motivation to address them” (Freire, 2000). The findings also support
Research Question 2, as a result of a social justice-themed book club, the students demonstrated
a willingness and ability to serve as change agents.
Artifact 2: Blindfold Activity
Theme: Student Leadership-Social /Emotional Growth
This activity was inspired through a lesson called “Lead Me”, simulated how students
with disabilities must feel as they live their lives with their disability. Students were asked to find
a partner and take turns leading each other
through an obstacle course around the classroom.
The student who was blindfolded could only rely
on the support-student’s voice, guiding them to
the finish line. At the culmination of the
kinesthetic activity, the students and I found a
quiet spot in the room and journaled about our
experience. The students’ reactions, which were

Figure 1. Artifact 2: Blindfold Activity

found in their reflective journals, were much more intuitive than expected. Feedback such as
Student E commenting, “It was challenging, but I trusted my partner”, Student A shared, “It
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was fun and challenging, but I felt like we were judging Auggie because there is something
wrong with his face, so it’s like we were discriminating
against Auggie…. but my partner was trustworthy because
she trusts me, and I trust her!” Student D shared, “You had
to trust your partner and they had to trust you”, Student C
shared, “If you didn’t trust or work together, it wouldn’t go
very well, and you would run into things.” This activity and
initial In-Vivo coding brought about the first Axial coding,
leading to the discovery of students using the word
Figure 2. Artifact 2: Blindfold
Activity

‘trustworthiness’, which was used in 6 out of the 8
reflective journals. This new code was key to understanding

more about how this activity led the students to make greater connections with others, therefore,
connecting to the characters, which led to a greater
understanding of the storyline. This role-playing
activity led to three other impromptu whole-class
discussions later in the book club about how a
breakdown of trust can lead to a whole host of other
issues for the characters. Once again, the students
made deep text-to-self connections to times in their
own lives when trust had eroded and referenced back
to how it had felt like the blindfold activity,
understanding the weight of that loneliness without

Figure 3. Artifact 2: Blindfold
Activity
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someone to help you if you need it! The following table presents the codes, themes, and In-Vivo
codes for this artifact.
Connection to RQ 1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical
literacy in education?
Table 13
Artifact 2: Blindfold Activity
Theme: Student Leadership - Social /Emotional Growth
Codes

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Trustworthiness

Displays Character
Education

Blindfold
Activity

"...my partner was
trustworthy because she
trusts me, and I trust her."

Discrimination

Awareness of Social
Justice Issues

Blindfold
Activity

“It was fun and
challenging, but I felt like
we were judging Auggie
because there is something
wrong with his face, so it’s
like we were
discriminating against
Auggie.”

The students showed an awareness of their own understanding of social justice issues and civic
identity as they compared themselves to the characters and powerful story they were engaging
with. This finding once again supported the Research Question 1 as civic identity and student
awareness for social justice issues are cultivated through the book club experience through
subversive literacy activities.
Artifact 3: Reflective Journaling
Theme: Awareness of Civic Identity
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During the shared book club experience, the students wrote about their lived experiences
and shared thoughts/feelings in their individual journals. This sample of reflective journaling
shows the reflections of the students as they participate in the book club and activities. A sample
from students’ journals as they reflect on Front Desk questions:
1) Are you like a character from the book, Front Desk? Explain.
Student E: “I am like Mia because everyone goes through things.”
Student H: “I am like Mia because I like solving problems.”
Student B: “They relate to my life because people like Mia and Opal in books move on or barely
get friends and this is what is happening
to me too.”
Student A: “It makes me sad sometimes
because you have the same feelings and
emotions.” This student went on to
elaborate: “Just because I am a
particular color, it doesn’t mean that
people in the real outside world have a
Figure 4. Reflective Journaling
reason to say that you can’t join because
you are brown! I will say that it doesn’t mean what color I am. It means that you are
discriminating me because I am brown.”
2) How is this novel making you feel so far?
Student E: “Upset because I feel like I’m going through it too. To know that people actually go
through these things makes me curious.”
Student A: “Angry, sad, weird about the prejudice and discrimination.”
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The In-Vivo code words ‘discrimination’ and ‘prejudice’ were used in 10 of the 13 journals! The
code words were identified through Axial coding and have led again to a theme of awareness of
identity and the awareness of social injustice. The following table presents the codes, themes,
and In-Vivo codes for this artifact for research questions 1 and 2.
Connection to RQ 1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical
literacy in education?
Table 14
Artifact 3: Reflective Journaling
Theme: Awareness of Civic Identity
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Positionality

Identity

Reflective
"It makes me wonder about what
Student Journal side I'm on and why I think like I
do."

Discrimination
Awareness

Identity /
Awareness

Student
Reflective
Journal

Discrimination
Awareness

Identity/Awareness Student
Reflective
Journal

"They said that someone can't be
my cousin because I'm black and
I said that means you're having
discrimination just because I'm
black. She said, "I really don't
care". I said, "Well I do and
that's rude."
“Angry, sad, weird about the
prejudice and discrimination.”

Connection to RQ 2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness
and ability to serve as change agents?
Table 15
Artifact 3: Reflective Journaling Alignment to RQ2
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Agency Idea

Change Agency

Student

“...we could find smooth rocks
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Agency Awareness

Service Idea

Reflective Journal like Berks Co. Rocks. Write
kindness on the back and give to
someone that is showing
kindness and it will pass around
the world and people will be
taking photos and sharing it
around the world and everyone
will see the back and read it:
‘Kindness Rocks’ instead of
Berks Co. Rocks!"

Civic Agency

Student
“I am like Mia because I like
Reflective Journal solving problems.”

The text-to-self connections that the students made once again led the researcher to identify that
inner-understanding of self and how it affects others. This ‘inner understanding’ also leads to a
curiosity of emerging student identity. The emerging identity in the participants resulted in civic
understanding and service to a community. This supports research question 1 as civic identity
may be a result of the book club and literacy activities. This understanding also aligns with
question 2 as it demonstrates an emerging civic agency towards helping others.
Artifact 4: Interviews with The Characters
Theme: Awareness of Civic Identity and Civic Agency
During a class discussion of the text, Front
Desk, which was initiated by the researcher
as part of a chapter discussion after reading
the text, an audio recording was captured as
the students’ conversation led to a
collaborative idea. As a result of a class
discussion, the students decided to develop a
mock interview of characters from the text. The
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scripts were captured in an audio recording. The students were given voice and choice in this
subversive activity. Every student was engaged as they divided up the roles of book characters
and interviewers.
Interview Scripts with the Characters:
Student A:
Interview question for Jason: “Do you like when Mr. Yao is racist to you?”
Interview question for Mr. Yao (1): “Is it hard to express your feelings Mr. Yao?”
Interview question for Mr. Yao (2): Why do you have prejudice against Mia?”
Interview question for Mia: “Mia, why do you not believe in yourself enough?”
Interview question for Mr. and Mrs. Tang: “How do you feel about being an immigrant?”
Student H:
Interview question for Mr. Yao: “Were you ever treated the way you are treating other people?”
Interview question for Jason: “Do you think
your dad is acting responsibly?”
Interview question for the security guard:
“Why did you make a list of ‘black people’?
Student C:
Interview question for Mr. Yao: “What do
you really think about people who are
black?”
Interview question for Mr. Yao: “Why do you
treat the Tang family the way you do?

Figure 6. Artifact 4: Interviews with The
Characters
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Creative and insightful answers from the interviewee followed the theatrical dramatics as
students relied on event-recall from the story. Initial In-Vivo coding revealed responses that led
the researcher to connect with the students
gaining in awareness of social justice contexts.
Not only did the In-Vivo coding bring about the
themes of civic identity, but also a civic agency
to others and fair and equal treatment of all, no
matter their color or other distinguishing
factors. Coding also revealed themes of social
Figure 7. Artifact 4: Interviews with The
Characters

awareness, support for a community, and

budding student agency to speak up for others and stand up for equality for all.
The following table presents the codes, themes, and In-Vivo Codes for this artifact for research
questions 1 and 2.
Connection to RQ 1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical
literacy in education?
Table 16
Artifact 4: Interviews with The Characters
Theme: Awareness of Civic Identity and Civic Agency
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Racism

Civic Identity

Interview with The
Characters

“I would say that they
should stop discriminating
and being so racist.”

Racial Profiling

Civic Identity

Interview with The
Characters

“I am enraged because they
are racial profiling Hank.”

Equity

Civic Awareness

Interview with The
Characters

“I would ask Mr. Yao why
he is acting this way. I
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mean, all people are
different in their own ways
and that doesn’t mean you
are mean to them or blame
them for being who they are
or different from you.”

Connection to RQ 2: How does a social justice themed book club impact students’ willingness
and ability to serve as change agents?
Table 17
Artifact 4: Interviews with The Characters Alignment to RQ2
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

The world could
be a better place

Critical Agency

Interview with The
Characters

"It's because you can make
the world a lot better of a
place."

Agency
Awareness

Critical Agency

Interview with The
Characters

“If I could talk with these
characters, I would give
them some good advice.”

Agency
Awareness

Civic Agency

Interview with The
Characters

“I would say that they
should stop discriminating
and being so racist.”

Change Agency

Critical Agency

Interview with The
Characters

“This is so cool. I want to
pretend to be Jason and tell
my dad, Mr. Yao what I
think of his racist and
prejudiced actions on Mia!”

A change agent is one who is responsible for and leads the way toward new growth in an
organization. They are the model or archetype that others aspire to follow. The change agent
represents a position of being the catalyst that inspires change in people. Critical agency refers to
the individual’s involvement and effectiveness in their community as they may feel empowered
to address local injustices (Moya, 2017). The qualitative evidence supports research questions 1
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and 2 as the experience with the social justice-themed book club seems to have an impact in
students’ desire to serve as change agents as they apply their civic identity to become involved in
the well-being of a community. Civic identity refers to a person’s sense of attachment or
belonging to her community and how that individual may become civically involved. It also
involves a sense of agency in affecting the societal well-being of that community (Moya, 2017).
The students’ growth and desire to support their classroom community became a hallmark
development throughout the book club novel study. The following artifact is an example of the
emerging awareness and identity as the students brought their own personal and vulnerable lived
experiences to the forefront as they realized that sharing personal stories would benefit others
who may be struggling with similar issues.
Artifact 5: Seesaw Student Recording
Theme: Social and Emotional Growth / Agency / Civic Identity
Throughout the process of collecting qualitative data on the students’ thoughts, feelings,
positionality, and perspective, it became apparent that the students needed a collection tool that
they could choose to use independently for their impromptu reflections. As a result, a recording
studio of sorts was fashioned so they could freely record themselves whenever they wanted to. A
makeshift recording booth was created out of a reader’s theatre puppet show frame, complete
with an iPad, using the Seesaw app for ease of collection of recordings. The recordings were
captured, transcribed, and then coded. The following artifact was one of those recordings.
Student A: “...I had an experience with a girl who had a messed-up face like Auggie and I
walked up to the people and said that’s rude because she didn’t do nothing…and they were like
she looks ugly and I said that’s rude because she did not do anything to you. That’s rude -do not
say anything like that ever again. I said, how would you feel if you had a messed-up face like that
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how would you feel? ...And then I said if you were going to feel very sad then why did you say it
to her if you were going to feel sad? And now that I’m reading Wonder it makes me stand up to
people now. It makes me stand up to people more now because it’s good to stand up to people
because when they are having a hard time sticking up for their self they can’t because they have
a messed-up face.
The following table presents the codes, themes, and In-Vivo codes for this artifact as they align
to research questions 1 and 2.
Connection to RQ 1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical
literacy in education?
Table 18
Artifact 5: Seesaw Student Recording
Theme: Social and Emotional Growth / Agency / Civic Identity
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Discrimination
Awareness

Civic Identity

Seesaw Student
Recording

“...I had an experience with a
girl who had a messed-up face
like Auggie, and I walked up to
the people and said that’s rude
because she didn’t do
nothing!”

Discrimination
and Prejudice
Awareness

Civic Identity

Seesaw Student
Recording

“...and they were like she looks
ugly and I said that’s rude
because she did not do
anything to you.”

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Civic Awareness

Seesaw Student
Recording

“I said, how would you feel if
you had a messed-up face like
that? How would you feel?

Connection to RQ 2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness
and ability to serve as change agents?
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Table 19
Artifact 5: Seesaw Student Recording Alignment with RQ2
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Agency
Awareness

Civic Agency

Seesaw Student
Recording

“And now that I’m reading
Wonder it makes me stand up
to people now.”

Change Agency

Civic Agency

Seesaw Student
Recording

“It makes me stand up to
people more now because it’s
good to stand up to people
because when they are having
a hard time sticking up for
their self they can’t because
they have a messed-up face.”

The students’ words evoke agency for change and an attuned awareness of social justice realworld connections. In-Vivo coding led to the themes of students’ civic identity and civic agency
in creating change is framed by willingness and ability to serve through their strong character
and dedication to the care and compassion for others. The In-Vivo coding revealed examples of
student agency as it applies to research questions 1 and 2. This identifies emerging agencies
through students’ civic identity and awareness towards social justice issues.
Artifact 6: Text-to-Self, Real-World Connections
Theme: Awareness of Civic Identity / Student Activism, Agency
While reading the novel Wonder and through experiencing subversive framework, the
students were introduced to a YouTube video called ‘I am Auggie Pullman’, presented through
the Children’s Craniofacial association: ccakids.org. After the video, the students were also
shown a People magazine, highlighting an article about a boy who also was living with the
abnormality. A class discussion ensued and was captured through audio recordings. Student C
commented, “This makes me think about the ‘cheese touch’ in The Diary of a Wimpy Kid”. I
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mean, people don’t want to get near people who have this problem because they think they are
going to get something...I mean, they’re still human, it’s not like you’re going to get a disease or
anything!” Student E shared, “You can’t
avoid it or them because you really
can’t get away from it. It’s just
something you have to work through.”
Just then, a student asked if she could
show something to the class. She
brought out a picture of a family
member and told the class how that
family member had a heart surgery and
because of the large scar, this makes him feel different too. She described the embarrassment she
sometimes because of how people stare. “This is like me feeling like Via, Auggie’s sister. I don’t
want to be different, but I just am because I have a family member with this scar and I just can’t
change it.” Immediately, the students rallied around her, five of them hugging her and telling her
that her strength was so important. The students said, “I support you and we all are different in
our own way!” “Yes, no one is perfect, and we all have something we have to live with, that’s
why it is important to stick together!” It was at this point, that all the students as a collective
whole decided that they wanted to make their own YouTube channel, acting out scenes to inspire
others about how kindness can change the outcome of anyone’s story! They immediately tore off
in the last 5 minutes of class to begin writing YouTube scripts, self-initiating the whole process!
They were so eager and excited to present this experience on a private YouTube channel (only
for classroom use). The rough-copy scripts that they wrote were powerful short stories about
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standing up for people who have been put down, seen as ‘other’, or bullied for the way they look.
The students agreed and made plans to revisit this idea of putting their content on a YouTube
channel with the intention of helping others. When coding this data through Axial and then InVivo coding, the code of text connections
led to a theme of students being
‘empowered by story’, which means to
give control or authority to. ‘Empowered
by story’ means to feel that control and to
be affected through giving the individual
the possibility to be transformed by story.
The code of Equity emerged through Axial
and In-Vivo coding, which led to themes

Figure 9. Artifact 6: Text-to-Self, Real-World
Connections

of Agency and Student Activism.
The following table presents the codes, themes, and In-Vivo codes for this artifact for research
questions 1 and 2.
Connection to RQ 1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical
literacy in education?
Table 20
Artifact 6: Text-to-Self, Real-World Connections
Theme: Awareness of Civic Identity / Student Activism, Agency
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Text Connections

Empowered by
Story

Text-to-Self/RealWorld
Connections

“This makes me think about
the ‘cheese touch’ in The
Diary of a Wimpy Kid”. I
mean, people don’t want to
get near people who have
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this problem because they
think they are going to get
something...I mean, they’re
still human, it’s not like
you’re going to get a disease
or anything!”
Text Connections

Civic Identity and
Awareness

Text-to-Self/RealWorld
Connections

“This is like me feeling like
Via, Auggie’s sister. I don’t
want to be different, but I
just am because I have a
family member with this scar
and I just can’t change it.”

Connection to RQ 2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness
and ability to serve as change agents?
Table 21
Artifact 6: Text-to-Self, Real-World Connections Alignment to RQ2
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Equity

Agency

Text-to-Self/RealWorld Connections

“I support you and we all
are different in our own
way!”

Equity

Student Activism

Text-to-Self/RealWorld Connections

“Yes, no one is perfect, and
we all have something we
have to live with, that’s why
it is important to stick
together!”

The students were certainly affected by the power of the story, which then strengthened their
identity. Identity is defined as your unique and individual and collective whole; you are a sum of
your lived experiences. Your identity is rooted in your own psychology, physiology, sociology,
and cultural heritage. Through these lived experiences (past, present, and future) you grow and
create new pieces of your identity which develop one's own character and sense of self. Literacy
instruction delivered through children’s literature is utilized as a tool or conduit to deliver a
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lesson or learning opportunity to children. The real-world agency for change was seen through
the students’ enthusiasm and engagement! This qualitative data connects to research questions 1
and 2 as awareness, identity, and student agency all developed through this extraordinarily rich
experience!
Artifact 7: Focus Group Conversation
Theme: Awareness of Civic Identity / Change Agency
The students were asked to put themselves in the character’s shoes and respond to how an
antagonistic character racially profiles another character. The conversation with the students
reflects their thoughts and perspective. The exploration-of-self through story in this focus group
conversation illuminates the concept of student identity, awareness, and agency which again ties
back to the research questions 1 and 2.
The following table presents the codes, themes, and In-Vivo codes for this artifact for research
questions 1 and 2.
Connection to RQ 1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical
literacy in education?
Table 22
Artifact 7: Focus Group Conversation
Theme: Awareness of Civic Identity / Change Agency
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Discrimination
and Prejudice
Awareness

Identity and
Awareness

Focus Group
Conversation

“What I thought about
discrimination and prejudice
..umm..well I didn’t even know
about them before us reading
with Mrs. Schucker..so..I didn’t
really know..I really thought it
was …like it was a lot to other
people, but I’ve never been
through it before..so those two
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words mean a lot to other
people because they feel those
things and people do that to
them.”
Important
Connections

Social Justice
Awareness

Focus Group
Conversation

“What I think about that is all
those characters should not be
treated like that and that; it is a
real thing that really happened
in real life so there are many
people who shouldn’t have
been treated mean...they’re all
on the roller coaster and at the
end of the book, they all came
off the roller coaster. Well..not
all of them…it was meaningful
because now the characters
could do things like jump in the
pool..and now they finally get
to do what they want to do.

I’ve really
changed

Civic Identity

Focus Group
Conversation

“It changed me like, if I ever
get treated like that, then I
would remember that one year
in fourth grade..I would
remember about it.”

Discrimination

Social Justice
Awareness

Focus Group
Conversation

“Discrimination and prejudice
are bad and people shouldn’t
use it and they’ll get into big
trouble. People might be mean
or hurt you because of your
color...This happened to me
once..people were saying that
just because I was a different
color than them that I couldn’t
join their group and it really
hurt me because people just
want to be mean to me
sometimes just because of my
skin color.”

Discrimination

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Focus Group
Conversation

“Think about what you
learned...like if someone is
going to discriminate or
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prejudice me, I can use what I
learned in Front Desk and I can
say to them, “If you were
discriminated, how would you
feel?

Connection to RQ 2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness
and ability to serve as change agents?
Table 23
Artifact 7: Focus Group Conversation Alignment to RQ2
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Civic Agency
Awareness

Civic Agency

Focus Group
Conversation

“... if something happened to
someone I know, I’ll stick up
for them and just because they
are different in a way doesn’t
mean they should be treated
like that…. because all the
characters, like Hank, Mia,
and her parents were treated
like that by Mr. Yao like they
shouldn’t be treated like that.
They have their own thoughts,
and they are their own
person.”

Civic Agency
Awareness

Civic Agency

Focus Group
Conversation

“Mia’s parents need to be
bigger people. They shouldn’t
just stand there and be scared.
They should stand up for
themselves and say, “You
can’t tell me what to do and
use prejudice and
discrimination on me” and
Mr. Yao should be thinking
before he speaks because he is
being really mean and rude.
At the end of the book, it was
kind of good because all the
characters got to be in the pool
and get the motel.”
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Codes, connecting to question 1 were defined through discrimination and prejudice awareness,
important connections, and feelings of change emerged, which brought out themes based on
social justice awareness, identity and awareness, and civic identity. Codes, connecting to
question 2 were defined through civic agency awareness, which brought out themes based on
civic agency. This artifact shows another example of the students’ growth in real-world
understanding through powerful stories that serve as a vehicle for personal growth and
transformation as well as agency towards the betterment of others.
Artifact 8: Pre- and Post-Book Club Feedback Likert Scale 1-5 Survey Interview Questions
Themes: Awareness of Personal Identity / Civic Identity / Change Agency
The open-ended interview questions included in the Likert Scale surveys were a key
component to this mixed-methods study. You can see the evolution in the rich layers of their
reflection and open-ended questions, adding personal connections, or examples from the text to
support their passionate answers. The Axial coding then led to In-Vivo codes which provide
saturation that supports growth in civic identity among fourth-grade students leading to the
willingness and ability to serve as change agents through research questions 1 and 2. The table
below presents the codes and themes and how they connect with the research questions.
Connection to RQ 1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical
literacy in education?
(Pre-and Post-) Question 1: When I see a person in school or in public places who has special
needs, I feel: ___
Table 24
Artifact 8: Pre- and Post- Book Club Feedback Likert Scale 1-5 Survey Question 1
Themes: Awareness of Personal Identity / Civic Identity / Change Agency
Code

Theme

Artifact

Pre-Book Club

Post- Book Club
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In-Vivo Code

In-Vivo Code

Connections

Awareness of Pre- and PostSocial Justice Book Club
Issues
Feedback
Likert Scale 15 Survey

“3-Neutral, because it
makes me feel bad. I
really don’t know
what to think and so
my brain tells me to
walk away.”

“2-Comfortable,
because they are a
person too like me,
but they are
different, but just as
good as us.”

Real World
Connections

Civic Identity Pre- and PostBook Club
Feedback
Likert Scale 15 Survey

“5-Very
Uncomfortable,
because they pick
their nose and try to
touch people and
they get in my face
because they
sometimes yell at me
and I don’t want to
be a bad person, but I
feel very
uncomfortable.”

“1-Very
Comfortable,
because there are
lots of kids who
need help, and I am
not afraid to say
hello.”

Connections

Social
Awareness

“4-Uncomfortable,
because when I look
at someone who has
special needs, I
cannot help myself,
but I stare and I don’t
want to and I don’t
know what to do.”

“2-Comfortable,
because I know
there’s no harm in
me to them and they
just look different,
that’s all.”

Pre- and PostBook Club
Feedback
Likert Scale 15 Survey

Connection to RQ 1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club along with a subversive approach to critical
literacy education?
(Pre-and Post-) Question 9: I feel ___ when talking to others about the fair and equal treatment
of ALL students.
Table 25
Artifact 8: Pre- and Post- Book Club Feedback Likert Scale 1-5 Survey Question 9 Alignment
with RQ 1
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Code

Theme

Artifact

Pre-Book Club
In-Vivo Code

Post- Book Club InVivo Code

I have grown

Civic Identity

Pre- and PostBook Club
Feedback
Likert Scale 15 Survey

“3-Neutral,
because one
simple act of
kindness could
change the world.
Also, it’s nice to
be kind.”

“2-Comfortable,
because if something
isn’t equal, then I talk
to those people, like
back at my old school,
this girl with autism
was being made fun of
and I stepped in and
they stopped. That felt
good because I helped
someone.”

Equality

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Pre- and PostBook Club
Feedback
Likert Scale 15 Survey

“3-Neutral,
because I don’t
really care about
it.”

“2-Comfortable,
because everyone
deserves equality.
Some people judge
others, but we shouldn't
do that.”

Connection to RQ 2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness
and ability to serve as change agents?
Table 26
Artifact 8: Pre- and Post- Book Club Feedback Likert Scale 1-5 Survey Question 9 Alignment
with RQ2
Code

Theme

Artifact

Pre-Book Club
In-Vivo Code

Post- Book Club InVivo Code

Real World
Connections

Change
Agency

Pre- and PostBook Club
Feedback
Likert Scale 15 Survey

“1-Very
Comfortable,
because people
deserve help.”

“1-Very Comfortable,
because I have change
agency in a lot of
things. I tell them what I
think, and I give them
suggestions of treating
them how they would
treat their family. I can
change their mood and
their personality.”
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Connection to RQ 2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness
and ability to serve as change agents?
(Pre-and Post-) Question 10: I feel ___ towards my actions/behavior which may bring about
change to students who have special needs.
Table 27
Artifact 8: Pre- and Post- Book Club Feedback Likert Scale 1-5 Survey Question 10 Alignment
with Question RQ2
Code

Theme

Artifact

Pre-Book Club
In-Vivo Code

Post Book Club In-Vivo
Code

Awareness

Civic Identity

Pre- and
Post-Book
Club
Feedback
Likert Scale
1-5 Survey

“4Uncomfortable,
but I am doing
what’s right.”

“1-Very Comfortable,
because I am sure of my
feelings. After we left
school (during the COVID19 shutdown), we were
choosing kind to stay safe
and making good choices.
We have to take care of
each other because others
have problems, and we have
to treat them kind. We have
to help them.”

Different
Perspectives

Social/
Emotional
Growth

Pre- and
Post-Book
Club
Feedback
Likert Scale
1-5 Survey

“3-Neutral,
because you
should always
stand up for kids
and it doesn’t
matter if they
have problems.”

“2-Comfortable, because we
can have different
perspectives, but they
should still be treated like
normal people like everyone
else. They’ll feel normal if I
treat them that way. I would
stop people with bad
behavior who hurt them.”

Equality

Social/
Emotional
Growth

Pre- and
Post-Book
Club
Feedback
Likert Scale
1-5 Survey

“3-Neutral,
because I never
really help
people with
special needs.”

“2-Comfortable, because
everybody deserves
equality, no matter what!
Different things about them
makes them unique.”
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Artifact 9: Pre- and Post- Book Club Feedback Likert Scale 1-3 Survey Interview
Questions
Themes: Awareness of Personal Identity / Civic Identity / Change Agency
The open-ended questions included in the Pre- and Post- Book Club Feedback Likert
Scale 1-3 Survey is enumerated by the Axial coding, which then led to In-Vivo codes, providing
saturation that supports the students’ willingness and ability to serve as change agents through
research question 2. The table below presents the codes and themes and how they connect with
the research questions.
(Pre-and Post-) Question 9: I believe that when I learn more about students with special needs, I
become a change agent: ___. (1-Always Agree, 2- Sometimes Agree, 3- Never Agree)
Connection to RQ 2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness
and ability to serve as change agents?
Table 28
Artifact 9: Pre- and Post-Book Club Feedback Likert Scale 1-3 Survey
Themes: Awareness of Personal Identity / Civic Identity / Change Agency
Code

Theme

Artifact

Pre-Book Club
In-Vivo Code

Post Book Club In-Vivo
Code

Equality

Critical
Identity

Pre- and PostBook Club
Feedback
Likert Scale
1-3 Survey

“2-Sometimes
Agree, because
sometimes I
learn about them
and other times I
don’t and if I do,
maybe I’ll be
their friend.”

“2-Sometimes Agree,
because after reading
Wonder, I started to stand
up for things that were
really unfair, like human
rights and people who aren’t
being treated equally. It
makes me feel sad and
everyone should be treated
equally no matter their
beliefs. It scares me that
people are still being treated
badly for their different
culture.”

Action

Change

Pre- and Post- “3-Never Agree,

“1-Always Agree, because
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Real World

Agency

Book Club
Feedback
Likert Scale
1-3 Survey

because I can’t
learn everything
in one second...it
takes time.”

you could start by making a
supportive club and teach
that club how to work with
people with special needs
and you wouldn’t lie to
them, you would tell them
the truth.”

Critical
Identity

Pre- and PostBook Club
Feedback
Likert Scale
1-3 Survey

“2-Sometimes
Agree, actually I
don’t know
because I need to
learn more about
kids with special
needs and then I
will know.”

“1-Always Agree, because
in the real-world people
might change only for some
people, but you don’t know
so you try to help and try to
change things. I would help
by gathering their
information and having
them get jobs and do work
or take them to the places
that they need to go to have
a better life. I learned a lot
from reading the books this
year.”

Artifact 10: Student Agency Ideas
Podcasts for Change
Themes: Critical Identity and Student Agency
As the study progressed, the students planned out their agency ideas as a schoolcommunity service project. The students recorded podcasts that ranged in topics from antibullying, injustice, and prejudice. The recordings were then structured as a ‘listening gallery’,
which was available to other classmates to listen to through the Google Classroom. The
following podcasts are three selective samples from the selection. Their thoughtful and creative
recordings support the research questions 1 and 2 as their real-world examples of student agency
show the application of their growth throughout the study. The Axial coding then led to In-Vivo
codes which provide saturation that supports growth in civic identity among fourth-grade
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students and willingness and ability to serve as change agents through research questions 1 and
2. The table below presents the codes and themes and how they connect with the research
questions.
Connection to RQ 1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical
literacy in education?
Table 29
Artifact 10: Student Agency Ideas
Podcasts for Change
Themes: Critical Identity and Student Agency
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Real World
Connection

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Podcast 2: Agency
Recording for
Social Justice

“Well, if you're scrolling through
social media and you see
someone being mean to another
person on social media, that
person who is being mean is
called a cyber bully.”

The Podcast data is enumerated by the Axial coding, which then led to In-Vivo codes, providing
saturation that supports the students’ willingness and ability to serve as change agents through
research question 2. The table below presents the codes and themes and how they connect with
the research questions.
Connection to RQ 2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness
and ability to serve as change agents?
Table 30
Artifact 10: Student Agency Ideas Alignment with RQ2
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Real World
Connection

Agency
Awareness

Podcast 1: AntiBullying
Recording

“My friends stuck up for me,
saying, “If you don’t have
anything nice to say, then don’t
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say anything at all!”
Agency

Civic Identity

Podcast 1: AntiBullying
Recording

“After that, they never teased me
again. I think after my friends
stood up for me that the bullies
felt like they should not call
people names again.”

Agency

Agency
Awareness

Podcast 2:
Agency
Recording for
Social Justice

“You should be kind all the
time. Kind words can be simple
or complicated. They can be
quiet or loud. But something you
should remember is to try to be a
person who could see the bright
side of anyone.”

Agency

Agency
Awareness

Podcast 2:
Agency
Recording for
Social Justice

“Something you she
remembered to do is to be kind
and caring and someone who
makes others feel happy,
supported, and safe.”

Agency

Agency
Awareness

Podcast 2:
Agency
Recording for
Social Justice

“And you should definitely stand
up for the person who is being
bullied because you want to be
kind and stand up to that cyber
bully because they can say so
many things that hurt other
people's feelings.”

Agency

Agency
Awareness

Podcast 2:
Agency
Recording for
Social Justice

“Another way can be kind is to
be kind to your family. I know
you're spending every single day
with them and you may be tired
of them, but you should still try
to be as nice as you can to
them.”

Agency

Agency
Awareness

Podcast 3:
Agency
Recording for
Empathy

“I went over to help, and I said,
“What’s up? Why are you
crying? She said someone hurt
her feelings like someone
stepped on her dreams.”

Agency

Agency
Awareness

Podcast 3:
Agency

“I said, “Listen... it is going to
be ok. I got my feelings hurt lots
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Recording for
Empathy

of times and do you see me
sitting in a corner? No! So, get
up and have some fun.”

As the students came to the end of the book club and approaches to subversive activities, their
ideas became concrete goals. Their intentions were clear: As a result of the podcast, students
cultivated civic identity by gaining an awareness and desire to create products, such as kindness
rocks and graffiti walls, that would help people in need. This demonstrated alignment with
Research Question 1. Question 1 is: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve
as a result of participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach
to critical literacy in education? They were willing to show their agency through serviceinspired projects revealing their engagement with powerful text that evokes a sense of duty or
civic responsibility for their school and surrounding community. The students developed a
willingness to serve as change agents through taking a role of action-based service through
Research Question 2, How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness
and ability to serve as civic change agents? Additional qualitative data was collected as a result
of these projects and are coded under the podcast artifact
category.
Student Agency Ideas Continued: Service Project:
“Kindness Rocks”
The students’ idea of spreading support and
happiness around the school campus sprouted into a spinoff of the Berks County Rocks idea. This creative
geocaching-type scavenger hunt for painted rocks has been a
fun and engaging activity for years. The students decided to

Figure 10. Artifact 10:
Student Agency Ideas,
Service Project:
“Kindness Rocks”
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create “Kindness Rocks”, inspired by one student’s idea she had during an interview, which
would incorporate them painting rocks and placing them around the campus for any travelers to
happen upon. The students designed quick sketches in their journals for ideas that could be
incorporated onto the rocks, such as this idea drawn as an agency-poster.
Due to the limitations of this study because of the COVID-19 pandemic, this agency idea was
not able to come to fruition. However, to the researcher’s surprise, during one of our regular
Google Meets (during the COVID shutdown), one of the students asked if she could show me
something. She lifted up her freshly painted ‘Kindness
Rocks’ that she was set to place in the community to
continue the plan we had started! She proudly
announced that she had been so excited to work on
them during our time away from school and asked
where the best place to put them would be. It was one
of those moments where the growth ripples into action
and the change becomes real agency. The students’
willingness to serve as change agents for their
Figure 11. Artifact 10: Student
Agency Ideas, Service Project:
“Kindness Rocks”

community directly related to the research question 2 of
this study. This agency idea was developed by a student

through a reflective journal entry. Axial coding led to In-Vivo coding to determine the code and
theme. The following table enumerates the code, theme, and In-Vivo code for this artifact.
Connection to RQ 2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness
and ability to serve as change agents?
Table 31
Artifact 10: Student Agency Ideas – Kindness Rocks
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Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Codes

Agency Idea

Change Agency
Service Idea

Student
Reflective
Journal

“...we could find smooth rocks like
Berks Co. Rocks. Write kindness
on the back and give to someone
that is showing kindness and it will
pass around the world and people
will be taking photos and sharing it
around the world and everyone will
see the back and read it: ‘Kindness
Rocks’ instead of Berks Co.
Rocks!"

Student Agency Ideas Continued: Service Project 4: Grade-Level Kindness Graffiti Walls

Figure 12. Artifact 10: Student Agency Ideas, Service Project: “Graffiti Walls”
During the book club experience, the students expressed interest in having a livingbulletin board. They wanted to either write or quick sketch out their reflections about the events
of the books in a public space where they would have easy access and creative freedom.
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Therefore, the “Wonder Graffiti Wall” was developed!
The students had free rein when it came to what they
could write, just as long as it was appropriate to the
book(s) and for school. You can see the reflective
nature in their thoughts; often commenting on the parts
of the book which reflected the most injustice,
inequality, or degradation to the protagonists. They also
Figure 13. Reading Nook

asked many questions, wanting to know more about the

character and plot as we progressed through the story. The benefit for the students to have a
place to freely communicate with each other about the book in a visible and public spot in their
reading-nook was an important part of the classroom community. The ‘voice and choice’ of the
students for open communication while they were going through the experience was integral to
their overall growth in identity and awareness.
The Axial coding then led to In-Vivo codes
which provide saturation that supports growth
in civic identity and awareness among fourthgrade students through Research Question 1.
The table below presents the codes and themes
and how they connect with the research
questions.

Figure 14. Reading Nook

Connection to RQ 1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical
literacy in education?
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Table 32
Student Agency Ideas Continued: Service Project 4: Grade-Level Kindness Graffiti Walls
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Real World
Connections

Awareness of Social
Justice Issues

Service Project 4:
Grade-Level
Kindness Graffiti
Walls

“Why does Auggie
not want to go to
school?”

Real World
Connections

Awareness of Social
Justice Issues

Service Project 4:
Grade-Level
Kindness Graffiti
Walls

“Why does Julian
make fun of Auggie?”

Real World
Connections

Awareness of Social
Justice Issues

Service Project 4:
Grade-Level
Kindness Graffiti
Walls

“Will Jack-Will ever
stop being a
bystander?”

Real World
Connections

Awareness of Social
Justice Issues

Service Project 4:
Grade-Level
Kindness Graffiti
Walls

“Never let anyone tell
you otherwise
because you’re
different!”

However, the students decided to take this a step further and had made preliminary plans to
incorporate a graffiti wall for the grade levels where students could freely communicate
questions, curiosities, debate ideas, make predictions, and express themselves over the books
they read! The fourth-grade students’ idea for these school-wide literacy graffiti walls was
another idea that was unable to be executed due to COVID-19, however it is another example of
the desire to expand and explore literacy in a meaningful way, sharing this with the greater
education community.
Artifact 11: Post Book Clubs Civic Identity and Awareness of Social Justice Interview
Themes: Civic Identity/Awareness
At the culmination of the entire book club experience, drawing upon the powerful texts,
Wonder, by R.J. Palacio and Front Desk, by Kelly Yang, the researcher collected one last
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measure of quantitative and qualitative data from reflections on the experience and growth in the
students from the participation in the study. The Post- Book Clubs Civic Identity and Awareness
of Social Justice Interview provided rich data, presents ample saturation to support the research
questions 1 and 2 as their real-world examples of student agency show the application of their
growth throughout the study. The Axial coding then led to In-Vivo codes supporting growth in
civic identity among fourth-grade students and willingness and ability to serve as change agents
through research questions 1 and 2. The table below presents the codes and themes and how they
connect with the research questions.
Connection to RQ 1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical
literacy in education?
Table 33
Artifact 11: Post- Book Clubs Civic Identity and Awareness of Social Justice Interview
Themes: Civic Identity/Awareness
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Connection to
Self

Identity

Post- Civic Identity and
Awareness of Social
Justice Interview

“I might know how to
handle this differently.”

Personal growth

Displays
Character
Education

Post- Civic Identity and
Awareness of Social
Justice Interview

"I really enjoyed the debates
because then you know
someone else's perspective
and why they argue or
disagree, and it makes me
wonder about what side I'm
on or why I think like I do."

We learned

Displays
Character
Education

Post- Civic Identity and
Awareness of Social
Justice Interview

"We learned to be better
people than we were."

More than I could Displays
think
Character
Education

Post- Civic Identity and
Awareness of Social
Justice Interview

"I learned about myself
personally after reading the
books that I could do more
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in the world that I could
think."
Real-World

Leadership

Post- Civic Identity and
Awareness of Social
Justice Interview

"The conversations were
good and necessary because
it helped to prepare us for
the real world."

I have grown

Displays
Character
Education

Post- Civic Identity and
Awareness of Social
Justice Interview

"I have grown…I can't
believe how this happened
in the book."

Get up and try
again

Grit and
determination

Post- Civic Identity and
Awareness of Social
Justice Interview

"No matter who you are,
you're a good person if you
speak up for others."

We all grow

Displays
Character
Education

Post- Civic Identity and
Awareness of Social
Justice Interview

"I feel like we all grow and
we're growing all the time."

Understanding
and awareness of
self

Identity

Post- Civic Identity and
Awareness of Social
Justice Interview

"I was shy before the book
club, but now I've really
changed a lot and now I'm
not that shy. It was really
fun spilling out all the things
I wanted to say."

I’ve really
changed

Social/
Emotional
Growth

Post- Civic Identity and
Awareness of Social
Justice Interview

“It was really fun spilling
out all the things I wanted to
say.”

Connection to RQ 2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness
and ability to serve as change agents?
Table 34
Artifact 11: Post- Book Clubs Civic Identity and Awareness of Social Justice Interview
Alignment with RQ2
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Before and after
agency
awareness

Civic Identity

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"Before the book club, I wasn't
really sure..I didn't have enough
agency."

Agency

Agency for

Post Civic Identity

"I felt like I knew the situations
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example

change

and Awareness
Survey Interview

they could have been in (from the
books) and I felt I knew how to
prevent racism or prejudice…like
you could make signs to help
someone feel better (in regard to
COVID) or set up a video chat
with them."

Putting Text-toaction

Agency for
change

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"…because I now understand the
words. It made me change a lot
through the book by doing what I
learned and by doing and taking all
the information and doing it in the
real world and in the classroom."

What side I’m
on

Leadership and
Positionality

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"It makes me wonder about what
side I'm on and why I think like I
do."

Inspiration

Social/Emotional Post Civic Identity
Growth
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I was an inspiration on how you
should treat people and I was an
inspiration for our class."

Solve problems

Agency for
Change

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I am also like Mia because I like
to solve problems."

The world could Agency for
be a better place Change

Interview with The
Characters

"It's because you can make the
world a lot better of a place."

Speaking up

Leadership

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I learned about using more
kindness and not being so
quiet...and speaking up for others."

Standing up

Leadership

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"…standing up for what I believe
in and standing up for random
business."

Catalyst for
change

Leadership

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I have enjoyed the books and they
were really interesting. Some
books for some people are boring,
but other books are
powerful…these books for me
were powerful."

Help People

Leadership

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness

“I got to help people.”
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Survey Interview
We should all
be equal

Awareness of
social-justice
context

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

“I would rip the note up to make
everyone equal!”

Equal treatment

Awareness of
social-justice
context

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"Agency towards social justice
issues is really important because
it's really important that people are
being treated the way they should
be."

Before and after
agency
awareness

Civic Identity

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"Before the book club, I wasn't
really sure...I didn't have enough
agency."

Prevent racism

Civic Identity

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I felt I knew how to prevent
racism."

Prevent
prejudice

Civic Identity

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I felt I knew how to prevent
prejudice."

I can change

Civic Identity

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

“It showed me how to change and
this inspired me to be in the army."

Real-world
preparation

Displays
Character
Education

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

“...it helped me to prepare for the
real world."

Action

Change Agency
Service Idea

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"We made food for people in our
community and I think I might be
doing things to help more people
going forward."

Student agency
growth

Agency

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I learned about using more
kindness and not being so
quiet…and speaking up for
others."

Student growth

Agency

Post Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I feel so much more brave and I
was an inspiration on how you
should treat people and I was an
inspiration for our class."
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The researcher was also a participant in the study, actively engaged in the partnership model with
the students. The following artifact enumerates the
codes and alignment with the Research Question 3:
How does this research journey cultivate my own
identity, awareness, and ‘changed-agency’ as I
collaborate in the partnership model with my
students?
Artifact 12: Researcher’s Journal
Themes: My own identity, awareness, and
‘changed-agency’

Figure 15. Artifact 12: Researcher’s
Journal

The researcher’s journal was utilized as a
daily collection tool for reflection throughout the study. The journal was a reflective and
introspective tool, not only as an artifact to code, but also as a daily reminder of the pertinent
events, which was extremely helpful in summarizing and drawing conclusions later. The journal
also reflects other subversive activities
throughout the book club, which were not
included in this study. One notable event
was a pool party, which was developed
after a brainstorm from an incredible
fourth-grade teacher, modeled after the
concluding event in the novel, Front Desk,
Figure 16. Artifact 12: Researcher’s Journal,
Front Desk Pool Party

by Kelly Yang. The fourth-grade teachers
and all their participating students jumped
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into the district’s middle school indoor pool, modeling it after the scene when the main
characters who have suffered discrimination and prejudice finally gain the respect and equality
that they deserve, jump in the hotel pool that they manage to buy from the antagonist. Roleplaying the scene brought clarity, joy, understanding, real-world application, and connection to
the participants. What an impactful experience this was to share in together! The journal was also
coded using In-Vivo and Axial coding, to group codes together for themes, as the researcher
looked for the properties to relate themes together in some way. The following table reflects the
coding regarding the researcher’s personal journal as it applies to research question 3.
Connection to Research Question 3: How does this research journey cultivate my own identity,
awareness, and ‘changed-agency’ as I collaborate in the partnership model with my students?
Table 35
Artifact 12: Researcher’s Journal
Themes: My own identity, awareness, and ‘changed-agency’
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Identity

Independent
Reflections

Researcher
personal
journal

“This student struggled with her own
identity, so this opportunity is incredibly
empowering for her! I cannot believe how
incredibly important activities like this are
for our young people. It’s almost like having
an outlet for personal growth amongst
content-based instruction, but the students
are in the driver’s seat and are learning so
much more than just about a story...they’re
learning about life.”

Free to
Express
themselves

Expressing
themselves

Researcher
personal
journal

“I can tell that it is either difficult for them to
express themselves, or they have just never
had the chance to do this or think this way
before.”

Engagement

Inspired by
text and
subversive
ELA activities

Researcher
personal
journal

“The kids were so engaged, and they were
eager to work together as a team and help
each other! The motivation to write and read
with a purpose to inspire and create change
for others is a service-driven side of literacy
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that I never really thought about before.
Once they realized the intention for agency,
it provided a motivation and engagement that
I have never seen before.”
Independent
extension

Taking it a
step further

Researcher
personal
journal

“Student A took it upon herself to create a
poster for the class with all the questions and
feedback the class had about what they knew
and what was discussed. I must have had her
thinking!”

Connections

Social and
Emotional
Healing

Researcher
personal
journal

“When we discussed her text to selfconnections, she told the class that her
brother was like Auggie in real life because
he has gone through similar struggles!”

Go deeper

Reflections

Researcher
personal
journal

“The students are loving their journal time!
Initially, asking them to go deeper in their
thoughts and question their own perspective
meant a lot of ‘growing pains’, but now it is
the one time of the day that they most look
forward to! Writing to them is now a means
of crucial reflection and communication of
who they are and what they are doing for
others!”

Sharing /
open
dialogue

Reflections

Researcher
personal
journal

“The students keep coming back to the
Wonder Graffiti wall to share comments
after the latest chapter we have read.”

Book Talk

Power of Story Researcher
personal
journal

“They want to spend ALL their time talking
about the book!”

School
Connections

Community

Researcher
personal
journal

“The students are connecting the events from
the book to the things they experience in
school. You can hear them sharing their
opinions about how the events should have
been handled differently in school based on
what they have learned.”

We are all
the same

Real-World
Connection

Researcher
personal
journal

“When the students were looking at the
People magazine article, one of the students
said, “There is no normal...we all have a
little bit of Auggie Pullman inside of us. This
was another ah-hah moment for me as I
realized the connections that they were
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making beyond the four walls of the
classroom. They were connecting to real life
and devouring every authentic textual
opportunity they could get their hands on!”
Kindness
Ripples

Civic Identity

Researcher
personal
journal

“During the interview, she talked about how
kindness is like ripples and then she
mentioned the idea of ‘kindness rocks’ and
how the positive messages would send out
ripples of kindness to all who find them!”

Independent
Action

Agency

Researcher
personal
journal

“During our Google Meet (during the
COVID shutdown), she independently
showed me her finished agency poster on
kindness AND her painted ‘Kindness Rocks’
that she was set to place in the community to
continue the plan we had started! It was at
this very moment that I realized how
unbelievably valuable this experience had
been for her. It is so critical that we embed
these types of experiences, especially in
literacy opportunities where there is so much
potential for student growth, leadership, and
character development.”

Important
Connections

Real-World
Connection

Researcher
personal
journal

“There we all were...all equal and ready to
jump into the pool, just like the characters
from the book, Front Desk. Reenacting the
moment, symbolizing the freedom and
equality of all, no matter color, race, or
culture. What a cool moment for the kids.”

Role Play

Experiencing
the text-to-self
connections
based on the
book

Researcher
personal
journal

“Inviting the students to briefly live in the
moments like the characters; experiencing
the same trials, challenges, discrimination,
inequalities, which allows them to really feel
what others go through, even in its small
measure.”

Curiosity

Inquiry

Researcher
personal
journal

“When the students became curious about a
part of the book, we investigated! Either
looking up a YouTube video, gathering other
books from the library, or talking to others
who we knew, we gathered real-world data
that allowed us to make greater connections
together.”
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Author
Questions

Independent
Inquiry

Researcher
personal
journal

“When interviewing the students for the final
time (during the COVID-19 shutdown),
Student A asked me if I would like to know
what she did while we weren’t in school. Of
course, I said yes, and that is when she told
me that she had emailed six questions to the
author of Wonder, R. J. Palacio! She had
gone to the website and found an email
address and sent her questions off in hopes
of receiving answers to her inquiry.”

The following tables reflect the culmination of the coding and identification of themes for the
twelve artifacts as it applies to the research questions 1 and 2.
Research Question 1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical
literacy in education?
Table 36
Artifact 12: Researcher’s Journal Alignment with RQ1
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Trustworthiness

Displays
Character
Education

Blindfold Activity "…my partner was trustworthy
because she trusts me, and I trust
her."

Connections

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Pre- and PostBook Club
Feedback Likert
Scale 1-5 Survey

“3-Neutral, because it makes me
feel bad. I really don’t know what
to think and so my brain tells me to
walk away.”

Real World
Connection

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Podcast 2:
Agency
Recording for
Social Justice

“Well, if you're scrolling through
social media and you see someone
being mean to another person on
social media, that person who is
being mean is called a cyber
bully.”

Real World
Connections

Civic Identity

Pre- and PostBook Club
Feedback Likert
Scale 1-5 Survey

“5-Very Uncomfortable, because
they pick their nose and try to
touch people and they get in my
face because they sometimes yell at
me and I don’t want to be a bad
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person, but I feel very
uncomfortable.”
I have grown

Civic Identity

Pre- and PostBook Club
Feedback Likert
Scale 1-5 Survey

“2-Comfortable, because if
something isn’t equal, then I talk to
those people, like back at my old
school, this girl with autism was
being made fun of and I stepped in
and they stopped. That felt good
because I helped someone.”

Equality

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Pre- and PostBook Club
Feedback Likert
Scale 1-5 Survey

“2-Comfortable, because everyone
deserves equality. Some people
judge others, but we shouldn't do
that.”

Connections

Social
Awareness

Pre- and PostBook Club
Feedback Likert
Scale 1-5 Survey

“4-Uncomfortable, because when I
look at someone who has special
needs, I cannot help myself, but I
stare, and I don’t want to, and I
don’t know what to do.”

Discrimination
and Prejudice
Awareness

Identity and
Awareness

Focus Group
Conversation

“What I thought about
discrimination and prejudice
...umm...well I didn’t even know
about them before us reading with
Mrs. Schucker...so...I didn’t really
know...I really thought it was
…like it was a lot to other people,
but I’ve never been through it
before...so those two words mean a
lot to other people because they
feel those things and people do that
to them.”

Important
Connections

Social Justice
Awareness

Focus Group
Conversation

“What I think about that is all those
characters should not be treated
like that and that; it is a real thing
that really happened in real life so
there are many people who
shouldn’t have been treated
mean...they’re all on the roller
coaster and at the end of the book,
they all came off the roller coaster.
Well...not all of them…it was
meaningful because now the
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characters could do things like
jump in the pool...and now they
finally get to do what they want to
do.
I’ve really
changed

Civic Identity

Focus Group
Conversation

“It changed me like, if I ever get
treated like that, then I would
remember that one year in fourth
grade...I would remember about it.”

Discrimination

Social Justice
Awareness

Focus Group
Conversation

“Discrimination and prejudice are
bad, and people shouldn’t use it
and they’ll get into big trouble.
People might be mean or hurt you
because of your color...This
happened to me once...people were
saying that just because I was a
different color than them that I
couldn’t join their group and it
really hurt me because people just
want to be mean to me sometimes
just because of my skin color.”

Discrimination

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Focus Group
Conversation

“Think about what you
learned...like if someone is going to
discriminate or prejudice me, I can
use what I learned in Front Desk
and I can say to them, “If you were
discriminated, how would you
feel?

Text
Connections

Empowered by
Story

Text-to-Self/Real- “This makes me think about the
World
‘cheese touch’ in The Diary of a
Connections
Wimpy Kid”. I mean, people don’t
want to get near people who have
this problem because they think
they are going to get something...I
mean, they’re still human, it’s not
like you’re going to get a disease or
anything!”

Text
Connections

Civic Identity
and Awareness

Text-to-Self/Real- “This is like me feeling like Via,
World
Auggie’s sister. I don’t want to be
Connections
different, but I just am because I
have a brother with this scar and I
just can’t change it.”
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Discrimination
Awareness

Civic Identity

Seesaw Student
Recording

“...I had an experience with a girl
who had a messed-up face like
Auggie, and I walked up to the
people and said that’s rude because
she didn’t do nothing!”

Discrimination
and Prejudice
Awareness

Civic Identity

Seesaw Student
Recording

“...and they were like she looks
ugly and I said that’s rude because
she did not do anything to you.”

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Civic Awareness Seesaw Student
Recording

“I said, how would you feel if you
had a messed-up face like that how
would you feel?

Discrimination

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Eye Color
Activity

“A person’s eye color doesn’t
matter; it’s their heart that
matters...that is why I think
discrimination is bad.”

Prejudice

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Eye Color
Activity

“My teacher is being very racist
and prejudiced, and my BFF has
blue eyes!”

Sure of my
feelings

Displays
Character
Education

Post-Book Club
“I am sure of my feelings. After we
Five-Point Survey left school (during the COVID-19
shutdown), we were choosing kind
to stay safe and making good
choices. We have to take care of
each other because others have
problems, and we have to treat
them kind. We have to help them.”

Understanding
Identity
and awareness of
self

Post Civic
Identity and
Awareness
Survey

"I was shy before the book club,
but now I've really changed a lot
and now I'm not that shy. It was
really fun spilling out all the things
I wanted to say."

I’ve really
changed

Social/
Emotional
Growth

Post Civic
Identity and
Awareness
Survey

“It was really fun spilling out all
the things I wanted to say.”

Positionality

Identity

Reflective Student "It makes me wonder about what
Journal
side I'm on and why I think like I
do."
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Connection to
Self

Identity

Post Civic
Identity and
Awareness
Survey

“I might know how to handle this
differently.”

Personal growth

Displays
Character
Education

Post Civic
Identity and
Awareness
Survey

"I really enjoyed the debates
because then you know someone
else's perspective and why they
argue or disagree, and it makes me
wonder about what side I'm on or
why I think like I do."

We learned

Displays
Character
Education

Post Civic
Identity and
Awareness
Survey

"We learned to be better people
than we were."

More than I
could think

Displays
Character
Education

Post Civic
Identity and
Awareness
Survey

"I learned about myself personally
after reading the books that I could
do more in the world that I could
think."

Real-World

Leadership

Post Civic
Identity and
Awareness
Survey

"The conversations were good and
necessary because it helped to
prepare us for the real world."

I have grown

Displays
Character
Education

Post Civic
Identity and
Awareness
Survey

"I have grown…I can't believe how
this happened in the book."

Get up and try
again

Grit and
determination

Post Civic
Identity and
Awareness
Survey

"No matter who you are, you're a
good person if you speak up for
others."

We all grow

Displays
Character
Education

Post Civic
Identity and
Awareness
Survey

"I feel like we all grow and we're
growing all the time."

Empathy

Displays
Character
Education

Agency Podcast

"Something you should remember
to do is to be kind and caring and
someone who makes others feel
happy, supported, and safe."
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Discrimination
Awareness

Identity /
Awareness

Student Reflective "They said that someone can't be
Journal
my cousin because I'm black and I
said that means you're having
discrimination just because I'm
black. She said, "I really don't
care". I said, "Well I do and that's
rude."

Discrimination
Awareness

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Blindfold Activity “It was fun and challenging, but I
felt like we were judging Auggie
because there is something wrong
with his face, so it’s like we were
discriminating against Auggie.”

Discrimination
Awareness

Identity/
Awareness

Student Reflective “Angry, sad, weird about the
Journal
prejudice and discrimination.”

Racism

Civic Identity

Interview with
The Characters

“I would say that they should stop
discriminating and being so racist.”

Racial Profiling

Civic Identity

Interview with
The Characters

“I am enraged because they are
racial profiling Hank.”

Equity

Civic Awareness Interview with
The Characters

“I would ask Mr. Yao why he is
acting this way. I mean, all people
are different in their own ways and
that doesn’t mean you are mean to
them or blame them for being who
they are or different from you.”

Real World
Connections

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Service Project 4:
Grade-Level
Kindness Graffiti
Walls

“Why does Auggie not want to go
to school?”

Real World
Connections

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Service Project 4:
Grade-Level
Kindness Graffiti
Walls

“Why does Julian make fun of
Auggie?”

Real World
Connections

Awareness of
Social Justice
Issues

Service Project 4:
Grade-Level
Kindness Graffiti
Walls

“Will Jack-Will ever stop being a
bystander?”

Real World
Connections

Awareness of
Social Justice

Service Project 4:
Grade-Level

“Never let anyone tell you
otherwise because you’re
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Issues

Kindness Graffiti
Walls

different!”

Research Question 2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness
and ability to serve as change agents?
Table 37
Artifact 12: Researcher’s Journal Alignment with RQ2
Code

Theme

Artifact

In-Vivo Code

Support

Change Agent
Service Idea

Post-Book Club
Five-Point Survey

“I believe that when we learn more
about students with special needs, I
become a change agent, because
you could start by making a
supportive club and teach that club
how to work with people with
special needs and you wouldn’t lie
to them, you would tell them the
truth.”

Real World
Connection

Agency
Awareness

Podcast 1: AntiBullying Recording

“My friends stuck up for me,
saying, “If you don’t have
anything nice to say, then don’t
say anything at all!”

Agency

Civic Identity

Podcast 1: AntiBullying Recording

“After that, they never teased me
again. I think after my friends
stood up for me that the bullies felt
like they should not call people
names again.”

Agency

Agency
Awareness

Podcast 2: Agency
Recording for
Social Justice

“You should be kind all the time.
Kind words can be simple or
complicated. They can be quiet or
loud. But something you should
remember is to try to be a person
who could see the bright side of
anyone.”

Agency

Agency
Awareness

Podcast 2: Agency
Recording for
Social Justice

“Something you she remembered
to do is to be kind and caring and
someone who makes others feel
happy, supported, and safe.”
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Agency

Agency
Awareness

Podcast 2: Agency
Recording for
Social Justice

“And you should definitely stand
up for the person who is being
bullied because you want to be
kind and stand up to that cyber
bully because they can say so
many things that hurt other
people's feelings.”

Agency

Agency
Awareness

Podcast 2: Agency
Recording for
Social Justice

“Another way can be kind is to be
kind to your family. I know you're
spending every single day with
them and you may be tired of
them, but you should still try to be
as nice as you can to them.”

Equality

Critical
Identity

Pre- and Post- Book
Club Feedback
Likert Scale 1-3
Survey

“2-Sometimes Agree, because after
reading Wonder, I started to stand
up for things that were really
unfair, like human rights and
people who aren’t being treated
equally. It makes me feel sad and
everyone should be treated equally
no matter their beliefs. It scares me
that people are still being treated
badly for their different culture.”

Action

Change
Agency

Pre- and Post- Book
Club Feedback
Likert Scale 1-3
Survey

“1-Always Agree, because you
could start by making a supportive
club and teach that club how to
work with people with special
needs and you wouldn’t lie to
them, you would tell them the
truth.”

Real World

Critical
Identity

Pre- and Post- Book
Club Feedback
Likert Scale 1-3
Survey

“1-Always Agree, because in the
real-world people might change
only for some people, but you
don’t know so you try to help and
try to change things. I would help
by gathering their information and
having them get jobs and do work
or take them to the places that they
need to go to have a better life. I
learned a lot from reading the
books this year.”
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Awareness

Civic Identity

Pre- and Post- Book
Club Feedback
Likert Scale 1-5
Survey

“1-Very Comfortable, because I
am sure of my feelings. After we
left school (during the COVID-19
shutdown), we were choosing kind
to stay safe and making good
choices. We have to take care of
each other because others have
problems, and we have to treat
them kind. We have to help them.”

Different
Perspectives

Social/
Emotional
Growth

Pre- and Post- Book
Club Feedback
Likert Scale 1-5
Survey

“2-Comfortable, because we can
have different perspectives, but
they should still be treated like
normal people like everyone else.
They’ll feel normal if I treat them
that way. I would stop people with
bad behavior who hurt them.”

Equality

Social/
Emotional
Growth

Pre- and Post- Book
Club Feedback
Likert Scale 1-5
Survey

“2-Comfortable, because
everybody deserves equality, no
matter what! Different things about
them makes them unique.”

Real World
Connections

Change
Agency

Pre- and Post- Book
Club Feedback
Likert Scale 1-5
Survey

“1-Very Comfortable, because I
have change agency in a lot of
things. I tell them what I think, and
I give them suggestions of treating
them how they would treat their
family. I can change their mood
and their personality.”

Civic Agency
Awareness

Civic Agency

Focus Group
Conversation

“... if something happened to
someone I know, I’ll stick up for
them and just because they are
different in a way doesn’t mean
they should be treated like that….
because all the characters, like
Hank, Mia, and her parents were
treated like that by Mr. Yao like
they shouldn’t be treated like that.
They have their own thoughts, and
they are their own person.”

Civic Agency
Awareness

Civic Agency

Focus Group
Conversation

“Mia’s parents need to be bigger
people. They shouldn’t just stand
there and be scared. They should
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stand up for themselves and say,
“You can’t tell me what to do and
use prejudice and discrimination
on me” and Mr. Yao should be
thinking before he speaks because
he is being really mean and rude.
At the end of the book, it was kind
of good because all the characters
got to be in the pool and get the
motel.”
Agency
Awareness

Civic Agency

Seesaw Student
Recording

“And now that I’m reading
Wonder it makes me stand up to
people now.”

Agency

Civic Agency

Seesaw Student
Recording

“It makes me stand up to people
more now because it’s good to
stand up to people because when
they are having a hard time
sticking up for their self they can’t
because they have a messed-up
face.”

The world could
be a better place

Critical
Agency

Interview with The
Characters

"It's because you can make the
world a lot better of a place."

Agency
Awareness

Critical
Agency

Interview with The
Characters

“If I could talk with these
characters, I would give them
some good advice.”

Agency
Awareness

Civic Agency

Interview with The
Characters

“I would say that they should stop
discriminating and being so
racist.”

Change Agency

Critical
Agency

Interview with The
Characters

“This is so cool. I want to pretend
to be Jason and tell my dad, Mr.
Yao what I think of his racist and
prejudiced actions on Mia!”

Agency
Awareness

Civic Agency

Student Reflective
Journal

“I am like Mia because I like
solving problems.”

Agency
Awareness

Civic Action
and Activism

Eye Color Activity

“I didn’t care what color my eyes
were, and I gave my candy to
___.”
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Agency
awareness

Agency for
change

Agency Podcast

"And you should definitely stand
up for the person who is being
bullied because you want to be
kind and stand up to that cyber
bully because they can say so
many things that hurt other
people's feelings."

Action

Action for
Change

Post- Book Club
Five-Point Survey
Interview

“I feel like words can be very
powerful...your words can hurt, but
actions are helpful, like a speech
can help the world so much for
equality for others.”

Change agency

Agency for
Change

Post- Book Club
Three-Point Survey
Interview

“The ultimate way to help
someone in need is that you would
stand up for them even if you’re
afraid and you stand up for what is
right.”

Perspective on
change

Agency for
change

Post- Book Club
Three-Point Survey
Interview

“I always agree that I become a
change agent when I learn more
about students with special needs
because they can change your
perspective and then you can
change others.”

Before and after
agency
awareness

Civic Identity

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"Before the book club, I wasn't
really sure...I didn't have enough
agency."

Agency example

Agency for
change

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I felt like I knew the situations
they could have been in (from the
books) and I felt I knew how to
prevent racism or prejudice...like
you could make signs to help
someone feel better (in regard to
COVID) or set up a video chat
with them."

Putting Text-toaction

Agency for
change

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"…because I now understand the
words. It made me change a lot
through the book by doing what I
learned and by doing and taking all
the information and doing it in the
real world and in the classroom."
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What side I’m on Leadership and
Positionality

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"It makes me wonder about what
side I'm on and why I think like I
do."

Inspiration

Social/Emotion Post- Civic Identity
al Growth
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I was an inspiration on how you
should treat people and I was an
inspiration for our class."

Solve problems

Agency for
Change

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I am also like Mia because I like
to solve problems."

The world could
be a better place

Agency for
Change

Interview with The
Characters

"It's because you can make the
world a lot better of a place."

Speaking up

Leadership

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I learned about using more
kindness and not being so
quiet…and speaking up for
others."

Standing up

Leadership

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"…standing up for what I believe
in and standing up for random
business."

Catalyst for
change

Leadership

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I have enjoyed the books and they
were really interesting. Some
books for some people are boring,
but other books are
powerful…these books for me
were powerful."

Help People

Leadership

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

“I got to help people.”

We should all be
equal

Awareness of
social-justice
context

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

“I would rip the note up to make
everyone equal!”

Equal treatment

Awareness of
social-justice
context

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"Agency towards social justice
issues is really important because
it's really important that people are
being treated the way they should
be."

Equity

Agency

Text-to-Self/RealWorld Connections

“I support you and we all are
different in our own way!”
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Equity

Student
Activism

Text-to-Self/RealWorld Connections

“Yes, no one is perfect, and we all
have something we have to live
with, that’s why it is important to
stick together!”

Prevent racism

Civic Identity

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I felt I knew how to prevent
racism."

Prevent
prejudice

Civic Identity

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I felt I knew how to prevent
prejudice."

I can change

Civic Identity

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

“It showed me how to change and
this inspired me to be in the army."

Real-world
preparation

Displays
Character
Education

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"...it helped me to prepare for the
real world."

Agency Idea

Change
Agency
Service Idea

Student Reflective
Journal

“...we could find smooth rocks like
Berks Co. Rocks. Write kindness
on the back and give to someone
that is showing kindness and it will
pass around the world and people
will be taking photos and sharing it
around the world and everyone
will see the back and read it:
‘Kindness Rocks’ instead of Berks
Co. Rocks!"

Action

Change
Agency
Service Idea

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"We made food for people in our
community and I think I might be
doing things to help more people
going forward."

Student agency
growth

Agency

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I learned about using more
kindness and not being so
quiet…and speaking up for
others."

Student growth

Agency

Post- Civic Identity
and Awareness
Survey Interview

"I feel so much more brave and I
was an inspiration on how you
should treat people and I was an
inspiration for our class."
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Alignment of Themes
The qualitative results conducted using axial and In-Vivo coding indicated the emergence
of four themes: Awareness of Personal Identity, Awareness of Civic Identity, Social/Emotional
Growth in Confidence and Leadership, and Activism or Agency Awareness. The themes were
derived from various contexts, although they presented themselves very clearly throughout the
artifacts and data collection points of this study. This allowed the researcher to see the
connections between the themes and the categorical connections to the research questions. These
connections led the researcher to understand more about the students’ growth in awareness of
civic identity towards becoming a change agent. Civic identity refers to a person’s sense of
attachment or belonging to her community and how that individual may become civically
involved. It also involves a sense of agency in affecting the societal well-being of that
community (Moya, 2017). A critical civic identity involves the individual’s development of
awareness regarding the structures of social injustices and their personal efforts or capabilities to
undertake one’s own actions to address them. According to Moya (2017), “A critical civic
identity involves developing an awareness of structural injustices and a motivation to address
them” (Freire, 2000). This motivation was evident in the action research data. The students
clearly had grown in their understanding and awareness for who they were and how they
themselves, or others may be affected by social injustices. Their willingness to serve as change
agents was not to be doubted in their honest reflections through the qualitative data collection.
The researcher will elaborate on this finding as it applies to a future longitudinal study, following
the students long-term, as a greater sense of agency may evolve from extended opportunities in
social-justice-themed book clubs and through subversive critical literacy activities.
Table 38
Themes, Theme Definition, and Alignment to the Research Questions 1, 2, and 3
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Theme

Definition

Alignment to Research Question

Awareness of
Personal Identity

Identity
Identity is defined as your unique
and individual and collective
whole; you are a sum of your lived
experiences. Your identity is rooted
in your own psychology,
physiology, sociology, and cultural
heritage. Through these lived
experiences (past, present, and
future) you grow and create new
pieces of your identity which
develop one's own character and
sense of self.
Positionality
Positionality is the social and
political context that forms your
distinctiveness in terms of race,
class, gender, sexuality, and
aptitude. Positionality also
describes how your civic identity is
impacted, your predispositions, and
your understanding of and
viewpoint on their creation.

RQ1: How does civic identity
among fourth-grade students evolve
as a result of participation in a
social justice-themed book club
through a subversive approach to
critical literacy in education?

Civic Identity
Civic identity refers to a person’s
sense of attachment or belonging to
her community and how that
individual may become civically
involved. It also involves a sense of
agency in affecting the societal
well-being of that community
(Moya, 2017).

RQ1: How does civic identity
among fourth-grade students evolve
as a result of participation in a
social justice-themed book club
along with a subversive approach to
critical literacy education?

Social Awareness
People may be ‘socially aware’ of
their own culture, but also the
culture of others. This creates an
awareness where people begin to
live their life, viewing others
through macro lens versus a micro
viewpoint.

RQ1: How does civic identity
among fourth-grade students evolve
as a result of participation in a
social justice-themed book club
through a subversive approach to
critical literacy in education?

Positionality

Awareness of
Civic Identity

Social/Emotional
Growth in
Confidence:
Social
Awareness /
Leadership /
Character

RQ3: How does this research
journey cultivate my own identity,
awareness, and ‘changed- agency’
as I collaborate in the partnership
model with my students?

RQ2: How does a social justice
themed book club impact students’
willingness and ability to serve as
civic change agents?

RQ2: How does a social justice
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Activism or
Agency
Awareness

Leadership
Action one takes when there is the
belief that he/she can have an
impactful influence or make a
difference in someone else’s life or
circumstance.
Character
Character can be defined as
cultivating a moral, civic, good
mannered, behaved, non-bullying,
healthy, critical, successful,
traditional, compliant, or socially
acceptable person.

themed book club impact students’
willingness and ability to serve as
civic change agents?

Change Agents
A change agent is one who is
responsible for and leads the way
toward new growth in an
organization. They are the model or
archetype that others aspire to
follow. The change agent represents
a position of being the catalyst that
inspires change in people.
Critical Agency
Critical agency refers to the
individual’s involvement and
effectiveness in their community as
they may feel empowered to
address local injustices (Moya,
2017).

RQ2: How does a social justicethemed book club impact students’
willingness and ability to serve as
civic change agents?
RQ3: How does this research
journey cultivate my own identity,
awareness, and ‘changed- agency’
as I collaborate in the partnership
model with my students?

Triangulation
To reflect the connectivity of artifacts within this mixed-methods study, triangulation was
applied by utilizing a combination of quantitative data such as the Pre- and Post- Book Club
Five-Point Likert Scale Survey and Interview, the Pre- and Post- Book Club Three-Point Likert
Scale Survey and Interview, and the Pre- and Post- Book Club Civic Identity and Awareness
Five-Point Likert Scale Survey and Interview. The qualitative data utilized for triangulation was
Eye Color Discrimination Activity, Blindfold Activity, Reflective Journaling, Interviews with the
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Characters, Seesaw Audio Recordings, Text-to-Self Real-World Connections, Focus Group
Conversations, Pre- and Post- Book Club Interviews, Agency Ideas (Podcasts, YouTube video,
Kindness Rocks, Kindness Graffiti Wall), Pre- and Post- Book Club Civic Identity and
Awareness Interview, and the Researcher’s own journal. “A combination of quantitative and
qualitative methods and different methodological tools such as questionnaires, interview,
observation protocols, journals, were used as it is advisable to have at least two or three different
data resources or/and methods” (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007 as cited in McFee, 1992, p.
22). The connectedness of the data, such as the observations, interviews, reflections, quantitative
data, and the key words and phrases show the associations between artifacts, substantiating the
interrelatedness of the mixed methods results. The triangulation of data results demonstrates the
participant’s developed civic identity and agency after participating in the “Beacon Book Club”
and subversive approach to critical literacy in education. The following artifacts were selected
through random sampling to demonstrate the triangulation of evidence, aligned to the research
questions.
Research Question 1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical
literacy in education?
Quantitative Triangulation for Research Question 1
Table 39
Five-Point Pre- and Post- Book Club Surveys’ Identity-Isolated Questions for Quantitative
Triangulation
Identity-Isolated Questions

Question
Numbers

When I see a person in school or in public places who has special needs, I
feel: ___

1

Sometimes I am asked to work with another student with special needs and

2
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this makes me feel: ___
Seeing students who look different from me makes me feel: ___

3

When my friends are playing with a student who looks or acts different
from me, I feel: ___

4

When randomly assigned to work with a student with special needs, I feel:
___

5

When randomly assigned to sit with a student with special needs at lunch, I
feel: ___”

6

Likert Scale survey options required the students to pick from the following answer
choices: 1= Very Comfortable, 2 = Comfortable, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Uncomfortable, 5 = Very
Uncomfortable. Paired Two Sample for Means t-tests were conducted to compare identity-based
survey questions from the Pre- and Post- Book Club surveys. The statistically significant result
of this isolated skill-gain indicated that there was an increase in student growth of overall
identity through the lower composite score from the Pre- to Post- Book test. This shows growth
regarding student gains specific to students’ civic identity. The means were again statistically
significantly different: Post-Test (m=1.94) than Pre-Test (m=2.54), t(7)= 0.003, p<.05.
The researcher also found statistically significant results from the three-point Pre- and
Post- Book Club Surveys. Paired Two Sample for Means t-tests were conducted to compare
identity-based survey questions from the Pre- and Post- Book Club surveys. The Likert Scale
survey options required the students to pick from the following answer choices: 1= Always
Agree, 2 = Sometimes Agree, and 3 = I Never Agree.
Table 40
Three-Point Pre- and Post- Book Club Surveys’ Identity-Isolated Questions for Quantitative
Triangulation
Identity-Isolated Questions

Question
numbers
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I believe that learning more about student(s) with special needs can teach me 7
about how we interact with others.
I believe that I can experience personal growth from learning more about
students with special needs.

8

The statistically significant result of this isolated skill-gain again indicated that there was an
increase in student growth from the Pre- to Post- Book test, specific to students’ civic identity
through the lower composite score. The means were statistically significantly different, Post-Test
(m=1.31) than Pre-Test averages (m=1.81), t(7)=0.003, p<.05.
Additionally, the qualitative evidence in the random sampling of data below shows
alignment and the substantiation of research question 1, which shows that there was an evolution
of civic identity among fourth-grade students as a result of participation in a social justicethemed book club along through a subversive approach to literacy in education.
Table 41
Evidence of Qualitative Triangulation Aligned to Research Question 1
Post-Book Club
Survey

Post-Identity
and Awareness
Survey

Agency Podcast

PostDiscrimination
Survey

“I am sure of my
feelings. After
we left school
(during the
COVID-19
shutdown), we
were choosing
kind to stay safe
and making good
choices. We
have to take care
of each other
because others
have problems,
and we have to
treat them kind.

"I was shy before
the book club,
but now I've
really changed a
lot and now I'm
not that shy. It
was really fun
spilling out all
the things I
wanted to say."

"Something you “I might know
should remember how to handle
to do is to be
this differently.”
kind and caring
and someone
who makes
others feel
happy,
supported, and
safe."

Reflective
Student
Journal
"It makes me
wonder about
what side I'm on
and why I think
like I do."
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We have to help
them.”

Research Question 2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness
and ability to serve as civic change agents?
Quantitative Triangulation for Research Question 2
Five-Point Pre- and Post- Book Club Surveys
The Likert Scale survey options required the students to pick from the following answer
choices: 1= Very Comfortable, 2 = Comfortable, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Uncomfortable, 5 = Very
Uncomfortable.
Table 42
Five-Point Pre- and Post- Book Club Surveys Agency-Isolated Questions
Agency-Isolated Questions

Question
numbers

I feel: ___ to stand up for the equality and fair treatment of ALL students.

8

I feel: ___ when talking to others about the fair and equal treatment of ALL
students.

9

I feel: ___ towards my actions/behavior which may bring about change to
students who have special needs.

10

Paired Two Sample for Means t-tests were conducted to compare identity-based survey questions
from the Pre- and Post- Book Club surveys. The statistically significant result of this isolated
skill-gain again indicated that there was an increase in student growth from the Pre- to PostBook test showing a lower composite score Post- Book Club than Pre- Book Club. This shows
growth in regard to student gains specific to students’ change agency. The means were
statistically significantly different Post Test (m=1.83) than Pre-Test averages (m=2.29)
t(7)=0.037, p<.05.
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The researcher also found statistically significant results from the three-point Pre- and
Post- Book Club Survey. Paired Two Sample for Means t-tests were conducted to compare
identity-based survey questions from the Pre- and Post- Book Club surveys. The Likert Scale
survey options required the students to pick from the following answer choices: 1= Always
Agree, 2 = Sometimes Agree, and 3 = I Never Agree.
Table 43
Three-Point Pre- and Post- Book Club Surveys Agency-Isolated Questions
Agency-Isolated Questions

Question
numbers

I feel that I treat ALL people fairly and equally.

1

My actions towards people with special needs are always kind...

2

I believe that when I learn more about students with special needs, I become a
change agent.

9

The statistically significant result of this isolated skill-gain again indicated that there was an
increase in student growth from the Pre- to Post- Book test due to the lower composite score
Post- Book Club than Pre-Book Club. This shows growth regarding student gains specific to
students’ change agency. The means were statistically significantly different Post Test (m=1.29)
than Pre-Test averages (m=1.75) t(7)=0.01, p<.05.
Additionally, the qualitative evidence in the random sampling of data below shows
alignment and the substantiation of research question 2, which shows that a social justice-themed
book club does impact students’ willingness and ability to serve as civic change agents.
Table 44
Qualitative Triangulation for Research Question 2
Post-Book Club
Survey (FivePoint)

Post-Civic
Identity and
Awareness
Survey

Agency Podcast

Post-Book Club
Survey (ThreePoint)

Student
Interview
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“I believe that
when we learn
more about
students with
special needs, I
become a change
agent, because
you could start
by making a
supportive club
and teach that
club how to
work with people
with special
needs and you
wouldn’t lie to
them, you would
tell them the
truth.”

"We made food
for people in our
community and I
think I might be
doing things to
help more people
going forward."

"And you should
definitely stand
up for the person
who is being
bullied because
you want to be
kind and stand
up to that cyber
bully because
they can say so
many things that
hurt other
people's
feelings."

"I learned about
using more kindness
and not being so
quiet…and speaking
up for others."

"It's because
you can
make the
world a lot
better of a
place."

Research Question 3: How does this research journey cultivate my own identity, awareness,
and ‘changed- agency’ as I collaborate in the partnership model with my students?
My own personal growth and development throughout this action research journey are
evident in the qualitative examples aligned through triangulation below. The cultivated identity,
awareness, and agency is evident in my reflections through collaboration and participation with
the students.
Table 45
Qualitative Triangulation for Research Question 3
Researcher's
Journal: Entry
on student’s textto-self
connections with
her family

Researcher’s
Journal on
Students’
Agency Ideas

Researcher’s
Journal on
subversive
approach to
ELA activities

Researcher’s
Journal reflecting on
student
journaling

“This student
struggled with her
own identity, so

“During our
Google Meet
(during the

“When the
students were
looking at the

“The students are “The kids were
loving their
so engaged, and
journal time!
they were eager

Researcher's
Journal Creating
YouTube skits
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this opportunity is
incredibly
empowering for
her! I cannot
believe how
incredibly
important
activities like this
are for our young
people. It’s almost
like having an
outlet for personal
growth amongst
content-based
instruction, but
the students are in
the driver’s seat
and are learning
so much more
than just about a
story...they’re
learning about
life.”

COVID
shutdown), she
independently
showed me her
finished agency
poster on
kindness AND
her painted
‘Kindness
Rocks’ that she
was set to place
in the
community to
continue the
plan we had
started! It was
at this very
moment that I
realized how
very valuable
this experience
had been for
her. It is so
critical that we
embed these
types of
experiences,
especially in
literacy
opportunities
where there is
so much
potential for
student growth,
leadership, and
character
development.”

People magazine
article, one of the
students said,
“There is no
normal...we all
have a little bit
of Auggie
Pullman inside
of us. This was
another ah-hah
moment for me
as I realized the
connections that
they were
making beyond
the four walls of
the classroom.
They were
connecting to
real life and
devouring every
authentic textual
opportunity they
could get their
hands on!”

Initially, asking
them to go
deeper in their
thoughts and
question their
own perspective
meant a lot of
‘growing pains’,
but now it is the
one time of the
day that they
most look
forward to!
Writing to them
is now a means
of crucial
reflection and
communication
of who they are
and what they
are doing for
others!”

to work together
as a team and
help each other!
The motivation
to write and read
with a purpose to
inspire and
create change for
others is a
service-driven
side of literacy
that I never
really thought
about before.
Once they
realized the
intention for
agency, it
provided a
motivation and
engagement that
I have never seen
before.”

Overarching Results
The quantitative data enumerates findings from the ten, five-point Pre- and Post- Book
survey questions for the novel, Wonder, by R. J. Palacio, the nine three-point Pre- and PostBook Club Survey questions, and the Pre- and Post- Civic Identity and Awareness Likert Scale
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Survey. The basis for utilizing the two surveys from Wonder was for content validity, as both
surveys validated one another through the findings. Both surveys’ intention was to allow the
students to explore and reflect on their own civic identity and agency awareness for students with
special needs. The Pre- and Post- Civic Identity and Awareness Survey was also focused on the
students’ growth in agency regarding both social justice texts and subversive activities focused
on themes of discrimination, prejudice, inequality, and injustice overall from the novels Front
Desk, by Kelly Yang and Wonder, by R. J. Palacio.
The qualitative results were derived from twelve sources as the researcher embarked on
the shared experience of the “Beacon Book Club” and subversive critical literacy experiences
involving the two study’s novels: Front Desk, by Kelly Yang and Wonder, by R. J. Palacio. The
subversive approaches and texts worked within the traditional expectations yet engaged the
students in more personal and authentic literacy-based experiences. Each of the twelve pertinent
artifacts were collected through representative student sampling throughout the book club
experience. Each of the twelve artifacts constituted the categorical evidence indicative in the InVivo and Axial coding which yielded themes, which led to triangulation, substantiating the
results of this study. The quantitative data was analyzed through using statistical analysis. The
researcher’s own analytic memoing, documented through field notes, was also included as an
important part of the qualitative data set. The qualitative data structural coding method more
specifically employed In-Vivo, and Axial coding, which was utilized to examine emerging
themes and categories
This chapter and its results provide statistically significant evidence that the students did
cultivate awareness of social justice issues, and a development of civic identity. The results also
showed students’ willingness to serve as change agents as a result of their participation in a
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social justice books club through a subversive approach to critical literacy in education. The
evidence also shows that the researcher evolved as a ‘changed-agent’ throughout this action
research study as an active co-collaborator throughout the reciprocal teaching experience. The
transformative experience for the researcher was found specifically in the evolution of personal
awareness and understanding of how vitally important authentic textual experiences through
social justice-themed book clubs that engage the reader in critical real-world contexts really are.
The rich texts and experiences have supported and liberated the students as they became
empowered in their own cultivated identity, character development, leadership, and willingness
to serve as change agents. The researcher has also been transformed through the subversive
approaches to critical literacy instruction, becoming a ‘changed-agent’, empowered to continue
this critical work. The revelation has been found in the realization of a greater mission of literacy
instruction, looking beyond existing or null curriculum, isolated skill-based guided reading
groups, or scripted basal reading programs. The researcher has been awakened to the impact of
embedded real-world authentic literature that connects to the students’ lives and lived
experiences in an impactful subversive approach that supports the standards, curriculum scope
and sequence, but also cultivates critically conscious agents of change as they continue to evolve
into global citizens.
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“Our classrooms ought to resound with the voices of articulate young people in dialogue, always
incomplete because there is always more to be discovered and more to be said.”
-Bell Hooks
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Chapter 5
Discussion of Results
Summary of Study
The purpose of this action research study was to investigate the impact that social justicethemed texts, as a vehicle, along with an embedded subversive approach to critical literacy
education, had on students’ potential development of civic identity, resulting in a greater
awareness that led to the acquisition and applicability of students’ leadership skills towards
serving as change agents in their school and respective community. The dissertation also
explored the transformational impact of this research journey on the researcher’s cultivated
identity, awareness, and ‘changed- agency’ through collaboration in the partnership model with
the students.
The findings of this study support the research questions: RQ1: How does civic identity
among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of participation in a social justice-themed book
club through a subversive approach to critical literacy in education? RQ2: How does a social
justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness and ability to serve as civic change
agents? RQ3: How does this research journey cultivate my own identity, awareness, and
‘changed- agency’ as I collaborate in the partnership model with my students? The results of this
study provide statistically significant evidence that the students did evolve in their civic identity,
along with their willingness to serve as change agents as a result of their participation in a social
justice books club through a subversive approach to critical literacy in education. The evidence
also shows that the researcher evolved as a ‘changed-agent’, cultivating awareness and identity
through the subversive approaches to critical literacy and collaborative partnership model.
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In the remainder of this chapter, conclusions will be elaborated upon, making connections
to the theoretical framework by discussing the interrelationships between Freire’s Liberating
Education Model, Dewey’s Educational Theory, Lewin’s Theory of Social Change, and Kolb’s
Experiential Learning Theory, which collectively served as the foundation for this study. The
researcher will also discuss and reflect on the emergence of themes from the previous chapters.
Finally, the implications for future research will be discussed. This research may provide an
equitable, enlightening, and supportive framework for students to collaborate, question, and
develop as engaged and curious readers who desire the opportunity to investigate real-world
contexts through multimodal and empowering experiences. The students co-investigate along
with their participating teachers as they experience the transformation together through the
partnership model.
Interpretation of Findings
My practitioner inquiry was grounded by theory which supported the investigation of the
impact of social justice-themed texts, subversive approaches to critical literacy in education,
inquiry-based education, real-world activities, and the transformative dynamics of the teacher
and students engaging in the research process as co-collaborators. “Given today’s political
context, where much of the decision making and discussion regarding teachers occur outside the
walls of the classroom (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2006; Darling-Hammond, 1994), the time seems
ripe to create a movement where teachers are armed with the tools of inquiry and committed to
educational change” (Dana & Yendol-Hoppey, 2014). The quantitative and qualitative data was
collected from the following sources: Focus Group Interviews, Pre- and Post- Book Club
Interviews and surveys, Pre- and Post- Civic Identity and Awareness Interviews, and the
Researcher’s own personal field notes. Quantitative data was analyzed through using statistical
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analysis. These artifacts included two Pre- and Post- Book Club Likert Scale Surveys and the
Pre- and the Post- Book Clubs Civic Identity and Awareness Likert Scale Survey. The qualitative
data investigated twelve pertinent artifacts, which were analyzed through representative student
sampling throughout the book club experience. The twelve artifacts included: Eye Color
Discrimination, Blindfold Activity, Reflective Journaling, Interviews with the Characters, Seesaw
Student Recordings, Text-to-Self, Real-World Connections, Focus Group Conversation, Student
Agency Ideas: Podcasts for Change: Kindness Rocks: Grade-Level Kindness Graffiti Walls, and
Analytic Memoing through the Researcher’s Journal. Each of the twelve artifacts constituted the
categorical evidence indicative of the In-Vivo and Axial coding which yielded themes, which
also led to triangulation which substantiated the results of this study. Multimodalities, such as
Audio Conversation recordings and Pictures were also used to collect data in various ways.
The mixed-methods research study was designed to address the following research
questions: RQ1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical
literacy in education? RQ2: How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’
willingness and ability to serve as civic change agents? RQ3: How does this research journey
cultivate my own identity, awareness, and ‘changed- agency’ as I collaborate in the partnership
model with my students?
The table below demonstrates the congruence of research questions and correlating artifacts
utilized for data collection.
Table 46
Data Collection Matrix
RQ1: How does civic
identity among fourth-grade
students evolve as a result of
participation in a social

RQ2: How does a social
justice-themed book club
impact students’ willingness
and ability to serve as civic

RQ3: How does this
research journey cultivate
my own identity, awareness,
and ‘changed- agency’ as I
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justice-themed book club
through a subversive
approach to critical literacy
in education?

change agents?

collaborate in the
partnership model with my
students?

Artifact 1: Eye Color
Discrimination

Artifact 1: Eye Color
Discrimination

Artifact 12: Researcher’s
Personal Journal

Artifact 2: Blindfold Activity

Artifact 3: Reflective
Journaling

Artifact 3: Reflective
Journaling

Artifact 4: Interviews with the
Characters

Artifact 4: Interviews with the Artifact 5: Seesaw Student
Characters
Recordings
Artifact 5: Seesaw Student
Recordings

Artifact 6: Text-to-Self, RealWorld Connections

Artifact 6: Text-to-Self, RealWorld Connections

Artifact 7: Focus Group
Conversation

Artifact 7: Focus Group
Conversation

Artifact 8: Pre- and PostBook Club Feedback Likert
Scale 1-5 Survey

Artifact 8: Pre- and PostBook Club Feedback Likert
Scale 1-5 Survey

Artifact 9: Pre- and PostBook Club Feedback Likert
Scale 1-3 Survey

Service Project 4: GradeArtifact 10: Student Agency
Level Kindness Graffiti Walls Idea - Podcasts for Change
Artifact 11: Post Book Club
Civic Identity and Awareness
of Social Justice Interview

Service Project 3: “Kindness
Rocks”
Service Project 4: GradeLevel Kindness Graffiti Walls
Artifact 11: Post Book Club
Civic Identity and Awareness
of Social Justice Interview
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The action research study began on September 16, 2019. The study concluded on May
22, 2020. Participants in this study were represented by thirteen students enrolled in a current
fourth-grade Inclusive Classroom in a rural school district in PA. The context of this study was
set within the researcher’s fourth grade reading WIN group, (What I Need). The homogeneously
grouped students were 85% White, 10% Puerto Rican, and 5% African American. Within a class
size of thirteen students, eight were female and five were males. The data was collected during
the WIN time. This was an intervention block, which was a designated time, used to support
students with skill-building activities in Language Arts. The WIN block was thirty minutes long,
and was built into the existing schedule, which ran Monday through Thursday. There were no
other paraprofessionals, co-teachers, or other educators present in the classroom during WIN.
The participants were identified as Student A through M to keep their identities anonymous. The
social justice texts used in this study were Front Desk, by Kelly Yang and Wonder, by R.J.
Palacio. The novel, Front Desk encompassed themes of empathy, racism, courage,
discrimination, and tolerance. The work of Freire (1970), as found within (Lammert, 2020) states
“...reading the world and reading the word, can also be considered as an extension of the
traditions of inquiry.” In this way, literacy may become more than just a “tool for thinking, but a
process for moving toward emancipation” (p. 195). The real-world, applicable themes presented
in the novel, Wonder were perseverance, understanding, friendship, making assumptions, and
family. Both novels represented age-appropriate social-justice themes for the fourth-grade WIN
group, and together, covered a variety of concepts, discussion topics, which gave the students
opportunities to grapple with a full range of real-world issues and perspectives. This ‘passion
project’ as an action research study generated a plethora of rich qualitative and quantitative data,
paramount to the study’s impact.
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Emergence of Themes
Four themes emerged from the Axial coding and In-Vivo coding: Awareness of Personal
Identity, Awareness of Civic Identity, Social/Emotional Growth in Confidence and Leadership,
and Agency Awareness and Emergent Activism. The themes were derived from various contexts,
although presenting themselves very clearly throughout the artifacts and data collection points of
this study.
Awareness of Personal Identity
Identity is defined as your unique and individual and collective whole; you are a sum of
your lived experiences. Your identity is rooted in your own psychology, physiology, sociology,
and cultural heritage. Through these lived experiences (past, present, and future) you grow and
create new pieces of your identity which develop one's own character and sense of self. Herein
lies the beauty of the book club model as a vehicle for identity-based growth. Book Clubs offer
students a chance to work collaboratively as they try on different lenses; acknowledging
alternative perspectives and holding a sacred space of trust and freedom to express who you are
through your own political or social viewpoints. According to Strehle (1999), books written for
children provide a secure space for discussion or role playing about a social justice-themed topic
because they can ‘try out’ the situation, or ‘try it on for size’ without the fear or discomfort of a
negative experience directly tied to the real-life context. The students who participated in the
social justice-themed book club acknowledged and welcomed the discourse as co-investigators
in the real-world inquiry. Not only did they eagerly ‘try on the skins’ of various characters but
they also delighted in their own power of identity and the opportunity to share that with others.
“When readers of the same text come together and share their interpretations with one another,
‘the potential for meaning expands because each person offers a different perspective from
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which meaning is gained and shaped and reshaped over and over’” (Sychterz, 1999, p. 55) as
cited in (Yenika-Agbaw, & Sychterz, 2015, p. 2). The results apply to the Research Question 1:
How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of participation in a
social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical literacy in education?
Throughout this research, there were many opportunities for the students to make
connections to the storylines and overall experience of the social justice book club. One of the
most meaningful was in qualitative Artifact 6: Text-to-Self, Real World Connections. Students
identified with the subversive approach when I used the modality of a YouTube clip and a
People Magazine article, sharing with the students, children who live with the same abnormality
as the main character from the book Wonder. The evidence was clear that all the students
increased awareness in their identities, showing care and empathy for the lived experiences of
others. I saw the impact however, when one student shared her own story of a family member
and his heart surgery; connecting to the experiences her family had gone through with that of the
people we were learning about. It was clear that prior to the book club, she had not felt brave
enough to share this side of her life with the class. Now armed with a fresh perspective on the
situation as it is compared to others, the connections to the text and her life increased her
awareness of her family roots and lived experiences. “This is like me feeling like Via, Auggie’s
sister. I don’t want to be different, but I just am because I have a family member with this scar
and I just can’t change it.” Now, adding this new experience of sharing her past, vulnerable, and
brave to others’ judgment, this student was clearly rooted in the pride of her past and growing
stronger in the experiences of the present.
The evidence for growth in personal identity was also demonstrated in the students’
personal journal entries. Phrases came up repeatedly that identified an increase in awareness of
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self. “I am like Mia because everyone goes through things” or “I am like Mia because I like
solving problems” or “They relate to my life because people like Mia and Opal in books move
on or barely get friends and this is what is happening to me too” or “It makes me sad sometimes
because you have the same feelings and emotions.” This student went on to elaborate: “Just
because I am a particular color, it doesn’t mean that people in the real outside world have a
reason to say that you can’t join because you are brown! I will say that it doesn’t mean what
color I am. It means that you are discriminating me because I am brown.” The process of the
students looking closely at their race, culture, or color as they soaked in the plotline with the
characters who were going through the same thing became another overall theme of text-to-self
connection(s) as the journey continued. However, what was interesting was at the inception of
the study, it was clear that the students had never really thought about their identity before the
study. It was not until they experienced the first couple of sessions where I just sat and let them
investigate their own positionality as they freely expressed themselves that I saw the confidence
in who they were really starting to shine. Both qualitative and quantitative data showed evidence
of an awareness of identity that developed over time from Pre- to Post- data sets. The correlation
of the mixed method set of data validates each other and strengthens the results of this study,
therefore providing clear evidence of growth in identity. This cultivated consciousness helped
the students to transition to the next level of identity-growth, which was to develop a sense of
civic identity which is described in the next section.
Awareness of Civic Identity
The concept of civic identity draws from research centered around civic development and
critical pedagogies (Moya, 2017). According to Moya (2017), an individual’s sense of
attachment or devotion to one’s own community, which may evolve into civic engagement, and a
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sense of agency for the holistic “well-being of the community” (p. 458). Alternatively, Freire
(2000) addresses another layer of explication through the definition of critical civic identity as it
involves “developing an awareness of structural injustices and a motivation to address them” (as
cited in Moya, 2017, p. 458). However, research shows a gap in the attention given to literature
studying how traditional educational institutions and other youth organizations’ contributions
have positively or negatively affected civic identity-related growth in students (Moya, 2017).
Herein was a great source of curiosity for me as an action researcher. Critical identity was found
in many student artifacts throughout the study and the evidence was clear in the identityawareness growth they made in this area through their educational institution sharing
opportunities “where youth civic identities could be shaped” (p. 461). These results directly
relate to question 1, “How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club along with a subversive approach to critical
literacy education?”
As an action researcher and practitioner, I was curious to investigate whether authentic
texts through a book club model, along with the subversive literacy approaches, would yield a
development in students’ civic identity; cultivating a desire and motivation to help others. The
research showed that as soon as the students became comfortable with their identity and
positionality, they began to instantly discuss how to help others. It was as if a light-switch had
been flicked on and they were ‘all in’! According to Moya (2017), if students are exposed to this
“critical content” in the classrooms, they will have an increase in awareness of injustices.
Unfortunately, there are few civic opportunities used in schools to engage students in “civic
action” which “limit opportunities to adopt identities as individuals with the agency to address
these social injustices” (p. 467). Evidence of civic identity was apparent in both qualitative and
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quantitative data sets. An example of this was in Artifact 7: Focus Group Conversation where the
students were asked to put themselves in Mia’s shoes and respond to how the character, Mr. Yao
racially profiles the character, Hank, as a thief just because he is black. One of the students who
had developed evidence of budding civic identity early-on, spoke up right away:
“Discrimination and prejudice is bad, and people shouldn’t use it and they’ll get into big
trouble. People might be mean or hurt you because of your color. My connection is with Hank
because when he was getting discriminated by Mr. Yao...well…this happened to me
once…people were saying that just because I was a different color than them that I couldn’t join
their group and it really hurt me because people just want to be mean to me sometimes just
because of my skin color. It just hurt me like how the characters in Front Desk were getting
discriminated and prejudiced by Mr. Yao from all the things he did. Mia’s parents need to be
bigger people. They shouldn’t just stand there and be scared. They should stand up for
themselves and say, “You can’t tell me what to do and use prejudice and discrimination on me”
and Mr. Yao should be thinking before he speaks because he is being really mean and rude. At
the end of the book, it was kind of good because all the characters got to be in the pool and get
the motel. This student’s devotion to her community and speaking up for the injustice and
inequality towards others was evident in her impassioned reflection.
Another example of cultivated civic identity in students is from the mixed methods
Artifact 8: Pre- and Post- Book Club Feedback Likert Scale 1-5 Survey Interview Questions.
(Pre- and Post-) Question 9: I feel ___ when talking to others about the fair and equal treatment
of ALL students. (1-5 Rating: 1-Very Comfortable, 2-Comfortable, 3-Neutral, 4-Uncomfortable,
5-Very Uncomfortable)
Table 47
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Example of Cultivated Awareness of Civic Identity from Artifact 8: Pre- and Post- Book Club
Feedback Likert Scale 1-5 Survey.
Pre- Book Club Survey

Post- Book Club Survey

3-Neutral, because one simple act of kindness
could change the world. Also, it’s nice to be
kind.

2-Comfortable, because if something isn’t
equal, then I talk to those people, like back at
my old school, this girl with autism was being
made fun of and I stepped in and they
stopped. That felt good because I helped
someone.

Evidence shows that the students grew in their motivation to help someone struggling in their
community, both in their qualitative and quantitative responses. The collective whole of the
group gained in awareness of social justice issues, and cultivated their own identity, which in
turn resulted in their civic identity for others. Their actions are evidence of rejection in racism,
prejudice, or any other forms of social injustice. The example above shows the motivation of this
student and the reward of civic character development; “That felt good because I helped
someone.”
The theme of civic identity provided so much rich mixed-methods data, which became
more apparent the further I continued into the study, providing triangulation for the study.
Another example of this mixed-methods data showing evidence to answer the research question
was found in Artifact 9: Pre- and Post- Book Club Feedback Likert Scale Three-Point Survey
Interview Questions. (Pre-and Post-) Question 9: I believe that when I learn more about students
with special needs, I become a change agent: ___. (1-Always Agree, 2- Sometimes Agree, 3Never Agree)
Table 48
Example of cultivated awareness of civic identity from Artifact 9: Pre- and Post- Book Club
Feedback Likert Scale Three-Point Survey
Pre- Book Club Survey

Post- Book Club Survey
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2-Sometimes Agree, because sometimes I
2-Sometimes Agree, because after reading
learn about them and other times I don’t and if Wonder, I started to stand up for things that
I do, maybe I’ll be their friend.
were really unfair, like human rights and
people who aren’t being treated equally. It
makes me feel sad and everyone should be
treated equally no matter their beliefs. It
scares me that people are still being treated
badly for their different culture.
This evidence shows an evolution in the student’s articulation of their civic duty for others in the
face of social injustices. The first response captured in the Pre- survey presents a very different
perspective as the student presents a surface-level answer, lacking in passion or civic
engagement leading to the betterment of others or the community. The Post- survey response
provides a rich and detailed response, very clearly defining their engagement, awareness for
civic duty, and responsibility for the positive impact they can make with their character and
leadership. The theme of confidence and leadership as it applies to social/emotional (SEL)
growth leads to the next theme, described in the evidence below.
Social and Emotional Growth in Student Confidence and Leadership
The results of this study unveiled an undeniable connection between the agency and
identity growth students made and the notable increase in their social and emotional intelligence
(SEL). This emergence also led to an innate confidence to take on leadership and agency
opportunities as the students became more self-aware of their personal and social behaviors.
According to Devaney, O’Brien, Tavegia, and Resnick (2005), SEL competencies may be
cultivated in five different areas. The figure 17., provides a visual to present these five areas. The
data results demonstrated how the agency and identity growth links to the growth in all five
areas. “Research has shown that SEL has an impact on every aspect of children’s development:
their health, ethical development, citizenship, academic learning, and motivation to achieve” (p.
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109). The opportunity to participate in the social justice-themed book club experience with the
subversive approach to critical literacy in education has supported students in their SEL gains,
which has resulted in examples of student leadership and agency growth.
In linking the SEL
descriptors above to the study’s
student evidence, the data
enumerates every category of SEL
competence, including an extension
into agency projects, which ties in
with the Responsible DecisionMaking category, described in more
detail in the final theme below,
through student agency awareness and

Figure 17. Five Social and Emotional (SEL)
Competency Areas

activism. The Self-Awareness category is shown in multiple examples above, as well as noted in
Artifact 11: Post- Book Clubs Civic Identity and Awareness of Social Justice Interview. The
following is a snapshot from a student interview and shows the evidence of self-awareness as the
students demonstrate knowledge of their strengths and overall growth. This artifact and the
articulation of themes connects to Research Question 1: How does civic identity among fourthgrade students evolve as a result of participation in a social justice-themed book club through a
subversive approach to critical literacy in education?
SEL Growth in Student Confidence and Leadership Example taken from Artifact 11: Post Book
Clubs Civic Identity and Awareness of Social Justice Interview.
Artifact 11: Post Book Clubs Civic Identity and Awareness of Social Justice Interview.
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Question 3: Is there anything you feel has changed about how you view your role in your school
or community? Will you be doing anything differently moving forward?
Student A: “Yes, I would take all this amazing information moving forward because this
amazing information helps my empathy, agency, how I discriminate, prejudice, and the amazing
words I learned.”
Student D: “Before, I would have just stood there and thought about it, but now I help right
away.”
Student B: “Yes, these books have changed me. I feel like I am a different person who acts
differently. We made food for people in our community and I think I might be doing more things
like that for people moving forward because we want them to express themselves and talk to their
neighbors.”
Student H: “I am now brave. Both books have helped me to speak up about things like things
that make us be equal. I know how to change, and this inspired me to be in the army.”
It was clear that the students had evolved in their civic identity. It was also clear that they
were aware of their own actions and how those actions affected others whom they were
responsible to help, which also demonstrated their civic identity. The next artifact that supports
the theme of SEL towards Responsible Decision Making is shown in the following example:
Artifact 10: Student Agency Idea - Podcasts for Change.
Podcast 3 - Student A: Agency Recording for Empathy
00:03

There are people in this world who act the same and look the same, but it doesn’t
matter it matters how they treat you.
Alone. Sad. Scared and confused. One day I saw someone sitting in a lonely corner.
She was crying like a river of tears. I went over to help, and I said, “What’s up?
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Why are you crying? She said someone hurt her feelings like someone stepped on
her dreams. I said, “Listen... it is going to be ok. I got my feelings hurt lots of times
and do you see me sitting in a corner? No! So, get up and have some fun. Will you
ever think about anyone else's feelings?” So, think how hard people take stuff and
how they treat you... just think about that.
This example demonstrated the agency project that the student created in order to share helpful
podcasts with the student body. It was the students’ hopes that the podcasts would ignite agency
in others as well, helping them to make good choices and character improvement. There were
other examples as well, such as the idea for “Kindness Rocks” and the YouTube Reader’s
Theatre skits. All these examples showed strong evidence for responsible decision-making, along
with budding activism and agency. This artifact aligned with Research Question 2: How does a
social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness and ability to serve as civic change
agents?
Relationship Skills, another category found in the SEL descriptors, was found in another
podcast example:
Podcast 1 - Student E: Anti-Bullying Recording
00:01

The first day of school, I was very excited. I had a new backpack. I’m pretty sure that
my backpack was a little too big. I got to my classroom and noticed that two girls
were sitting at the table that had my nametag on it. I was very happy on the inside.
We talked and did our work. Our teacher called everyone to the carpet to sit in a
circle. My two friends and I sat together. Our teacher told us to say our names and
something we were good at. When it was my turn to say my name, I said ___. Around
the circle, I could hear snickering at the moment I said it. I had no idea why people
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were laughing at me. A little later, my friends and I were sitting together, and a
couple of girls walked past me and said something. I was puzzled for a second and
then it hit me. They were calling me a name because it sounded like a version of my
name! My friends stuck up for me, saying, “If you don’t have anything nice to say,
then don’t say anything at all!” After that, they never teased me again. I think after
my friends stood up for me that the bullies felt like they should not call people names
again.
The student’s words were echoed in numerous examples of how important it was to form
positive relationships, work as a team, and deal with conflict appropriately. This artifact
connected to the theme of student agency, which aligned with Research Question 2: How does a
social justice-themed book club impact students’ willingness and ability to serve as civic change
agents?
Another example of working with a team was found in Artifact 4: Interviews with the
Characters. During a class discussion the students began a conversation that the researcher
captured as an audio recording as the conversation led to the idea of writing a script to interview
the characters.
Audio Recording: (See Appendices for Full Transcript)
Student C: “I would ask Mr. Yao why he is acting this way. I mean, all people are different in
their own ways and that doesn’t mean you are mean to them or blame them for being who they
are or different from you.”
Researcher: “Okay...well let’s talk to the characters!” (students looking very puzzled)
Student A: “We can’t talk to them...they’re not real!”
Student C: “We could pretend! I want to be Mia…or Lupe!”
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Researcher: “I would love to see what you would write, and we could all pretend to be the
characters and see how we would react if we were put in an interview situation and asked about
the way that we were acting.”
Student B: “Oh my gosh. I love this idea. Can we use a real microphone?” (students laugh)
Student A: “We have a pretend microphone in the puppet theatre! That would work!”
Student D: “This is so cool. I want to pretend to be Jason and tell my dad, Mr. Yao what I think
of his racist and prejudiced actions on Mia!” (.... student voices trail off excitedly sharing their
ideas.)
The students eagerly began working on their reader’s theatre and actively took a team-approach
as they knew they were stronger together! They valued each other’s creativity, strengths, and
uplifted each other’s weaknesses. They collaborated about their methods of script writing and
how they were going to cast each other for various roles, just to ensure the quality of their
production. This artifact aligned with Research Question 2: How does a social justice-themed
book club impact students’ willingness and ability to serve as civic change agents?
Likewise, Social Awareness growth was seen in the following example:
Artifact 3: Reflective Journaling:
Are you like a character from the book, Front Desk? Explain.
Student E: “I am like Mia because everyone goes through things.”
Student H: “I am like Mia because I like solving problems.”
Student B: “They relate to my life because people like Mia and Opal in books move on or barely
get friends and this is what is happening to me too.”
Student A: “It makes me sad sometimes because you have the same feelings and emotions.” This
student went on to elaborate: “Just because I am a particular color, it doesn’t mean that people
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in the real outside world have a reason to say that you can’t join because you are brown! I will
say that it doesn’t mean what color I am. It means that you are discriminating me because I am
brown.”
How is this novel making you feel so far?
Student E: “Upset because I feel like I’m going through it too. To know that people actually go
through these things makes me curious.”
This evidence showed undoubted empathy and understanding for what others may be going
through. The students not only connected to others but also shared personal experiences that
related to the awareness of their lived experiences and the issues surrounding the real-world
contexts that awaited them outside the classroom walls. This artifact aligned with Research
Question 1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of
participation in a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical
literacy in education?
The final descriptor, Self-Management, was found in Artifact 1: Eye Color
Discrimination. After some time of allowing the experience and student reactions to unfold, the
students were given the opportunity to find a quiet place to write in their reflective journals.
Student A immediately made the personal connection as she shared, “I don’t like talking about
this because I am black, and I know what it feels like to be discriminated against because of who
I am or what I wear or if my hair isn’t a certain color.” Student F commented, “A person’s eye
color doesn’t matter; it’s their heart that matters...that is why I think discrimination is bad.”
Student B shared, “My teacher is being very racist and prejudiced, and my BFF has blue eyes!”
Student G linked it to history, sharing “I feel like this is like what Martin Luther King Jr. went
through all over again. I feel like no one cares about me.” To culminate the activity, we all
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gathered for a class meeting and discussion. The students were quoted as saying, “That wasn’t
fair to treat people that way!” This example showed the emotional fortitude in managing their
discomfort and behavior as they participated in an uncomfortable situation. Even though the
students knew that it had to have been a role-play module, they still were impassioned and firm
as they articulated their disgust for my choices as I discriminated against the minority group. All
of these examples demonstrate SEL growth in the students. The mixed-methods data showed
layers of evidence and multiple perspectives and contexts, but the data speaks to the experience
students gained according to this theme.
At the conclusion of this study, I received a thank-you letter from one of the participating
student’s parents. This SEL Artifact: Evidence through a Thank You Note, allows for a glimpse
into just how much of an impact in SEL and other connections to this study has had on the lives
of the young participants. This is especially connective to Research Question 1: How does civic
identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of participation in a social justicethemed book club through a subversive approach to critical literacy in education? The artifact
also enumerates Research Question 2, How does a social justice-themed book club impact
students’ willingness and ability to serve as civic change agents?
SEL Artifact: Evidence through a Thank You Note
“Mrs. Schucker...You shared more than knowledge about social justice, you allowed her
to be curious, gave her another source, telling her that it’s okay to ask questions and that we all
have room to do better...two things for which I cannot repay you enough for after this week. This
week, I realized my child hadn’t seen the news when she said, “Mom, I noticed there are a lot of
more Black Lives Matter signs everywhere...of course they do! Why do we need signs?” Her
framing of that statement made me cry in happiness, pride, and sadness...and you helped shape
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that statement and the fact that I could have a conversation with my daughter that was grounded
in fact, empathy, and a way of life that reinforces what she learns in our home. But the most
important lesson you’ve taught her is one that will carry her everywhere. After her virtual book
club meeting with you about Wonder, my child came downstairs carrying herself a little
differently. Her head was very high, her shoulders were back. When I asked her how the meeting
went, she said, “Mrs. Schucker told me that I can be and do anything I want. She told me that
kindness is a strength, and I should never forget it. She told me I’m really strong and I’m a
leader.” As I am tearing up writing this note to you, please understand just how much that meant
to a mom...a mom who has spent a lot of time trying to make other young girls know they are
heard. From the bottom of my heart, thank you for giving my child the gift of that conversation.
Thank you for being the teacher, who without a doubt, truly prepared her to live a kind,
meaningful, powerful life.”
This artifact above was used as a final piece of qualitative data, specific to SEL growth,
which employed Axial coding and then, In-Vivo coding. The themes that emerged from this
thank-you note were gratitude, empowerment, real-world, civic identity, agent of change. An
example of In-Vivo coding for the theme of gratitude was, “...and we all have room to do
better...two things for which I cannot repay you enough for after this week…. As I’m tearing up
writing this note to you, please understand just how much that meant to a mom...a mom who has
spent a lot of time trying to make other young girls know they are heard. From the bottom of my
heart, thank you for giving my child the gift of that conversation. Thank you for being the
teacher, who without a doubt, truly prepared her to live a kind, meaningful, powerful life.” An
example of empowerment was, “Her head was very high, her shoulders were back. When I
asked her how the meeting went, she said, ‘Mrs. Schucker told me that I can be and do anything I
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want. She told me that kindness is a strength, and I should never forget it. She told me I am
really strong and I’m a leader.’” An example of real-world context was, “This week, I realized
my child hadn’t seen the news when she said, ‘Mom, I noticed there are a lot of more Black Lives
Matter signs everywhere...of course they do! Why do we need signs?’ Her framing of that
statement made me cry in happiness, pride, and sadness...and you helped shape that statement
and the fact that I could have a conversation with my daughter that was grounded in fact,
empathy, and a way of life that reinforces what she learns in our home.” An example of civic
identity was, “You shared more than knowledge about social justice, you allowed her to be
curious, gave her another source, telling her that it’s okay to ask questions and that we all have
room to do better...two things for which I cannot repay you enough for after this week.” An
example of an agent of change was, “She told me I’m really strong and I’m a leader.” This
thank-you note speaks for itself at how valuable an experience this had been for this participant,
but also for the family who shared in the transformative journey together. The passionate and
profound expression of gratitude speaks to the research study’s purpose. The codes indicated
evidence to support a cultivated civic identity and change agency in the student. The note also
supported a strong awareness of social justice-themed issues encouraged through the research
journey and through gains in social and emotional growth. “According to Dewey, the teacher’s
role is to make use of students’ interests, impulses, and tendencies, which he viewed as the
curiosity and mental raw material each child brings to a problem or question” (Lammert, 2020, p.
194). The profound transformational impact was found in the fact that the change did not stop
with the student; it created a ripple effect that penetrated further than the four walls of a
classroom, all the way to the student’s family and home.
Agency Awareness and Emergent Activism
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Critical student agency not only involves feeling effective as a change agent in one’s own
faction; it involves one’s leadership and empowerment; the certainty that you have what it takes
to effect real change. It involves feeling capable to address “local or structural injustices” (Moya,
2017, p. 459). There was an undeniable effort on the part of the students towards an agency
project or motivation to help others in need. Evidence showed that students’ awareness of social
justice issues was present from the start but awakened significantly throughout the study.
Quantitative and Qualitative data indicated that students do, in fact understand and acknowledge
the prevalence of inequality, discrimination, oppression, racism, and other forms of prejudice.
The data also showed an increase in agency growth Pre- to Post- Book Club experience and
triangulation validated that growth across the artifacts.
An example of quantitative data that spoke to the students’ willingness to serve as change
agents was found in the Three-Point Survey, Table 3. For the analysis of the quantitative data in
regard to the measurement of the isolated change agency among fourth-grade students, Paired
Two Sample for Means t-tests were conducted to compare identity-based survey questions from
the Pre- and Post- Book Club surveys. The Likert Scale survey options required the students to
pick from the following answer choices: 1= Always Agree, 2 = Sometimes Agree, and 3 = I
Never Agree.
Table 49
SEL Growth in Agency Awareness and Emergent Activism: Example of Agency-Isolated
Questions taken from Artifact 11: Post Book Clubs Civic Identity and Awareness of Social
Justice Interview.
Agency-Isolated Questions

Question
numbers

I feel that I treat ALL people fairly and equally.

1

My actions towards people with special needs are always kind

2

I believe that when I learn more about students with special needs, I

9
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become a change agent.

Students grew in their overall agency through engaging in social justice book clubs and
subversive critical literacy activities by showing a lower composite score Post- Book Club than
Pre- Book Club. The statistically significant result of this isolated skill-gain again indicated that
there was an increase in student growth from the Pre- to Post- Book test. This shows growth
regarding student gains specific to students’ change agency through the lower composite score
on the Post- Test. Along with this example, each one of the Pre- and Post- Book Club Surveys
produced results that were statistically significant, showing growth in student agency throughout
the experience.
We have become ‘Changed’ Agents
The researcher and the students evolved greatly throughout the study. While watching the
students grow, it was like experiencing a light that was turned on in their empowered faces. The
fog had cleared; it was like they had been liberated through their transformation! There was so
much rich data to collect, it was overwhelming just keeping track of it all! The students and I
were so eager to connect and reflect that when the debates and conversations took off, it was
difficult to ensure that we kept reading the novels to stay on track to get to the next part of the
book! The students were so empowered that most often, they would run the entire class time!
The students were respectful of their classmates’ and teacher’s ideas, opinions, and positionality.
They were so hungry for this type of opportunity, that it became the one time of the day that
everyone looked forward to the most. Throughout the experience, I realized that my students and
I had truly become ‘changed agents’. This was different from change agency, as a change agent
is one who is responsible for and leads the way toward new growth in an organization. They are
the model or archetype that others aspire to follow. The change agent represents a position of
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being the catalyst that inspires change in people. However, the students and I had evolved into
‘changed agents’; a fond phrase applied after careful and thorough reflection on the
transformational evolution of civic identity and agency that everyone had experienced together
as a team. We were changed through collective experiences through reciprocal teaching
practices, subversive approaches to critical literacy in education, and participation in the
partnership model. An ‘agent’ is defined as someone who assumes an active role on the behalf of
others (Moya, 2017). Therefore, the students and I were ‘agents’ who had been ‘changed’
throughout the study. We had transformed through literacy as a vehicle, to develop confidence in
our civic identities and change agency for the betterment of the people and community we love
and serve.
I came into an awareness as a ‘changed agent’ while participating with the students in
this transformational study, which connected to Research Question 3, “How does this research
journey cultivate my own identity, awareness, and ‘changed agency’ as I collaborate in the
partnership model with my students?” I initially wondered if civic identity would ever flourish
into action; would they really become agents of change? With delight, phrases continued to come
up in the qualitative documentation through engaging interviews and confessions through their
digital journals, supporting data saturation. “I really enjoyed the debates because then you know
someone else's perspective and why they argue or disagree, and it makes me wonder about what
side I'm on or why I think like I do” and “I learned about myself personally after reading the
books that I could do more in the world that I could think." As the book club experience
continued, the students began to show an interest in their civic duty to others and phrases began
to arise such as, “I might know how to handle this differently” and “I felt like I knew the
situations they could have been in (from the books) and I felt I knew how to prevent racism or
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prejudice. Like you could make signs to help someone feel better (regarding COVID) or set up a
video chat with them." Students brainstormed agency ideas through individual podcasts and a
developed service project that the students named, “Kindness Rocks”, like Berks County Rocks.
Throughout the COVID-19 shutdown, students continued to share their change agency actions,
such as, “We made food for people in our community (during COVID) and I think I might be
doing things to help more people going forward” and “...how on earth am I supposed to be kind
when I'm in the middle of a nationwide quarantine? Well, if you are scrolling through social
media and you see someone being mean to another person on social media, that person who is
being mean is called a cyber bully. And you should definitely stand up for the person who is
being bullied because you want to be kind and stand up to that cyber bully because they can say
so many things that hurt other people's feelings." I came to realize that the students certainly had
identified possibilities for agency and were eager to carry them out. The results reflected the
answer to research question 2, “How does a social justice-themed book club impact students’
willingness and ability to serve as civic change agents.” The mixed-methods data demonstrated
their willingness to serve. The limitations of this study regarding COVID may have dampened
the actual service phase of their plans, but this only led to a greater interest for the implications
for future research, especially as it applies to K-12, which will be discussed in subsequent
sections. The students’ agency for change and willingness to serve was evident, but it also
unveiled their ‘changed agency’, which is defined as a deeper evolution in the ‘change
continuum.’ The students were changed throughout this study. The experience became an
impactful ‘lived experience’ for them! The qualitative and quantitative data made that clear.
However, the students had emerged from this journey with a deepened civic character. They
showed they were willing in every context to serve and improve their community. For instance,
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they would catch me in the hallway, eager to share that they had noticed someone in trouble and
they voluntarily reached out to help! Others would come in to share about the events of their
weekend, only to reflect on how they helped a family member who was going through a rough
time and needed support. They were delighted in sharing their helpful actions for their school
community and they were so very proud of themselves and couldn’t wait to do more. They also
could not wait to read anything that allowed them to learn more about real-world contexts and
how young people just like them were making a difference! The empowering experience of the
social justice book club and subversive experiences had become a vehicle for academic literacy
growth, along with the students’ new and intense interest in reading, investigating their inquiries
through multimodalities. For example, when Student A shared that she had reached out to the
author of Wonder, R. J. Palacio; “…communicating with an adult who was in a position of
power” (Dyches, et. al., 2020), she demonstrated how a meaningful curriculum had developed
inquiry and engagement that centered around her growth and development. This was evident in
an entry in my research journal, reflecting on her effort: “When interviewing the students for the
final time (during the COVID-19 shutdown), Student A asked me if I would like to know what she
did while we weren’t in school. Of course, I said yes, and that is when she told me that she had
emailed six questions to the author of Wonder, R. J. Palacio! She had gone to the website and
found an email address and sent her questions off in hopes of receiving answers to her inquiry.”
The students’ words and actions have certainly helped me cultivate my own identity,
awareness, and ‘changed agency’. One of the most memorable transformative moments in the
study was after one of our particularly motivating debates; students sitting at the edge of their
seats, anxiously awaiting their turn to speak in their truth and share their perspective and beliefs!
At the culmination of the WIN session, it was time to transition back to the next regularly
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scheduled class, which was not reflective of the subversive approaches that were employed in the
book club. The students instantly deflated. They resolved to cooperate as they slowly
disengaged, digging out their one-size-fits-all textbooks and complied. I watched in horror as the
students deflated at the thought of leaving such an engaging real-world opportunity for an
isolated skill-based lesson. It was at this moment that I realized what we had participated in was
liberation, because I felt their pain too! I vowed that the ‘changed agency’ work would continue
through subversive approaches in order to help the students connect the real-world to our
classroom as much as possible. The collaboration with the students resulted in a partnership as
we were co-investigators, learning from each other. Working with these students was a treasure,
and I know how lucky I am to have had the opportunity to be changed by them through the
investigation of change agency that truly transformed its participants into ‘changed agents’.
Limitations
The first limitation was that the period of class time during the preset WIN literacy block
was very brief. Thirty minutes was a very small window of time to properly set up any lesson for
accurate and adequate data collection. In an elementary school, the block schedule is unyielding,
often resulting in lessons that would evolve, and then disappointingly be continued the following
day. This was difficult for all participants and for me as the teacher. The vital lesson introduction
or ‘stage setting’ would take up at least half of allotted time, only to lead to an incredible class
discussion based on the students’ interest, only to have to pause due to the class time ending. For
the students: the continued premature interruption halted many poignant thoughts and real-world
connections as teachable moments had to be molded and restricted to an unyielding time frame.
The confinement was frustrating for all involved.
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The second limitation of this research study was the school closure due to the COVID-19
shutdown in March 2020. During this time, the timeline of the study was evolving to include
emergent student agency as the students’ reflections and engagement with their civic identity
were notably producing action and pronounced motivation for community activism. The
shutdown produced a void in data collection and a loss in crucial momentum for the participants
during a key time in the flow of the study. However, I was able to capture data from the students
virtually, which also lent itself to an applicable measurement of student effort and desire to carry
over their service as change agents. Even though a notable limitation, it led the participants to
direct their agency interests to this new real-world application.
Implications for the Researcher as a Teacher
The research journey has led to a cultivated passion for this topic and future research in
critical literacy studies. I have become intensely interested and curious in the broader context and
greater purpose for literacy instruction and subversive literacy approaches. The evidence
provided in this research study as it applied to the elementary context for critical literacy
engagement in subversive pedagogies has led to personal and professional transformation in so
many ways. The impact for my growth as an educator, as it applies to the third research question,
may be seen in multiple personal journal examples, such as:
“This student struggled with her own identity, so this opportunity is incredibly
empowering for her! I cannot believe how incredibly important activities like this are for our
young people. It’s almost like having an outlet for personal growth amongst content-based
instruction, but the students are in the driver’s seat and are learning so much more than just
about a story...they’re learning about life.”
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“The kids were so engaged, and they were eager to work together as a team and help
each other! The motivation to write and read with a purpose to inspire and create change for
others is a service-driven side of literacy that I never really thought about before. Once they
realized the intention for agency, it provided a motivation and engagement that I have never seen
before.”
“The students are loving their journal time! Initially, asking them to go deeper in their
thoughts and question their own perspective meant a lot of ‘growing pains’, but now it is the one
time of the day that they most look forward to! Writing to them is now a means of crucial
reflection and communication of who they are and what they are doing for others!”
“When the students were looking at the People magazine article, one of the students said,
“There is no normal...we all have a little bit of Auggie Pullman inside of us. This was another
ah-hah moment for me as I realized the connections that they were making beyond the four walls
of the classroom. They were connecting to real life and devouring every authentic textual
opportunity they could get their hands on!”
“During our Google Meet (during the COVID shutdown), she independently showed me
her finished agency poster on kindness AND her painted ‘Kindness Rocks’ that she was set to
place in the community to continue the plan we had started! It was at this very moment that I
realized how very valuable this experience had been for her. It is so critical that we embed these
types of experiences, especially in literacy opportunities where there is so much potential for
student growth, leadership, and character development.”
“When the students became curious about a part of the book, we investigated! Either
looking up a YouTube video, gathering other books from the library, or talking to others who we
knew, we gathered real-world data that allowed us to make greater connections together.”
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My pedagogical practices have also been transformed, now viewing my craft through a
new lens. This has brought about a sense of being “awoken” from viewing the foundation of
literacy practices as mainly isolated skill-building, to a strong framework of embedded
subversive approaches to critical literacy in education practices through authentic texts and realworld opportunities that were more meaningful to students. I felt like the real-world was in my
classroom every day! I have a deeper appreciation for culturally responsive teaching and
social/emotional learning through literacy practices. I am excited about curricular changes that
ensure that all students receive the kind of responsive education that helps them to make
connections between the four walls of the classroom and the outside world. Participating
throughout this research journey alongside my incredible students in the partnership model has
affirmed the ‘WHY’ I teach. It is the most amazing job in the world. I am eager to serve as an
agent of change for a future where all students may transform because of impactful critical
literacy practices as have been captured throughout this study.
Implications for Teachers and Students
The literature review included in this study illuminates the urgency and necessity of
subversive critical literacy approaches, embedded through authentic social justice texts through
the vehicle of book clubs, moving away from the reliance on limiting basal programs. Baumann
and Heubach (1994) describe basal reading programs as restricting freedom and “deskilling”
educators (Apple, 1982, 1986; Goodman et al., 1988; Shannon, 1989, 1990; Shannon &
Goodman, 1994). Literature suggests that many teachers tend to focus on WHAT or HOW we
teach over the WHY we teach. Teachers may gain insight to consider their own positionality
when it comes to how we transform our students’ civic identity and awareness, not with WHAT
we teach, but WHY we teach. This research enumerated the existing data by supporting the
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urgency of critical literacy instruction which supported the use of authentic texts and real-world
experiences through subversive approaches. This implication for teachers and students has the
potential to open dialogue with stakeholders on why it is necessary to interpret our literacy goals
through a different lens. The action plan may also be available to other schools to facilitate
agency and civic action on the behalf of students who are engaged in a service club opportunity.
Literacy opportunities do not have to be one-sided or dominator-model minded (Sychterz, 1999).
It is with urgency that we examine cultivated and awakened identities as students are empowered
to become change agents in their institutions. These possibilities support their individual growth
as leaders, along with their participating teachers, which ultimately leads to the critical
improvement of the students’ surrounding communities.
The existing curriculum, testing mandates, or common core standards may disempower
educators, but a curriculum that seeks to strengthen a foundation based on civic development,
justice-oriented citizenship, and culturally responsive pedagogies may improve existing
practices. According to Westheimer, & Kahne (2004), “Educational programs that emphasize
social change seek to prepare students to improve society by critically analyzing and addressing
social issues and injustices” (p. 242). The difference with justice-oriented citizens is that they are
asking WHY and acting on WHAT they uncover. Enacting curriculum that encourages debate,
inquiry, analysis of multimodal information, and discussion of real-world issues supports
students with the perspectives and individual positionality, which postures them to take on the
varied opinions, were defined in this study as a subversive approach. “Being subversive requires
challenging all the texts and materials in our classrooms, especially the ‘teacher proof’ ones.
Until we end reliance on such materials and single methods, we will never be a subversive
society of classroom teachers” (Hunt, & Hunt, 2004, p. 97). What a powerful position critical
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literacy has as a vehicle offering opportunities embedded within a structural framework opening
the pathway for exploration of students’ own intentions as they tackle life’s experiences through
authentic real-world text, combined with activities that engage their interests and personal
intrigue. Detlefsen (1998) states that early opportunities in early public schooling result in a
“democratic citizen” who “has the freedom and desire to assemble, discuss, and inquire with all
others so that she might develop ‘the will to transform passive toleration into active
cooperation’” (p. 318). This awareness, identity, and justice-oriented citizenship that comes from
these early opportunities results in transformational leadership within one's own community.
The table below may aid in solidifying understanding of the “Justice-oriented citizen”
(Westheimer & Kahne 2004), adding a visual correlation between the depth of impact of
opportunities that focus on authentic text, real-world content, and action applicable to the textual
context.
Table 50
Three Kinds of Citizens, (Westheimer, & Kahne, 2004, p. 240)
Personally, responsible
citizen

Participatory citizen

Description: Acts responsibly Active member of community
in his/her community
organizations and/or
improvement efforts

Justice-oriented citizen
Critically assesses social,
political, and economic
structures to see beyond
surface causes

Sample Action: Contributes
food to a food drive

Helps to organize a food drive

Explores why people are
hungry and acts to solve root
causes

Core Assumptions: To solve
social problems and improve
society, citizens must:
-have good character
-they must be honest,
responsible, and law-abiding
members of the community.

To solve social problems and
improve society, citizens
must:
-actively participate and take
leadership positions within
established systems and
community structures.

To solve social problems and
improve society, citizens
must:
-Question
-Debate
-Change established systems
and structures that reproduce
patterns of injustice over
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time.

Implications for School Curriculum Supervisors
What are the implications for a curriculum that focuses on civic identity-building
opportunities for students to explore social justice through authentic texts, cultivating awareness
and agency to engage in service projects for the betterment of their community to provide a
critical component of literacy instruction? This concept has led me to develop a curiosity for a
service-oriented, social justice-themed critical literacy curriculum for the potential impact it may
have across all educational levels. Through embedded social justice-themed books clubs, along
with the subversive critical literacy approaches, I have created the preliminary idea of a service
project, stemming from the engagement and applicability of leadership and empowerment
resulting from the humble book club experience. The engagement with this opportunity would
not only strengthen students’ foundational literacy growth but promote urgent civic identity and
agency. Therefore, based on the results of this study, the plan would enable students to put action
into their impassioned feelings for the possibility of long-term change. Of course, the details of
this project will not be mapped out or proposed as a fixed plan by the teacher. The participatory
nature of the change agent “call to action” project will be student-led, with the teacher only
operating as the ‘guide on the side’. This inquiry-based, agency-focused action outline supports
the theoretical framework used in this study through Freire’s Liberating Education Model,
Dewey’s Educational Theory, Lewin’s Theory of Social Change, and Kolb’s Experiential
Learning Theory.
The aim of this research was to investigate the impact that social justice-themed texts, as
a vehicle, on students’ development of civic identity, which led to the acquisition and
applicability of empowerment skills towards becoming change agents. Using literature to shape
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children's understanding of broad real-world issues and concerns, while implementing the
curriculum, is seen as a subversive approach to culturally responsive pedagogical practices.
“This critical approach to social issues encourages the teacher to listen to the experiences of
students and then to focus on the students’ cultural understanding” (Strehle, 1999). The role of
the teacher and how effectively they provide opportunities to facilitate students’ discussions and
action as agents of change is critical to a child’s understanding of their own beliefs and
assessment of real-world issues.
Suggestions for Future Research
Through the methodology of the proposed action plan, there is the potential to cultivate
useful data to determine the motivation and participation in students through engagement in a
social justice book club. If indeed, the students display commitment to the service of establishing
their efforts towards change agency, I would like to conduct a longitudinal study in order to
assess the extent of effort and participation in a change agency service project. However, the
results of this action plan would allow for a multi-layered approach to literacy instruction that
enables students to use their awareness for social justice-themed issues to enact a supportive
framework of service to help others who are in need.
When considering the timeline, a longitudinal study seems appropriate, as this would add
to the existing study and research the long-term transformation in the students. This study would
be of particular interest regarding studying the lasting effects of the original students included in
the action research. Student-led inquiry through subversive pedagogies is the basis for the
investigation of the students creating their service project. Therefore, this inquiry led to the
development of three new questions for further investigation:1) How will a social justice book
club lead to a student-led ‘activism for change’ service club? 2) How does the “call to action
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club” cultivate leadership as justice-oriented citizens? 3) How will the findings of this action
plan result in real-world change for community improvement?
Action Plan
Results of this action research study suggest the emergence of three main themes:
evidence of students' awareness to social justice issues, civic identity, and lastly, an undeniable
effort on the part of the students towards an agency project or motivation to help others in need.
The researcher was inspired by the students’ agency, noting such examples as, “I really enjoyed
the debates because then you know someone else's perspective and why they argue or disagree,
and it makes me wonder about what side I'm on or why I think like I do” and “I learned about
myself personally after reading the books that I could do more in the world that I could think."
As the book club experience continued, the students began to show an interest in their duty to
others and phrases began to arise that led to the next theme of civic identity. “I might know how
to handle this differently” and “I felt like I knew the situations they could have been in (from the
books) and I felt I knew how to prevent racism or prejudice. Like you could make signs to help
someone feel better (regarding COVID) or set up a video chat with them." Students created
agency ideas that they felt impassioned about through individual podcasts and a developed
service project that the students named, “Kindness Rocks”, like Berks County Rocks.
Throughout the data, students continued to share phrases such as, “We made food for people in
our community (during COVID) and I think I might be doing things to help more people going
forward” and “...how on earth am I supposed to be kind when I'm in the middle of a nationwide
quarantine? Well, if you are scrolling through social media and you see someone being mean to
another person on social media, that person who is being mean is called a cyber bully. And you
should definitely stand up for the person who is being bullied because you want to be kind and
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stand up to that cyber bully because they can say so many things that hurt other people's
feelings." The components of the service club project were developed based on the foundation of
the Subversive Approach to Critical Literacy Instructional Components: According to Dyches
(2020), subversive values may be outlined according to the following points when selecting
subversive curricula:
● Students complete authentic projects that have some sort of service impact on the
world (Achor, 2010; Frankl, 2006; Pink, 2012)
● Reading and writing skills will be taught within authentic contexts and alternative
multimodalities (Achor, 2011; Frankl, 2006), such as:
○ Student-selected texts, Reflection logs, Products shared in multimodal
ways, TED Talks, Open Mic student presentations, Public Presentations,
Community Activism to promote social justice and activism, Responsible
Change Agency Projects
● Inquiry requires deep reading and critical thinking (Daniels & Ahmed, 2015,
Kuhlthau et al., 2015).
● Students must have choice and direct their own learning to challenge themselves
(Beers & Probst, 2017; Daniels & Ahmed, 2015; Pink, 2021).
The timeline will be a two-year trajectory. Working with the next group of fifth grade
students after the initial lead-group has finished will also create a multi-layered framework. The
following tables show the action plan, aligned to the research questions, data sources, types of
data, collection methods, data analysis, and timeline. The proposed action plan supports
furthered research aligned to the three additional inquiry-based action research questions.
Table 51
Action Plan Alignment with Further Research Question 1
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Further Research Question 1: How will a social justice book club lead to a student-led ‘activism
for a change’ service club?
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Table 52
Action Plan Alignment with Further Research Question 2
Further Research Question 2: How does the “call to action club” cultivate leadership as justiceoriented citizens?

Table 53
Action Plan Alignment with Further Research Question 3
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Further Research Question 3: How will the findings of this action plan result in real-world
change for community improvement?
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The focus on the partnership of the teacher and students exploring emerging themes
through book club adds another unfolding layer of explication. Teachers may gain insight to
consider their own positionality when it comes to how we use books to transform our students’
civic identity and awareness. This research enumerated the existing data by supporting the
urgency of critical literacy instruction which supported the use of authentic texts and real-world
experiences. This topic has the potential to open dialogue with stakeholders that is necessary in
order to interpret our literacy goals through a different lens. The action plan may also be
available to other schools to facilitate agency action on the behalf of students who are engaged in
a service club opportunity. Literacy opportunities do not have to be one-sided or dominatormodel minded (Sychterz, 1999). It is with urgency that we examine cultivated and awakened
identities as students are empowered to become change agents in their institutions. These
possibilities support their leadership growth for the betterment of the students’ surrounding
communities.
Implications for K-12 Classrooms
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This action research study was designed to investigate how social justice texts as a
vehicle, along with subversive critical literacy instruction, cultivate civic identity and a
willingness to serve as change agents, along with the transformation in myself as a teacherresearcher. The ultimate goal was to awaken readers to realize that literacy opportunities such as
these could cultivate growth in students and their teachers beyond isolated skill building and test
preparations. The key is to make connections with our students, offering opportunities for them
to make connections to the text, and their lived experiences that they yearn to bring along with
them to school in their “invisible knapsacks” (McIntosh, 2003). Turcotte & Caron (2020) states
that literacy historically has been a “receptive skill” (p. 242). Simply put, we must make space in
our classrooms for critical consciousness. Therefore, the building of a curriculum must be
comparable to a house. The foundation is made of brick and mortar = standards. The porch and
railings = the scope and sequence; both pieces are important components to understanding
WHAT you are teaching. Now, WHY are you teaching it? Yes, the students! Your house now
needs the personality, creativity, and perspective = subversive approaches to instruction through
responsive methods. Teachers can satisfy and subvert traditional standards-based curriculum by
empowering students to critically investigate their own the needs and interests, focusing on the
development of a curriculum that “empowers students to examine how they matter” (Dyches et.
al., 2020, p. 121).
The evidence of this study showed the statistically significant growth in students, framed
by the foundational theories in Freire’s Liberating Education Model, Dewey’s Educational
Theory, Lewin’s Theory of Social Change, and Kolb’s Experiential Learning Theory, all of
which focus on students as highly valued participants, not empty vessels in which to fill. The
subversive approach supports these theories. Liberating practices that are real-world
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investigations involving multimodal literacies are the hallmark of this approach. This should not
be viewed as a drastic change to your curriculum. The basic components of your curriculum
remain in your foundation. Begin to reframe the possibilities: leverage the state standards while
employing a more macro view than micro-focus on the limiting script or irrelevant text (Dyches,
et. al, 2020). According to Ladson-Billings (2017) as cited in (Dyches, et. al., 2020), scripted
programs fully dominate our methodology across the nation, which leaves teachers feeling
disempowered and deskilled. Following the guidelines as foundational principles of your
curriculum leaves you as the teacher to make powerful changes as a responsive framework in
regard to your exceptional students and their interests. When it connects to them, they connect to
it! “This sort of literacy learning, which draws on multimodal texts and disciplinary norms,
invites problem-posing (Freire, 1970), and positions reading and writing as tools, rather than
topics, is especially rare in the lives of learners from the diverse and marginalized backgrounds
(Wright & Gotwals, 2017) as cited in (Lammert, 2020, p. 192).
The possibilities are endless for the creative and critically conscious subversive
approaches to literacy instruction. Subversive approaches serve more as complements or
embedded companions, expanding the existing curriculum employed in school districts (Dyches,
et. al., 2020). Teachers must find their way back to trusting their own judgements and choices to
ensure the responsive curriculum is ‘alive’ and authentic, connecting to students’ lives,
participating in the experience with their students! Of course, this could not be done without the
incredible support of administrators and stakeholders who support positive classroom growth.
A Systems Point of View: Recommendations for Professional Development Design
The quality of leadership as it encourages teamwork, communication and collaboration
among professional staff is a crucial component to any well-functioning organization engaging in
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transformational work. According to Fullan (2014) as cited in McGeehan & Norris (2020),
effectual principals demonstrate passion for learning, establishing collaborative communities in
their schools and focusing on the partnership model of learning with their teachers. The impact is
in this alignment with their methods of “high-quality instructional approaches that would
increase student achievement” (p. 4) and the collaborative model of implementation with their
teachers. The success of combining methods, leadership, and collaboration through feedback
have implications of success as effective leaders inspire teachers to “prioritize critical thinking
skills” which is key to advancing achievement (McGeehan & Norris, 2020), particularly in
regard to advancing literacy achievement, as is discussed in this study.
When addressing how this may be done through professional development within a
school district, it is crucial to build a strong foundation based on the four theoretical frameworks
of this study (see Table 1, p. 17), coupled with Dyches, et. al., (2020) which lays the inspirational
groundwork through the subversive approaches to critical literacy in education that can easily be
embedded within any classroom context, no matter the grade level. The following table outlines
the pedagogical methods for subversive pedagogy.
Table 54
What is subversive pedagogy?

What is Subversive Pedagogy?
“These subversive models of teaching enable justice-oriented educators to advocate for
students in ways that help them recognize their value while maintaining academic rigor and
challenging them to think critically” (Dyches et al. 111).
● Rejects the “Banking concept of education” (p. 173).
● Dispels the myth that disciplinarity and social justice are isolated (p. 3).
● Positionality and classroom context to subvert instruction to uproot repressive forms of
the education canon.
● Existing curriculum becomes a basic framework from which to build an engaging and
responsive justice-oriented curriculum with student-inquiry at the core.
● Invites youth to contemplate their worlds from different points of view.
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● Teachers engaged in vibrant materials in which their students could make close
connections.
● Empowers students to take roles in agency projects.
_________________________________________________________________

Examples of Subversive Approaches to Critical Literacy Instruction:
The following examples are derived from (Dyches, et. al., 2020)

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Student-Selected Texts
Authentic Text
Reflection Logs
Products shared in Multimodal ways
TED Talks
Role Play for multiple perspectives
Critical Reflection/Classroom Discussions
Critical Thinking Skills
Sharing in Multiple Perspectives
Open Mic Student Presentations
Public Presentations
Community Activism to promote social justice and activism
Change Agency Projects
Restorative Justice Teaching
Students direct their own learning, motivate to challenge themselves

Inspired by the belief that teachers are “powerful agents of change,” Dyches et. al., (2020)
seek to arm education stakeholders with the tools to “disrupt problematic traditions and
ideologies” culturally and politically, as well as in the areas of curriculum and educational
policy (1).

When creating the methods for professional development based on both the theory and
practice, the systematic approach lies within the embedded opportunities for teachers to
reimagine their literacy curriculum as the platform or springboard for authentic justice-oriented
growth, as outlined in this study. This professional development may be delivered in phases,
allowing educators to first address their reasons for change. Sinek (2009) explains, “WHY: Very
few people or companies can clearly articulate WHY they do WHAT they do” (p.39).
Encouraging educators to lean into this work while addressing how their curriculums support
their ‘Why” starts initiatives for change within their scope and sequence. The next phase would
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be a collaborative session where teachers could reimagine their curriculum to include an
embedded social-justice themed book club, utilizing novels or picture books. The isolated skillsbased lessons from the basal manual become reimagined as opportunities for skill acquisition,
but also social and emotional learning through authentic text. This textual platform then becomes
the base for the students’ willingness to serve as change agents, as teachers work in tandem with
their students as they follow their own inquiries to explore civic responsibilities through
subversive approaches to instruction. The last phase of professional development entails an
extended workshop for teachers to implement the changes to their programs and collect data as
action-research. Data collection methods may be qualitative or quantitative, empowering
teachers to utilize quantitative measure such as Likert scale pre- and post- surveys, or qualitative
such as interviews, observations, journals, podcasts, scripts, or focus group discussions. This data
would then be shared through round-table discussions, involving teachers and administrators
sharing their experience and adapting their plans based on results. Their applied methodology
would continue to be implemented and explored through the same process as outlined above.
Throughout this professional development opportunity, an instructional/curriculum coach or
action research leader may serve as an integral guide to facilitate the process. This collaborative
leader would be a highly effective partner, working with stakeholders to imagine, refine, shape,
implement, and redesign their plans to maximize their existing curriculum, enacting authentic,
real-world components that serve as the bedrock for development of civic identity and change
agency for K-12 classrooms.
There are many ways to use this framework for professional development as a way to
explore and expand upon what teachers are already doing in their classrooms with their existing
curriculum guides. Based on the subversive critical literacy approaches outlined above, K-12
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classroom teachers may be interested to embed creative, real-world role-playing modules, such
as the following opportunity titled, “Moments of Wonder” that enable the students to ‘try on the
differently-abled characters’ shoes’ through authentic inquiry based on social justice texts. There
are many social justice-themed texts whose characters struggle to fit in due to special needs
and/or learning difficulties, such as the main character, Auggie Pullman in Wonder, by R. J.
Palacio. Differently abled students’ unique gifts and talents are often overlooked as the focus
may be on what they can’t do instead of what they can do. The exclusion of students with
disabilities from school activities often alienates them from their peers. Since these students are
not included in many regular education classrooms, their able-bodied peers never have a chance
to experience what these exceptional children may be going through as they are challenged with
a range of struggles in their everyday lives. Often, society fears what they do not know, and
children must be exposed to the exceptionalities that their differently abled peers possess. This is
crucial to stripping away the social injustice stigma that students with disabilities experience,
much like the intention of the novel, Wonder. Through educating regular education students on
multiple disabilities, we will normalize the subject of special education. The goal of this
initiative is to break through the barrier of labels, indifference, and ignorance by educating
elementary students and lead them from fear to appreciation and acceptance of differently abled
students.
Issue of Concern
The use of labels, which may help the students to be eligible for specialized services as
well, can also have lasting effects which alter first impressions with peers and other educators
(Parish et. al., 2011). The labels and categories are often stagnant and unwavering and do not
offer students unique learning opportunities their peers may have access to (Brown, 2016). Once
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labeled, many students may find it difficult to reconstruct their sense of who they are; they do not
possess the skills to break out of the frame. Many continue to be defined by the label that is
imposed upon them early on in their educational careers, which serves as a way for educators to
normalize the targeted interventions. Research suggests that teaching children about the issues
surrounding the differently abled may reduce the stigma separating them from their peers. Peer
interaction is often minimal when it comes to students with disabilities as they are often
separated from their peer groups. “The moral and ethical imperative of teachers and educational
leaders is to ensure a sense of belonging, a sense of importance (Hensley & Burmeister, 2008).
There is also a sense of urgency that we educate the student body to understand that just because
a student is “differently-abled”, this does not label him/her as “unable” to succeed. “Deficit
thinking about students by stakeholders’ limits student academic success and is, therefore, a
social justice issue” (Mirci, et. al., 2016).
Implementation: Goals and Objectives
The goal of this initiative, Moments of Wonder is to break down the oppressive stigma
that students with disabilities encounter every day. They are differently abled but should not be
segregated or devalued when compared to their peers. According to (Mirci, et. al., 2016),
students subjected to the oppression of this injustice suffer from low self-esteem and struggle to
be accepted by their able-bodied peers. Therefore, the objective is for our “able” students to gain
understanding of the challenges that students with disabilities face every day. Students will gain
empathy and understanding of all differently abled students. To implement this initiative, the
students will participate in a rotation of five stations where they will participate in activities that
simulate the challenges that students with disabilities experience. The students will participate in
the five unique opportunities, understanding how to navigate the challenges of learning
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differently. Introduction and closure activities help to further explain this experience for the
students to understand what they are learning. The students will complete a reflection activity to
reflect on how they can help a student in need who may be struggling with a challenge. There
will also be follow-up classroom meetings where the students will discuss their experience and
have a safe place for questions/comments. There will also be follow-up rubrics filled out by the
classroom teacher to identify positive outcomes for future conversations with the class or
individual students. The results from this educational experience may yield themes such as
empathy and awareness, civic identity, and agency. These skills are crucial during the formative
elementary years. It is vital that we show respect for our students as valued and incredibly
talented human beings, no matter their ability.
Monitoring and Sustainability
The participating students will have the opportunity to submit Moments of Wonder cards
as they observe a peer who has supported a student who may be differently abled or has been
struggling with a challenge. These moments of wonder may be highlighted through the morning
announcements where the student will be honored for their thoughtfulness and support. As the
students experience what these students face every day, it would be interesting to study the
emergent civic agency for others based on the transformative experience. Guiding questions may
serve as a foundation for the exploration, such as: Was the class more sensitive and empathetic to
the student who was struggling? When students work with a student with learning challenges,
did the student(s) respond in a supportive and understanding way? Did the regular-education
student look ahead for ways to help the student with learning challenges after completing this
experience? Participants may gain empathy and understanding of all differently abled students
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and their challenges. The outcome of this initiative is that the barrier of indifference and
ignorance will lead to appreciation and acceptance of differently abled students.
Conclusions
How do subversive pedagogical practices through critical literacy in education engage
students in agency towards their community and society? This mixed-methods action research
study has presented multiple artifacts validated through triangulation, demonstrating how
inquiry-based frameworks support fourth-grade students in their cultivated growth as civic
change agents. “As Serafini (2012) stated, “In order to create an informed, literate citizenry,
readers must be able to navigate, interpret, design and interrogate the written, visual and design
elements of multimodal texts'' (p. 152) as cited in (Lammert, 2020, p. 192). The evidence from
this study indicates that educators who engage in multiple perspectives and approaches such as
the ones articulated in this study, open critical pathways, engage as partners in educational
practices that align with the real world, behold authentic texts, and provide gateways in critical
literacy growth. When social justice-themed texts, presented through subversive approaches to
critical literacy in education become a foundation of our pedagogical practice, the role of literacy
takes on new meaning and purpose. Through this new opportunity of service as change agents,
cultivated through literacy as a vehicle, students and teachers are empowered to evolve as
critically conscious civic ‘changed agents’.
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Appendix A
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
Your child (or ward) is invited to participate in a research study being conducted through
Kutztown University. We ask that you read this form and ask any questions you may have before
you decide whether or not you want your child (or ward) to participate in the study. The
University requires that you give your signed agreement if you choose to have your child (or
ward) participate.
This study is being conducted by Mrs. Schucker.
Title of the Study:
Changed Agents:
Cultivating students’ civic identity through participation in a social justice-themed book
club through a subversive approach to critical literacy in education.
Purpose of the Study:
The aim of this research is to investigate the impact that social justice-themed texts as a vehicle
have on students’ development of civic identity, which leads to the acquisition and applicability
of empowerment skills towards becoming change agents. Therefore, this dissertation will explore
the following questions:
RQ1: How does civic identity among fourth-grade students evolve as a result of participation in
a social justice-themed book club through a subversive approach to critical literacy in education?
RQ2: How does a social justice themed book club impact students’ willingness and ability to
serve as civic change agents?
RQ3: How does this research journey cultivate my own identity, awareness, and ‘changedagency’ as I collaborate in the partnership model with my students?
Procedures:
Book club lessons (lasting 30 minutes at a time, Monday through Thursday) that investigate the
thoughts and feelings as our characters from the books, Front Desk, by Kelly Yang and Wonder,
by R. J. Palacio, experience the twists and turns of the events in the plot.
Through this character-investigation, the students will be putting themselves in the characters’
shoes. They will interpret and interrogate the characters’ actions, including their own as we
investigate what it means to have our own critical civic identity.
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Throughout the story, the students will role-play, debate, journal, conference, sketch to stretch,
visualize, and investigate through scenario cards what it means to apply our civic identity skills
to become change agents.
The students will ‘unpack’ many of these new words to investigate what they mean and how we
can cultivate new character traits within ourselves throughout this literary investigation.
Through this mixed-methods design, the researcher (Elizabeth E. Schucker) is investigating if the
effects of a social justice-themed book club develop civic identity and if this identity empowers
students to create a student-driven service project in order to demonstrate their motivation to
become ‘change agents’ in their elementary school.
Risks or Discomforts, and Benefits of Being in the Study:
There are no risks involved in this study. We will be having some uncomfortable conversations:
imagining the difficulties that the characters go through in the story, putting the students in the
uncomfortable position of the character(s), interviews, and observations by the teacher as the
students develop their civic identity as agents of change.
Audio recordings:
Audio recordings will be used only for the teacher-researcher’s data collection throughout this
study. Audio recordings will be used to collect detailed information about the students’
reflections based on the activities they participate in throughout this study. The audio recordings
will not be used for publication and will be destroyed (permanently deleted) at the conclusion of
this research study.
Video recordings:
No video recordings will be taken or utilized in any way throughout this study.
Pictures:
Pictures will be taken during this research study. The pictures will be taken throughout the study
in order to collect detailed information about the students’ reflections based on the activities they
participate in throughout this study.
The pictures will be viewed potentially by other educators or administrators during educational
conferences or used in educational publications. The pictures will be used for publication in
order to more accurately represent the participation of the students in this study. Publishing
pictures specifically means that they may be used in educational journals or shared during a
PowerPoint presentation for other educators to see. The personal names or other identifying
information of the students will not be shared.
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Pictures will be used in publication and for professional presentations.
The benefits to participation are:
The benefits to participating in this study are in the students cultivating their own civic
awareness and identity through the vehicle of story. There is a possibility that they will develop a
greater empathy and understanding for others and may be empowered to develop an action plan
in order to help others at our school.
Confidentiality and Anonymity:
Records will be kept private and will be handled in a confidential manner to the extent possible.
In any report or presentation, we will not include any names or other personal information that
will make it possible to personally identify a research study participant by name.
Voluntary Participation:
Your child’s (or ward’s) participation is voluntary, refusal to participate will involve no penalty
or loss of benefits to which they are otherwise entitled, and you may discontinue your child’s (or
ward’s) participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which they are otherwise
entitled.
If your child does not wish to take part in this study, they will still participate in WIN activities
as part of the classroom curriculum. Declining participation in this study does not decline
participation or involvement with WIN. Declining to participate means that your child’s (or
ward’s) data/information will not be used in the study.
Contacts and Questions:
The researcher conducting this study is your teacher:
Mrs. Elizabeth Schucker
Fourth-Grade Teacher
You may ask any questions you have now. If you have questions later regarding the research
study, you may contact the researcher listed above. If you have any questions or concerns about
the rights of research participants, please contact the IRB Committee at Kutztown University at
484-646-4167.
Compensation:
There is no compensation for your child’s role in this study.
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Future Research Studies:
Your child’s (or ward’s) information collected as part of the research, even if identifiers are
removed, will not be used or distributed for future research studies.
Statement of Consent:
I have read the information described above and have received a copy of this information. I have
asked questions I had regarding the research study and have received answers to my satisfaction.
I am 18 years of age or older and voluntarily consent to allow my child (or ward) to participate in
this study.
______________________________________________________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian Date
______________________________________________________________________
Relationship of Parent/Guardian to Participant
Thank you for your participation.
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Appendix B:
CHILD ASSENT FORM
Changed Agents:
Cultivating students’ civic identity through participation in a social justice-themed
book club through a subversive approach to critical literacy in education.
My name is Mrs. Elizabeth Schucker and I am a doctoral student from Kutztown University.
We are doing a research study. A research study is a special way to help us learn new things.
We are trying to learn more about how powerful stories are and how they play an important
part in your development.
You have been asked to be in the study because you are part of my WIN group, “The Beacon
Book Club”. If you want to be in the study you will be asked to explain how you feel in
multiple situations, participate in scenarios/new experiences that put you in the shoes of the
character(s) and be open to interviews and observations that I may make throughout our book
club time. We will be reading two books this year that will be used for this study: Front Desk,
by Kelly Yang and Wonder, by R J Palacio.
The study will take place [in this classroom] and should take [30 minutes] of your time (per
session). We want to tell you about some things that might happen to you if you are in this
study. [Describe risks: conversations, imagining the difficulties of characters in stories, putting
yourself in the uncomfortable position of the character(s), and exploring your own thoughts
and ideas based on the powerful story]
If you decide to be in the study, some good things might happen to you or we may find out
things that will help other people. For example, identifying what it takes for you to become a
‘change agent’, cultivating your own understanding of how others may be feeling and
developing a greater empathy for others, developing an action plan that we can put into place
in order to help others in our school. But we don’t know for sure that these things will happen.
You will be participating in the WIN group as part of our regular curriculum. The data that I
will collect for this research purpose will only be during this WIN time and not any other time
during the day. You will still participate in WIN even if you decide not to take part in this
research study. Participating in the research means that you will let me use your information
for the study from participating in WIN.
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When we are done with the study, we will write a report and tell others about what we have
learned. We won’t use your name in the report or when we tell others what we have learned.
Pictures of you participating in this study will be used in order to accurately show others the
potential impact of this experience.
You don’t have to be in the study unless you want to. You can say “no” and nothing bad will
happen. Even if you say “yes” now to be in the study, you can stop later. No one will get
mad if you decide to stop. All you have to do is tell us you want to stop. If you don’t like a
question during the study, you don’t have to answer it.
You can ask questions that you have now about this study. If you have questions later, you
can ask myself, Mrs. Schucker.
Audio recordings:
Audio recordings will be used only for the teacher-researcher’s data collection throughout this
study. Audio recordings will be used to collect detailed information about the students’
reflections based on the activities they participate in throughout this study. The audio
recordings will not be used for publication or professional presentations and will be destroyed
(permanently deleted) at the conclusion of this research study.
Video recordings:
No video recordings will be taken or utilized in any way throughout this study.
Pictures:
Pictures will be taken during this research study. The pictures will be taken throughout the
study in order to collect detailed information about the students’ reflections based on the
activities they participate in throughout this study.
Pictures will be used in publication and for professional presentations.
Writing your name on this page means that the page was read (by you or to you) and that you
agree to be in the study.
I understand the study and know what will happen to me. I know that I can quit the study at
any time. I agree to be in the study.
__________________________________________________________________________
Child’s Signature for Assent
Date
Check which applies (to be completed by person conducting assent discussion):
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_____The child is capable of reading and understanding the assent form and has signed above
as documentation of assent to take part in this study.
_____The child is not capable of reading the assent form; however, the information was
explained verbally to the child who signed above to acknowledge the verbal explanation and
his/her assent to take part in this study.
__________________________________________________________________________
Name of Person Obtaining Assent (Print)
__________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Person Obtaining Assent
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Appendix C:
Five-Point Pre- and Post- Book Club Likert Scale Survey and Interview
Questions for the novel, Wonder, by R.J. Palacio
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Appendix D
Three-Point Pre- and Post- Book Club Likert Scale Survey and Interview
Questions for the novel, Wonder, by R. J. Palacio
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Appendix E
Five-Point Pre- and Post- Civic Identity and Awareness
Likert Scale Survey and Interview Questions for both novels:
Front Desk, by Kelly Yang and Wonder, by R.J. Palacio

Interview Questions:
1. What did you learn about yourself personally after reading Front Desk and Wonder?
2. Is this any area of personal growth for you? Why or why not?
3. Is there anything you feel has changed about how you view your role in your school or
community? Will you be doing anything different moving forward?
4. What have you enjoyed the most about the books we have read, conversations we’ve had,
and book activities we have done? Why is this?

Five Point Pre- and Post- Book Club Likert Scale Survey
5. (Before the book club) Rate yourself on a scale of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 on how much agency you
feel towards social justice issues like prejudice, racism, and people who are treated as
“other”.
6. (After the book club) Rate yourself on a scale of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 on how much agency you
feel towards social justice issues like prejudice, racism, and people who are treated as
“other”.
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Appendix F
Artifact 5: Seesaw Student Recordings
Theme: Social and Emotional Growth / Agency / Civic Identity
Full Transcript of Recording
Student A: So I am here to talk to you guys about Wonder and how I feel about it. So, I’ve
been feeling like it’s a good book to read because I had an experience with a girl who had a
messed up face like Auggie and I walked up to the people and said that’s rude because she
didn’t do nothing..and they were like she looks ugly and I said that’s rude because she did
not do anything to you. That’s rude -do not say anything like that ever again. I said, how
would you feel if you had a messed up face like that how would you feel? And then they said
they would feel very sad. And then I said if you were going to feel very sad then why did you
say it to her if you were going to feel sad? And now that I’m reading Wonder it makes me
stand up to people now. It makes me stand up to people more now because it’s good to stand
up to people because when they are having a hard time sticking up for their self they can’t
because they have a messed up face and also they will just be like oh, I have a messed up
face what am I going to do now? So they will just say they don’t know what to do because
they have a rare craniofacial abnormality and it’s kind of weird to have that but if I would
have special needs I wouldn’t cry..I would just stand up for myself and say that I don’t care
how I look or talk or how I do anything because at least I can do it and I’m not be here and
do nothing. I don’t care if I chew like a tortoise and Jack Will is being really rude to Auggie
and if I was Auggie I would be like, Julian you need to stop bothering me or I’m really going
to go off. Like I’m really going off on this book and I have to read more. Catch you guys
later, bye!
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Appendix G
Artifact 7: Focus Group Conversation
Theme: Awareness of Civic Identity / Change Agency
Full Transcribed Interview
Student C: What I thought about discrimination and prejudice ..umm..well I didn’t even know
about them before us reading with Mrs. Schucker..so..I didn’t really know..I really thought it was
…like it was a lot to other people, but I’ve never been through it before..so those two words
mean a lot to other people because they feel those things and people do that to them.
Researcher: So you said that prejudice and discrimination were always more meaningful to
others but not really to you because you hadn’t gone through anything like it. Do you still feel
that way now that we have read the book?
Student C: Yes, I do. But, if something happened to someone I know, I’ll stick up for them and
just because they are different in a way doesn’t mean they should be treated like that….because
all the characters, like Hank, Mia, and her parents were treated like that by Mr. Yao like they
shouldn’t be treated like that. They have their own thoughts and they are their own person.
Researcher: Did experiencing these characters change anything about yourself? Are there things
that you think you would do differently after watching the characters change and grow?
Student F: What I think about that is all those characters should not be treated like that and that
it is a real thing that really happened in real life so there are many people who shouldn’t have
been treated mean like Lupe’s dad and Lupe, Mia..they’re all on the roller coaster and at the end
of the book, they all came off the roller coaster. Well..not all of them…it was meaningful because
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now the characters could do things like jump in the pool..and now they finally get to do what
they want to do.
Researcher: Did that change you?
Student F: It changed me like, if I ever get treated like that, then I would remember that one year
in fourth grade..I would remember about it.
Researcher: About what?
Student F: Like how people can change from people around them..people getting to like know
other different people than your normal friends.
Student C: When I first heard you say prejudice and discrimination, I didn’t know what they
meant because I had never heard them and I didn’t really think about what they did mean. I
didn’t know what they meant so I didn’t know what to think about them.
Student A: Discrimination and prejudice is bad and people shouldn’t use it and they’ll get into
big trouble. People might be mean or hurt you because of your color. My connection is with
Hank because when he was getting discriminated by Mr. Yao..well..this happened to me
once..people were saying that just because I was a different color than them that I couldn’t join
their group and it really hurt me because people just want to be mean to me sometimes just
because of my skin color. It just hurt me like how the characters in front desk were getting
discriminated and prejudiced by Mr. Yao from all the things he did. Mia’s parents need to be
bigger people. They shouldn’t just stand there and be scared. They should stand up for
themselves and say, “You can’t tell me what to do and use prejudice and discrimination on me”
and Mr. Yao should be thinking before he speaks because he is being really mean and rude. At
the end of the book it was kind of good because all the characters got to be in the pool and get
the motel.
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Researcher: What did you learn yourself?
Student A: Think about what you learned. Like when I go to 5th or 6th grade and someone is
going to discriminate or prejudice me, I can use what I learned in Front Desk and I can say to
them, “If you were discriminated, how would you feel? Now that’s how I feel because you are
discriminating me because you have prejudice in yourself.”
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Appendix H
Student Podcast 1
Full Transcript
Podcast 1 - Student E: Anti-Bullying Recording
00:01

The first day of school, I was very excited. I had a new backpack. I’m pretty sure that
my backpack was a little too big. I got to my classroom and noticed that two girls
were sitting at the table that had my nametag on it. I was very happy on the inside.
We talked and did our work. Our teacher called everyone to the carpet to sit in a
circle. My two friends and I sat together. Our teacher told us to say our names and
something we were good at. When it was my turn to say my name, I said ___. Around
the circle, I could hear snickering at the moment I said it. I had no idea why people
were laughing at me. A little later, my friends and I were sitting together and a couple
of girls walked past me and said something. I was puzzled for a second and then it hit
me. They were calling me a name because it sounded like a version of my name! My
friends stuck up for me, saying, “If you don’t have anything nice to say, then don’t
say anything at all!” After that, they never teased me again. I think after my friends
stood up for me that the bullies felt like they should not call people names again.
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Appendix I
Student Podcast 2
Full Transcript

Podcast 2 - Student B: Agency Recording for Social Justice

00:19

What is the definition of kindness? Kindness is to be friendly, generous and
considerate. You should be kind all the time. Kind words can be simple or
complicated. They can be quiet or loud. But something you should remember is
to try to be a person who could see the bright side of anyone. Something you she
remembered to do is to be kind and caring and someone who makes others feel
happy, supported, and safe. Don't be someone who makes others self-conscious.
Now some of you are probably sitting on your couch or wondering how on earth
am I supposed to be kind when I'm in the middle of a nationwide quarantine?
Well, if you're scrolling through social media and you see someone being mean
to another person on social media, that person who is being mean is called a
cyber bully. And you should definitely stand up for the person who is being
bullied because you want to be kind and stand up to that cyber bully because
they can say so many things that hurt other people's feelings .

01:25

Another way can be kind is to be kind to your family. I know you're spending
every single day with them and you may be tired of them, but you should still try
to be as nice as you can to them. And don't forget to be a kind, happy and caring
person.
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Appendix J
Student Podcast 3
Full Transcript
Podcast 3 - Student A: Agency Recording for Empathy
00:03

There are people in this world who act the same and look the same, but it doesn’t
matter it matters how they treat you.

Alone. Sad. Scared and confused. One day I saw someone sitting in a lonely corner.
She was crying like a river of tears. I went over to help, and I said, “What’s up?
Why are you crying? She said someone hurt her feelings like someone stepped on
her dreams. I said, “Listen... it is going to be ok. I got my feelings hurt lots of times
and do you see me sitting in a corner? No! So, get up and have some fun. Will you
ever think about anyone else's feelings?" So, think how hard people take stuff and
how they treat you... just think about that.
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Appendix K
Artifact 4: Interview with The Characters
Full Transcript
Audio Recording:
Student C: “If I could talk with these characters, I would give them some good advice.”
Researcher: “What would you say to them?”
Student A: “I would say that they should stop discriminating and being so racist.”
Researcher: “Are those the words you would use to describe Mr. Yao?”
Student A: “Yes. I would say a lot of things to him for the way he is treating Mia.”
Student E: “I am enraged because they are racial profiling Hank.”
Student C: “I would ask Mr. Yao why he is acting this way. I mean, all people are different in
their own ways and that doesn’t mean you are mean to them or blame them for being who they
are or different from you.”
Researcher: “Okay..well let’s talk to the characters!” (students looking very puzzled)
Student A: “We can’t talk to them..they’re not real!”
Student C: “We could pretend! I want to be Mia..or Lupe!”
Researcher: “I would love to see what you would write, and we could all pretend to be the
characters and see how we would react if we were put in an interview situation and asked about
the way that we were acting.”
Student B: “Oh my gosh..I love this idea. Can we use a real microphone?” (students laugh)
Student A: “We have a pretend microphone in the puppet theatre! That would work!”
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Student D: “This is so cool. I want to pretend to be Jason and tell my dad, Mr. Yao what I think
of his racist and prejudiced actions on Mia!” (.... student voices trail off excitedly sharing their
ideas.)
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Appendix L
Artifact 7: Focus Group Conversation
Full Transcript
Student C: What I thought about discrimination and prejudice ...umm..well I didn’t even know
about them before us reading with Mrs. Schucker..so..I didn’t really know..I really thought it was
…like it was a lot to other people, but I’ve never been through it before..so those two words
mean a lot to other people because they feel those things and people do that to them.
Student C: Yes, I do. But, if something happened to someone I know, I’ll stick up for them and
just because they are different in a way doesn’t mean they should be treated like that…. because
all the characters, like Hank, Mia, and her parents were treated like that by Mr. Yao like they
shouldn’t be treated like that. They have their own thoughts, and they are their own person.
Student F: What I think about that is all those characters should not be treated like that and that
it is a real thing that really happened in real life so there are many people who shouldn’t have
been treated mean like Lupe’s dad and Lupe, Mia..they’re all on the roller coaster and at the end
of the book, they all came off the roller coaster. Well..not all of them…it was meaningful because
now the characters could do things like jump in the pool..and now they finally get to do what
they want to do.
Student F: It changed me like, if I ever get treated like that, then I would remember that one year
in fourth grade..I would remember about it.
Student F: Like how people can change from people around them..people getting to like know
other different people than your normal friends.
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Student C: When I first heard you say prejudice and discrimination, I didn’t know what they
meant because I had never heard them, and I didn’t really think about what they did mean. I
didn’t know what they meant so I didn’t know what to think about them.
Student A: Discrimination and prejudice is bad, and people shouldn’t use it and they’ll get into
big trouble. People might be mean or hurt you because of your color. My connection is with
Hank because when he was getting discriminated by Mr. Yao..well..this happened to me
once..people were saying that just because I was a different color than them that I couldn’t join
their group and it really hurt me because people just want to be mean to me sometimes just
because of my skin color. It just hurt me like how the characters in front desk were getting
discriminated and prejudiced by Mr. Yao from all the things he did. Mia’s parents need to be
bigger people. They shouldn’t just stand there and be scared. They should stand up for
themselves and say, “You can’t tell me what to do and use prejudice and discrimination on me”
and Mr. Yao should be thinking before he speaks because he is being really mean and rude. At
the end of the book it was kind of good because all the characters got to be in the pool and get
the motel.
Student A: Think about what you learned. Like when I go to 5th or 6th grade and someone is
going to discriminate or prejudice me, I can use what I learned in Front Desk and I can say to
them, “If you were discriminated, how would you feel? Now that’s how I feel because you are
discriminating me because you have prejudice in yourself.”
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Appendix M
Artifact 1: Eye Color Discrimination
Abridged Lesson Plan
Materials: Candy (Starbursts in this case)
Directions:
1. Upon entering the classroom, the students with the blue eyes were allowed to help
themselves to a piece of candy, take off their shoes, and enjoy sitting in the reading nook
with a pillow. These students were doted on by the researcher, sitting with them and
interviewing them about the books they had just checked out while they were in the
library.
2. Inversely, the students with any other eye color were asked to come to their desks without
talking and complete a worksheet based on isolated skill work. The researcher’s
purposeful design of using productive struggle and discomfort allowed for the simulated
experience of real-world challenges with social justice issues.
3. The researcher took an observational role, allowing the students to fully experience the
situation.
4. When the real-world role playing seemed to come to a point when it was time to bring the
students back together and address the issues (about 10 minutes in), the students and the
researcher all met back in the reading nook to discuss and journal about the experience.
5. Results are provided in Chapter 4.
Assessment:
-Closure was provided through the classroom discussion and reflective journaling.
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Appendix N
Artifact 2: Blindfold Activity
Abridged Lesson Plan
Materials: Blindfolds, Obstacle Course, Duct Tape
Directions:
1. Students will be asked to pick a partner (or a group of 3 for odd number class size.)
Students should be given a blindfold made from old t-shirt material or soft cloth. When
students look around the classroom, they should see an obstacle course trail marked in
duct tape on the classroom floor, which is the trail they will follow.
2. Ask partners to decide on who would be the first one blindfolded. The partner left to ‘see’
their way through the course is to instruct their partner through the pattern, with one rule:
“You may not direct your partner with physical touch; only voice commands.”
3. Ask student teams to navigate the course, only using communication skills. Allow them
to try out different strategies for successfully completing the course.
4. Switch roles. As the activity progresses, remain as a ‘guide on the side’, resisting the urge
to step in with any assistance.
5. When the real-world role-playing has come to an end, bring the students back into the
reading nook to discuss and journal about the experience.
6. Results are provided in Chapter 4.
Assessment:
-Closure may be provided through reflective journaling, student recordings, classroom
discussion, debates, or any other applicable subversive approach highlighted in Chapter 5.
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Appendix O
Artifact 4: Interviews with the Characters
Abridged Lesson Plan
Materials: A Pretend microphone or any other props/Costumes for the reporter or characters,
Notecards
Directions:
1. Students will be asked to pick a partner (or a group of 3 for odd number class size? And
ask them to pick a character from the novel.
2. Start with a few discussion prompts to get the students to brainstorm potential questions
that they would want to ask the characters.
a. What question would you want to ask the character because it was a part of the
book that really made you angry, happy, or sad?
b. What question would you want to ask the character because it was a really
confusing part for you in the story?
c. Ask a question about what you wish the character would have done differently?
d. Would you like to ask any questions about why the character did what he/she did?
3. Allow the teams at least 10-15 minutes to develop at least 5 interview questions. They
may want to write these on notecards. Students may also want to dress as the characters
or reporter, just for enrichment!
4. Ask one team at a time to begin with their interview while the other teams participate as
the audience.
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5. Switch roles. As the activity progresses, remain as a ‘guide on the side’, resisting the urge
to step in with any assistance. Allow the students to experience the flexibility to adapt or
add to their questions, depending on what the ‘character’ says.
6. When the real-world role playing has come to an end, bring the students back into the
reading nook to discuss and journal about the experience.
7. Results are provided in Chapter 4.
Assessment:
-Closure may be provided through reflective journaling, student recordings, classroom
discussion, debates, or any other applicable subversive approach highlighted in Chapter 5.
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Appendix P
Implication for K-12 Classrooms
“Moments of Wonder”
Summary
● Educate regular-education students on what it means to be differently abled.
● Promote the worth of students who struggle with special learning needs.
● Provide the experience of what it means to be differently abled, which leads to greater
sense of empathy, understanding, patience, and normalization of the social groups within
elementary schools.
Initiative: Create a social justice experience through rotating stations for Fourth Grade students.
● Students will develop an understanding, appreciation, and empathy for their differently
abled peers.
● Students will draw upon their gained experiences to develop empathy and reduction of
the stigma that surrounds this social justice issue.
● This also serves as an introduction and investigation, which leads to classroom meetings
for further discussion.
Issues
● Differently abled students who are labeled and categorized experience segregation from
peers which leads to feelings of inferiority and seclusion from their social group.
● Education stakeholders expect regular-education students to accept all students regardless
of their learning disabilities, but never educate the students, equipping them to understand
how to normalize in the social groups.
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● Regular-education students are transformed when educated on what it means to be
differently abled.
● Differently abled students are empowered as the stigma of their learning difficulties is
lifted
Monitoring and Sustainability
● “Moments of Wonder” cards: Used in Morning Announcements
● Classroom Meetings for “safe space” conversation and continued employment of skills
● Teacher’s Assessment Rubric of Initiative’s effectiveness
Projected Outcomes
● The students will gain understanding of the challenges that students with disabilities face.
● Regular education students will gain empathy and understanding of all differently abled
students and their challenges.
● The outcome of this initiative is that the barrier of indifference and ignorance will lead to
appreciation and acceptance of differently abled students.
Discussion Questions:
1. "Do you feel in your specific educational settings that regular-education students are
educated on the diverse needs of their differently-abled peers?”
2. “How would you handle this immersion in the world of the differently-abled as
secondary educators/administrators?”
3. “Do you have any other suggestions for follow-up assessments?”
4. “How would you predict the receptiveness of this initiative with the participants’ parents
and the community?

